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OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS 

A new tool of management, known as operations re
search, is exciting interest in many companies. Some ex
ecutives have been sufficiently convinced of the value of 
this new approach to set up operations research units. 
Others remam skeptical as to whether it really represents 
anything new or are genuinely perplexed as to its prac
tical applications for them. The illustrations of the suc
cessful use of operations research seem far removed from 
business operations. Many of the practitioners of these 
new techniques have had little contact with management 
problems. An attempt will be made here to place opera
tions research in a perspective compatible with a man
agement view of operating problem . The examples of 
potential application will largely pertain to the marketing 
function. The same plan of evaluation could be extended 
to problems of production and finance. 

It may be helpful to start out by showing how opera
tions research in marketing is related to marketing re
search and statistical analysis. All endeavor to assist in 
solving management problems but with a difference in 
emphasis. The elements of problem solving are facts, find
ings and recommendations. Marketing research has special
ized on the collection of marketing facts through surveys 
or other procedures. Statistics aid the analyst in deriving 
valid finding from the facts. His findings include esti
mates of market potential and measurement of the results 
of selling effort. Intere t in operations re earch is focused 
on recommendations. Furthermore, this interest is defi
nitely channeled by a particular conception of what a 
problem is and the form that a recommendation should 
take. A problem for the operations researcher is a ques
tion concerning efficiency or productivity in some oper
ating system. An acceptable solution takes the form of a 
rule of action for getting the best results. The goal is the 
same as in conventional economics but the approach is 
different. Operations research in marketing, which might 
also be called operational economics, goes after numerical 
results which can be u eful in the given situation. The 
methods it employs in finding these numbers are drawn 
from many branches of science and mathematics. Yet the 
resulting rule of action can often be stated and applied as 
simply as the rule of thumb which it replaces. 

An executive with a problem is an individual respon
sible for decision and beset with uncertainty as to the 
course of action to follow. To solve a problem is to re
duce uncertainty to a point that will permit a choice to be 
made. There are at least four levels of uncertainty which 
can readily be distinguished in characterizing management 
problems. Many of the new techniques associated with 
operations research can be sorted out in relation to these 
four types of uncertainty in management. What follows 
is not presented a an exhaustive review of operations re
search techniques. Rather, it is intended to show how some 
of its most characteristic methods can be utilized in the 
problem solving or decision making process. The elements 

of uncertainty in the four broad types of management 
problems pertain respectively to allocation of effort, con
trol and coordination, information and contact, competi
tive strategy and value theory. Each of these areas and 
the applications of operations research will be discussed 
in turn. 

PROGRAMM ING MARKETING ACTIVITIES 

Allocating marketing effort is the same thing as select
ing a marketing program. Like any other economic activity 
marketing can be described in terms of inputs and outputs. 
The desired outputs are the sales of the company's prod
ucts projected over the next operating period and are 
often set forth in a sales budget or schedule of market 
forecasts. The inputs are the various kinds of marketing 
effort such as selling, advertising and sales promotion. In 
discussing the programming problem it is assumed that 
the market forecasts can be taken as reliable despite the 
possible actions of competitors. Unexpected shifts in de
mand are also ruled out for the time being. A further a -
sumption is that the program, once established, will be 
kept under effective control and produce re ults as an
ticipated. 

The point is that the programming problem remains 
even with all these favorable assumptions and is often ex
ceedingly difficult. The source of the difficulty is largely 
the complexity of the operating processes involved. That 
means that there is a large number of pos ible program , 
and the analytical task of picking the right one is formi
dable. The most tangible achievements to date are in phys
ical operations such as warehousing which are the aspects 
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of marketing most closely resembling manufacturing. The 
warehouse expert controls costs by minimizing the move
ment of goods required in storage and order filling. One 
step in accomplishing th~s result is to a~rang~ ~rodu~ts 
along the assembly line In accordance With Zlpf s pnn
ciple of least effort. That is to say that the greater the 
number of pieces or pounds to be moved the closer the 
item is kept to the loading dock. Operational analysis in 
warehousing produces other benefits beyond the pr~per 
positioning of products. It prepares the way for effiCient 
use of mechanical handling equipment and accounting 
machines and for the functional design of warehouses. 

Operational analysis is making headway in other as
pects of marketing. Requirements as to the number and 
size of trucks for a delivery operation have been deter
mined by balancing the cost of movement oyer the road 
against the cost of waiting time. Principles of layout for 
display in retail stores rest on a balancing of the traffic 
created by a product against its response to traffic created 
by other products. Some excellent work has been done 
both theoretically and practically on store location and 
urban land values but the opportunity is wide open for 
the development of more precise optimization formulas in 
this field. 

Much of economic discussion centers on the optimum 
allocation of effort or resources. The analytical tool 
favored for this purpose by economists is marginal pro
ductivity analysis. Essentially this means that each type of 
effort should presumably be used up to the point where 
the last dollar spent in each of these directions is equally 
productive. There are cases in marketing where excellent 
results can be obtained by this method used in conjunction 
with multiple correlation analysis. Management is not al
ways free to make marginal adjustments in marketing any 
more than in manufacturing. Most types of effort should 
be maintained at some minimum level or dropped alto
gether. Some methods or channels are directly incom
patible and cannot be used together. These and other 
restrictions on marginal analysis are equivalent to saying 
that many operations have a structure which sets limits to 
the number of feasible programs. 

Here lies the opportunity for a developing aspect of op
erations research known as activity analysis or linear pro-

gramming. No attempt will be made to describe these 
methods but only to say in simple words what they are 
intended to do. Linear programming sets out to identify 
the most favorable among the feasible programs or ways .. 
of combining the possible activities or processes in a sys- .. 
tem of action. tarting with any given program the method 
enables the analyst to find a more productive one if it ex-
ists, then a still better one and so on. This may sound like 
a rather advanced form of trial and error but it is dis
tinctly superior to informal trial and error with no re
liable means of weighing one plan against another. 

There are serious computational difficulties in the more 
complicated programming problems. However, it fre
quently turns out to be an aid to insight to set up the prob
lem in this form. In this connection an attempt to apply 
linear programming may revitalize some of the older and 
more conventional analytical procedures. Sales analysis 
and distribution cost analysis in skillful hands can still 
lead to marked improvements in marketing operations. 
They might acquire a new significance if regarded as 
means for obtaining the parameters needed for carrying 
out linear programming. It might equally well turn out 
that linear programming would provide a conceptual 
framework giving point and direction to the older types 
of analysis. Operations research in its very nature em
braces any existing method that can help solve a problem 
rather than introducing a new one purely for the sake of 
technical virtuosity. 

CONTROL AND COORDINATION IN MARKETING SYSTEMS 

In the second class of problems, as in the first, the aim 
of the operations researcher is to find an appropriate op
timization formula. That is to say that he is offering 
analytical help to management in minimizing costs, maxi
mizing results or identifying the best possible pattern of -
activities in a complex operation. The chief difference is • 
that the discussion from here on must take account of 
further factors of uncertainty. In the first case uncertainty 
for management was largely the result of complexity and 
not of contingency with respect to control of the problem 
situation. In this section we drop the assumption that man
agement is dealing with a well-oiled machine. The indi
viduals or organization units involved in the operation are 
recognized to be semi-independent but are susceptible to 
management. That is to say that they are willing to be co
ordinated to the extent that there is a common interest in 
results. The best means of control and coordination may 
become the key management problem. In the view of 
Chester Barnard, the function of the executive in large 
organizations is not to engage directly in maximizing be
hanor but to keep the orgamzation tuned up so that it will 
operate at an optimum level. 

The techniques of operations research can assist man
~gement in coping with uncertainty at this level as well as 
In programming and allocation. This particular phase of 
operational analysis is called control and communication 
theory. In one of its versions it has been given the name 
cybernetics which freely translated is "steen,man ·hip." 
The mathematics of the field have been developed by such 
diverse specialists as neurologists and electrical engineers. 
But while cybernetics has made a substantial contribution 
to an understanding of servo-mechanisms and of the 
nerv~us system, applications to operating organizations are 
only 111 the beginning stages. A central principle of control 
is called negative feed-back. That means that when the op- a 
eration moves beyond the control limits the information is ., 
f~d back along appropriate channels so that corrective ac-
tion can be taken. Human systems of communication and 
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control are ubject to difficulties similar to tho e of me
chanical systems. The message may be obscured by noise 
or interference. There i fr quent danger of overloading 
the channel. The channel may fail becau e it is not a closed 
circuit. The feed-back may produce over-compensation so 
that the system o. ciliate' further and further out of 
control. 

one of the pur I)' mechanical model' quite comes to 
grips with the ba:ic proc and motivation of human 
cooperation. It hould b rc.1dily po sible to extend the 
theory as soon a' the ius hay b n clearly drawn. In a 
cooperative etting c.1ch individual p rfonns a pecialized 
function on the c; p ctation that other individual will be 
perfonning r lat d function and th total program will 
proceed in a . ati factory mann r. The perfonnance of 
each participant dcp 'nds in part on hi. confid nce in the 
perfonnance of other. Oft n onc participant mu t have 
definite knowledge of th action of the oth r in ord r to 
proceed with hi action. n may be r pon 'ible for initia
tion of action and 'lI1other for d tailed e.·c ution of action. 

The elementary mod I of coop ration would con i t of 
two participant with the action of 'ach conditioned in 
some degr e by a fe dback of information about action 
taken by the oth r. 'j h tudy of uch model might b 
extended tep by t P to te k· account of larger coopera
tive y:>tcm. That t·p of m cI ha aIr ady be n em
ployed in tudic of th inventory problem. The coordina
tion of any equcnc of t p or thc balancing of produc
tion and eHin .... acti itie i a probl m of thi general 
character. After the param t r of control have been e tab
lished by operation r ar h it may b po 'ible to d 'ign 
electronic devic or other mechanical m an to facilitate 
coordination. 

Another type of tudy in thi area i that directed 
toward improving an organization truclure to permit 
more effective coop ration. n of the t chniqu . of op
erations re c.1rch i the OJ> rational e:;'p riment. Thi 
means setting up a probability model which ha a tructure 
~aralleling an actual or pot nti.'11 operation and then put
~mg it throu h an operating cycle. Thu , in a ituation 
mvol~ing a waiting lin of unit to be erviced, the arrival 
of unIts on a random ba i ovcr time can be imulated by 
puHing number from a tabl of random numbers. The 
capacity requir d to maintain a given tandard of service 
can be e timatcd in lhi way. B C01U e of the relatively low 
cost of ecuring data by the c o-called • Ionte Carlo 
methods it will be po ible to tryout everal alternative 
patterns of operation on [lap'r before putting anyone 
plan to the final te t of action. One of the ide advantages 
of .such a procedure i that of minimizing the number of 
~dJustment 'hich have to b made after a plan is put 
mto effect and which can have a very adverse effect on 
moral~. One important field of application would appear 
to be m the manag m nt of marketing channels. Any new 
pol.icy may tend to favor one typ' of cu tomer to the dis
satJsf~ction of other, 0 that damage i done either. by 
0angmg it or by attempting to hold the line. There ~s a 
hIgh premium in uch C.1 on being approximately nght 
the ~rst time, a re ult which might be achieved more 
readIly by u ing operational models. 

SEARCH THEORY AND THE PROBLEM OF CLOSURE 

The. fir t eclion proc :xl' on the .1 •• umption that the 
operallo? to be programmed i fully controlled. The sec
?nd ~cbon drop thi a sumption to take account of cases 
m ~vhlch the problem of control i crucial to the sy:stem of 
actIon. In thi third ection we drop the a sumptlOn that 
management is dealing initially with a closed sy tern. The 

crucial problem then becomes that of achieving a sufficient 
degree of closure to permit an operation to be completed. 
A supplier searching for customers is able to market his 
goods only to the extent that he makes successful contact. 
A buyer searching for goods is similarly seeking to effect 
the closure in the system which is necessary to the con
tinuity of the processes in which the goods are to be used. 
Problems of control and of programming may remain to 
be solved but they are naturally subordinated in many 
cases to the primary problem of contact and closure. 

The probability models required for this phase of opera
tional analysis can be derived from what is known as 
earch theory. To do this the analyst must proceed in 

terms of basic conceptions and not rely on superficial 
analogie . In physical tenns there is very little resemblance 
between a plane sweeping over miles of ocean looking for 
submarines and a consumer examining retail assortments 
looking for a dress. The basic similarity is that both must 
be guided by some sort of a priori estimates of the proba
bilities of finding what they want. These probability esti
mates may undergo change in the course of the search, but 
from moment to moment may affect decisions as to where 
to look and whether to break off the search or continue. 
\Vork now being done on consumer shopping behavior is 
making use of such probability models and appears to be 
yielding significant results. The study of actual shopping 
trips in turn has led to the development of p ychological 
tests having the same probability structure as shopping. 
In the e tests it is possible to control and to modify the 
parameters and to gather data much more rapidly and 
economically than could be done through collecting further 
data on actual shopping trips. 

In seeking to establish contact with customers the mar
keting organization is trying to reduce uncertainty by 
achieving operating closure. This function can be per
formed with greater assurance if the seller takes account 
of the dimen ions of uncertainty confronting the buyer. 
One objective of every supplier is to induce a certain 
number of customers to buy with confidence and to regard 
him as their regular source of supply. At the same time 
the supplier who endeavors to expand his position in the 
market must attract some customers who are habitually 
buying from his competitors. To do this he may undertake 
to plant doubts in their minds and may be said to be in
creasing the degree of uncertainty they experience. How
ever, if he has a legitimate claim upon their attention he 
may simply be making them aware of actual hazards in 
their situation and suggesting that his product can help 
solve their problems. There is no necessary conflict of 
interests here since consumers, like persons playing any 
other economic role, may have to be made aware of prob
lems before they can undertake to solve them. It is believed 
that operational analysis of this type can have an impact 
on many aspects of marketing, including advertising and 
retail assortments and display. 

PROBLEMS OF COMPETITION AND CONFLICT 

In all of the previous sections, with their varying as
sumptions as to closure or control, the discussion pertains 
to an operating system in which there is some community 
of interest among the participants. In this final section the 
reality of conflicting interests is recognized. Conflict may 
exist between organizations or within an organization. 
External conflict is typified by competition among large 
scale enterprises. It is among large companies that man
agement can conceive of marketing strategies and in turn 
must take account of the strategies of their competitors. 
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An effective strategy often takes advantage of some special 
character of the firm which employs it and may be difficult 
to counter in precisely the same terms. Competitors may 
not have a good answer available and are able only to 
choose strategies which tend to minimize the degree of 
competitive injury suffered. A firm may be forced to em
ploy purely defensive means for some time until it finally 
matures a plan of counter attack which makes use of its 
own natural advantages. In intensively competitive indus
tries there may be observed an ebb and flow of competitive 
advantage not unlike a succession of military battles or 
campaigns. 

The division of operations research which can provide 
models for this type of competition is game theory. In 
some games there is a point of balance between the players 
representing the worst that can happen to the stronger 
competitor and the best that can be achieved by the weaker 
one. That kind of stable adjustment has been reached 
among large competitors in many instances. Game theory 
also provides models for competitive situations without 
this type of stability. Game theorists are workin~ actively 
toward the construction of models which can stimulate a 
greater range of competitive situations with greater fidel
ity. Some applications have already been made in business 
and accelerated use can be expected as the theory pro
gresses. There is no substitute for managerial experience 
and resourcefulness in devising or meeting competitive 
strategies but an orderly framework for evaluating the 
possibilities could be useful to the sharpest competitors. 

There are a number of economists and operations re
searchers who are attempting to cope with conflict of 
values within an organization. Schemes have been devised 
for rating objectives and working toward a point of com- _ 
promise by successive trials. Conflict of values affects ., 
many types of economic activities starting with household 
purchases. There are doubtless many families lacking any-
thing approaching a stable expenditure budget because of 
the lack of agreement on basic family goals. These ten-
sions with respect to family requirements may often reflect 
still deeper tensions including basic conflicts within the 
individual personality. 

The resolution of conflicts can range over into the areas 
of ethics and psychiatry but they are not thereby excluded 
from the interests of the operations researcher. He may 
properly take on the assignment of finding a procedure for 
resolving conflicts within an operating system if that is the 
crucial problem which is interfering with productivity. 
Conflicts at one level of consideration are sometimes re
solved by appealing to criteria pertaining to some broader 
level. Conflicting goals in a single organization unit may 
have to be resolved in terms of the aims of the whole 
organization. Conflict in short range objectives may be 
reconsidered in terms of long range objectives. Some cqn
flicts cannot be resolved at all within the existing frame 
of reference. Management must decide when to fight and 
when to seek constructive compromise. The analysis of the 
factors involved in the conflict is therefore an appropriate 
topic for operations research. 

CURRENT ACTIVITY IN NEW PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION 
For many years the rate of construction activity in the 

United States has been observed as an indicator of both 
prevailing and prospective business activity. It is an im
portant indicator not only for those whose activities are 
directly related to the construction industry, but also for 
those who are concerned with the outlook for the total 
economy. 

Little explanation is necessary to understand the interest 
and value which a measure of construction activity holds 
for those whose economic well being is directly associated 
with it. While its effect upon the outlook for the total 
economy is somewhat less apparent, it is also of vital con
cern for several reasons. First, private construction activ
ity accounts for a significant proportion of gross national 
product (about six percent during 1952). Secondly, the 
relationship between total economic activity and construc
tion activity is a basic one. Continued long term growth of 
gross national product can result only by expansion of pro
ductive capacity of which modernization, replacement, and 
construction of new plants and buildings are an important 
part. Consequently, an increase or decrease in construction 
activity somewhat foreshadows the prospective rate of 
overall future economic activity. 

Private construction activity during the first eleven 
months of 1953 showed a substantial increase (eight per
cent) over the same period of 1952. However, observa
tion of the extent to which private construction for each 
month of 1953 exceeded the corresponding month of 1952 
provides additional insight into its relative movement 
throughout the year. Even though construction during 
each month this year has exceeded the corresponding 
month last year, the rate of increase has been at a stead
ily decreasing rate since June, until a low for the year of 
5.8 percent was reached in November. New private con
struction activity has failed to maintain its previous vig
orous rate of expansion. For the present at least, it has 
passed its peak level and must now either stabilize at its 

present level or begin a downward trend. 
By virtue of its size, residential construction activity 

(accounting for about 50 percent of total private con- _ 
struction) to a large extent influences the level of total ., 
private construction activity. Even though the overall in
crease in residential construction was seven percent above 
the eleven month level for 1952, activity during the last 
three months declined sharply from the high levels experi
enced during the earlier part of the year. Therefore, there 
can be little doubt that residential construction is the most 
significant soft segment of total new private construction 
at the present time. 

During 1953 farm construction was consistently below 
the corresponding 1952 monthly level. Since it accounts 
for a much smaller proportion of the total, it does not 
influence new private construction to the same extent as 
does residential construction. Nonresidential and public 
utility construction both have increased at an accelerating 
rate throughout most of the year. These relative gains, to 
a large extent, off-set the declines experienced in both 
residential and farm construction. However, because of the 
volatile nature of the various components, its off-setting 
influence cannot be assured for the months ahead. 

The relative decline in the rate of current increase for 
new private construction activity raises several important 
marketing implications concerning the strategy of those 
who sell to this industry. First, selling in general will be-
come a more difficult task and buyers will be more con
cerned over price and quality. Next, a greater proportion 
of sales effort might well be directed toward the nonresi
dential and public utility market because of its compara-
tively strong current position. Finally, manufacturers must 
review their distribution policies in light of both cost and a 
efficiency. In addition, manufacturers must extend all pos- • 
sible aid and assistance to all parts of their distribution 
system so that sales position and morale are effectively 
maintained. 
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THE MOTIVATION OF CONSUMER BUYING 

This article initiates a series on consumer motivation 
representing a new approach to this fundamental aspect of 
marketing. Some features of this approach have been sug
gested in previous articles. These earlier insights are now 
embraced in a general theory concerning the motivation of 
consumer behavior. This theory is still in the making, but 
it has been considerably extended and clarified through 
recent developments in the basic research program of Al
derson and Sessions. Of special significance for the future 
of motivation research were some psychological ex
periments carried on at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. These research findings will be reported in 
succeeding issues. This article presents an introductory 
statement of the general viewpoint. 

The basic doctrine to be expounded here is that rational 
problem olving is a key aspect of consumer behavior. 
Much of the current work of market analysts on consumer 
motivation attempts to explain buying behavior by ir
rational factors such as instinctive and unconscious drives. 
This tendency is undertandable as a reaction against the 
e..xcessive and exclusive emphasis on rationality by some 
economic theorists. The pre ent view starts from an analy
si of the nature of problem solving and what it means 
when applied to consumer buying. This view of motiva
tion is able to take full account of non-rational factors 
uch as habituation, ego-involvement, and emotional con

flict. These factors can all be treated as aspects of the 
buyer's problem in the present view of rational behavior. 

THE PLEASU RE PRINCIPLE AND ECONOMIC MAN 

During the 19th century Bentham and his followers 
thought they had found the key to hWllan conduct in the 
pleasure principle. The individual sought to maximize 
pleasure, to minimize the corresponding pain of effort and 
evaluated all good accordingly. Economic man was a -
sumed to know exactly what he wanted, to have perfect 
knowledge of what the market offered in the goods de
sired, and to carry out with complete precision his calcula
tions as to the net effect on happiness. 

Still greater refinement of analysis was attributed to 
the consumer by the exponents of marginal utility. Con
fronted by a barrel of apples, economic man was able to 
arrange them instantly and automatically on a scale of de
scending values from the first apple to the last in anticipa
tion of progressive satiation. The basic decisions made by 
the buyer were those relating price and quantity for the 
same product. The range of wants was fixed by the under
lying patterns of needs. This theory of economic behavior 
really dodges the issue of motivation and merely seeks to 
explain how the buyer with a given set of preferences will 
adjust to the supply situation. 

Here perhaps is the parting of the ways between eco
nomics and marketing. The economist for the most part 
has tried to get along without assumptions about consumer 
psychology. Consumer tastes and the processes by which 

they are formed were outside the field of economics as 
narrowly defined. For the market analyst, on the other 
hand, the crucial task was to describe and if possible ex
plain the pattern of consumer preferences. In its treatment 
of the practical problems of moving goods, marketing has 
often seemed to bear more resemblance to applied psychol
ogy than to economics 

BUYI NG HABITS AND IMPULSE BUYING 

Two non-rational factors which have received a great 
deal of attention in efforts to explain consumer behavior 
are habit and impulse. John B. Watson, one of the found
ers of behavioristic psychology, entered the advertising 
bu iness, and was the great exponent of habituation in 
buying. In fact, his view of human nature was that we 
bring little into the world except capacity to absorb a cul
ture through expo ure and conditioning. Our preferences 
as well as our skills are the result of learning. Constant 
repetition is a primary means for shaping learned behav
ior. Identify the people who can buy your product, bom
bard them with advertising mes age, and build up a dis
tribution network which makes it easy for them to buy. 
Many marketing plans are built on this philosophy and 
proceed as if habituation were the sole end and aim of 
selling. 

Quite a different approach to motivation in recent years 
relies on instinctive drives to explain behavior. Personality 
and culture are diverse expre sions of sexual desire, the 
will to power, or primary emotion such a rage or fear. 
For a product to sell, it must be hooked up with the indi
viduals self-esteem or with deep seated urges he will not 
consciou ly acknowledge even to him elf. Freudian psy
chology in its various forms, as well a older and cruder 
instinct theories have been employed in this attempt to 
earch out hidden motivations. Marketing research has re

sponded with a rash of depth interviewing methods, pro
jective techniques, and other adaptation of psychiatric 
practice. Impulse buying is a major influence in the mar
ket and succes awaits those who can plumb the hidden 
sources of these drives in such theories. 

Both habit and impulse are undeniably important in a 
comprehensive view of consumer behavior. Both, however, 
play their part within a broader pattern of adaptation 
which cannot be explained by either. Rational decision and 
rational planning are as vital to the household as to the 
business firm. A new conception of consumer rationality 
will be presented, based on the psychology of problem 
solving or adjustment, and embracing the non-rational 
a pects of behavior as problem elements. 

PROBLEMS OF THE CONSUMER PURCHASI NG AGENT 

The new approach draws a clear distinction between the 
consumer and the consumer purchasing agent. It is the 
motivation of the purchasing agent which is directly rele

(Continued on Next Page) 
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vant in marketing. The prospective consumer of a given 
purchase and the person making the purchase are often 
two different people. In many cases, the purchase is made 
for a household and the purcha ing agent is only one of 
those who will share in its use. 

The distinction still exists in a fundamental sense when 
only one person is involved. Most purchases are made to 
provide for consumption at some future time or u e over 
some future period. Psychologically, he is in a different 
frame of mind in buying than in con uming. The rational 
buyer must weigh each purcha e against an anticipated 
pattern of behavior and not merely in terms of satisfac
tions to be derived from the given article. In our modern 
American economy we do not typi<;ally sell food to hungry 
people or clothing to those who literally have nothing to 
wear. The purchasing agent and tho e he represents al
ready possess a stock of goods which he is trying to re
plenish or extend. Only in the case of the dope addict or 
the alcoholic is the consumer and the purchasing agent 
merged into one by the drive of an overwhelming desire. 

The positions of the consumer purchasing agent and the 
industrial purchasing agent differ only in degree. Rational 
behavior is a matter of planning, budgeting and careful 
consideration of comparative values. Rationality is exhib
ited in ability to learn from experience and to adopt new 
methods. It is exhibited in its choice of issues, and in ap
plying itself to the significant rather than the trivial. 
Finally, it copes with the problems which arise in trying 
to provide the goods which will serve as the instruments 
of future behavior for one or more people each with sev
eral roles to play at home, at work, and in the community. 

Returning to the issue of habit and impulse, it becomes 
apparent that it is immediately clarified by drawing a 
sharp separation between consumption and buying. Con
suming habits are part of the pattern of living but buying 
habits are only derived from this pattern. Buying habits in 
the sense of repetitive purchases of a given brand, or cus
tomary trading at a given store can be broken over ni~ht 
with no real disruption in the pattern of living. Buymg 
habits in fact, can more safely be regarded as deliberately 
chosen routines designed to save time and energy for ra
tional consideration of more important matters. 

The distinction between buying and consuming is 
equally crucial in trying to understand the place of im
pulse. The term impulse buying is ,,:i?ely and hopefully 
used by students of di play merchandl mg. Close ob 'erva
tion of unplanned purchases indicates that display often \ 
merely serves as a reminder and that the. purchase still 
falls within an organized pattern. Impulse m the sense of 
breaking the pattern through the force of de ' ire is a factor 
but it happens within definite restrictions. The rational 
buyer i more concerned to provide for ~he con 'uming im
pulses which may be expected to occur m the future. The 
impulse to eat betw'een meals cannot handily be indulged 
unless the refrigerator is stocked with appropriate foods. 
The consumer mu t po e s a et of golf clubs ordinarily 
if he is to obey that udden impul e to pend aturday Oil 

the links instead of mowing the lawn. It i true that there 
are consumer purchasing agent of less rational type who 
respond with childish abandon to item, on display which 
have little genuine utility for them. This type soon runs 
up against the imposed rationality of being out of money 
and having to use some part of the next week's check for 
necessities before going on another plurge. 

There is no intention here to leave habit and impul e out 
of a comprehensive view of motivation. In terms of the 
present view, however, the important thing is habit and im
pulse in con umption as een through the eyes of the con
sumer purchasing agent. The pre 'ence of non-rational ele
ments in buying it elf i recognized but given a more re-
tricted place. The purcha ing agent is e sentiaIly engaged 

in solving problems. While there are differenccs in ability 
here as in industrial buying, the typical performance is 
fairly good and the desire and ability to improve is clearly 
in evidence. 

UNCERTAINTY AN D PROBLEMS OF CONSUMER BUYING 

The definition of an operating problem i the same for 
buyer and seller, for large and mall operation . A prob
lem is an issue involving uncertainty as to the course of 
action to pursue in an operating ituation. To 'olve a prob
lem is to reduce uncertainty to the point where a course of 
action can be adopted with orne confidence. ncertainty 
arises either because the operating situation is complex or 
because the person who mu t act is confronted with con
tingencies beyond his control as to future evcnt . The con
sumer purchasing agent, like other problem solyers, faces 
both complexity and contingency in carrying out his 
function. 

, 

The problenl solyer i trying to ee the e ':ential struc
ture in a complicated situation and trying to make the best 
gamble in being prepared for future requirement ' which 
are subject to chance variations. Complexity in the con
s~pti?n pat~ern arises from the many products nee~e~ to 
~amtam a high st3:ndard of living and from confhctmg 
Ideas about the deSired standard either among the mem
bers of a household or witllin the mind of a single individ
ual. Uncertainty arises from the requirements imposed on 
the household from the outside including the pre sures of 
business and social schedule and the common circum
stances of illnes or frustration or of succes and matura
tion. Out-gue sing the future 'is hazardou ' either in the 
short-run or the long-run. Yet that is what the purchasi~g 
agent must do a effectively as possible if the household .IS 
to have means of carrying out desired behavior patterns 111 

the light of its opportunities as they develop. 
. T~e apP!oach to motivation presented here in bare out- , 

lme IS belIeved to have several major analytical advan
tages. It enables the analyst to deal directly with het-
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erogeneous demand or the choice among unlike goods as 
compared to the choice among different quantities of the 
same goods. It provide a more eff~ctive. w~y of gettin~ at 
the dynamic a pect of demand and Identlfymg the motlves 
which lead to changes in the pattern of living. The con-

sumer purchasing agent approach is called for in these 
respects and others as being more appropriate to an econ
omy of abundance as compared to theories which were 
formulated in terms of more stringent assumptions as to 
scarcity. 

THE INVOICE TRACE METHOD OF MARKET EXPLORATION 
One of the recent development in the economy that has 

brought certain mark. ting: problem to the foregrou!1~ is 
the inten ific<ltion of mtenndu try or product competition. 
This situation has ari 'en primarily because production re
search people are doing their work well in connection with 
the development of new typcs of fabricating materials 
from which both indu trial and consumer good can be 
made. Certain established industrie have suddenly discov
ered that their positions ar being challenged by synthetic 
or "substitute" material that are the products of the 
laboratory. 

Never before has the manufacturer b en confronted 
with such a wide range of material from which to select 
the components or ingredient for his products. Many pro
ducers of fabricating mat rial are discovering that intra
industry competition, comp tition between the firms in the 
industry, is becoming of minor con. equence as contra~ted 
with the compctition being olTered by the new or reVIsed 
products of other indu tries. 

Lumber, for e,'ample, finds its market po ition being 
challenged by plywood and hardboard a well as by spe
cialized product of the glas , aluminum, teel, and brick 
and tile indu 'trie .. The producers of natural fibers are 
acutely aware of the competition being offered by syn
thetics. The introduction of the many members of the 
plastic family of product ha' caused virtual revolution in 
certain arcas of manufacturing. 

For the. e and other rea~()n:, producers of fabricating 
material are evidencing increased interest in "tudying the 
pattern of end u 'e for their product, and in reviewing 
their marketing and distribution policic . Thi' intere 't i 
resulting in the inauguration of recarch program by in
dividual firm as well a: timulating rc 'carch activity on 
the industry leyel through tradc as:ociations. While the 
bulk of the"e studies arc being approached through the ap
plication of comentional sun'cy and research techniques, 
many can perhaps be better attacked through the applica
tion of a technique developed for thi particular purpose
the illvoice trace. 

THE INVOICE TRACE METHOD 

Basically this method involves selecting a representative 
sample of material at the mill or plant level and following 
it through the channel of distribution until it reache the 
hands of an end user. The end u er may, of course, be an 
indu trial u er or manufacturer who is using the product 
being traced as a fabricating material in the product~n of 
goods, Or the user may be an ultimate consumer who IS re
acting to the rapidly developing "do-it-yourself" tre~d. 

The selection of the material to be traced at the m1l1 or 
plant level is best accompli hed through random choice of 
sales invoice ' in such a way as to a sure an ad~qilll:te and 
representative sample. To the extent that the mvolces so 
selected lead the investigator to large-scale industrial end 
users, the trace is at an end and the pecific u es made of 
the product by these purchasers can be determined. 

Other invoices will lead the researcher to intermediate 
sellers. Where this is true, the trace is continued by select
ing from the intermediate sellers' invoice files such in
voices as are necessary as to account for the resale of the 
traced material. From here the trace is continued in simi
lar fashion until the original mill sample of material has 
been traced through the channel of distribution to end use. 

Decision as to which of several alternative methods of 
selecting invoices at the various levels of distribution 
should be used depends upon circumstances peculiar to the 
particular investigation. Normally, the invoice trace will 
reveal the siphoning off of some material to industrial use 
at all levels with the quantity of material involved in such 
sales diminishing as we proceed downstream in the 
channel. 

The invoice trace, then, differs from the usual survey 
approach in two important respects. First, the sampling 
involved is concerned with the selection of a sample of 
material rather than a sample of f~ers. Secondly, the 
earch for end users is initiated in the channel of distribu

tion rather than at the user or consumer level. 

CONDITIONS FAVORING USE OF THE TRACE TECHNIQUE 

It is not suggested that the invoice trace method of mar
ket exploration is superior to alternative approaches in 
any and all cases. As a matter of fact, the possibility of its 
application depends upon the presence of certain circum
stances favorable to its use. Among other things, the plan 
presupposes the availability of complete invoice inforn:a
tion at all levels of distribution, as well a a cooperatlve 
attitude on the part of the marketing functionaries and 
u ers involved. 

A major difficulty may arise at the retail level of distri
bution. Some retail firms do not make sales invoices for 
ca h sales at aU and some record a minimum of sales in
formation on invoices that do not reveal the names of pur
chasers. Under these circumstances, the trace procedure, 
strictly defined, ends at the retail level. Here it becomes 
necessary to substitute the opinions of retailers relative to 
customers' use of products for information secured di
rectly from the user, or to design a sample of consumer
level buyers. Such adjustments may result in some dilution 
of the quality of the data secured. 

The trace method seems to be clearly superior where the 
market being studied is somewhat narrowly distributed, 
but includes a broad range of end uses. Under these con
ditions development of an adequate sample of users would 
be complicated by the existence of many univer es--eacl1 
presenting problems from a sampling point of view. This 
would be true, for example, in the case of a material that 
has a wide range of industrial uses as well as a substantial 
market among ultimate consumers. Searching out eligible 
respondents by traditional means would be exceedingly 
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difficult under such circum tances. This obstacle is espe
cially difficult to overcome when we recall that the objec
tive of the investigation is the determination of the per
centage of total output going to various uses. 

Another factor favorable to the u e of the trace method 
is the absence of marked sea onality in the sale of the 
material, or the availability of reliable information con
cerning the seasonal pattern. The shorter the time period 
over which it is necessary to select invoices, the less com
plicated the method becomes in operation. It may well be 
difficult to trace invoices issued more than six months or a 
year in the past because of the varying policies of firnl 
relative to the period of time over which invoices are pre
served in the files. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD 

The invoice trace method of market exploration ha 
been found to enjoy the following advantages over con
ventional approaches: 

1. Once invoices have been selected and the appropriate 
information has been recorded, respondents for 
questioning relative to product use are automatically 
identified. Hence, the field investigator is relieved of 
any responsibility for seeking out firms and persons 
who have used the material and may begin at once 
the securing of information from persons known to 
be users. These savings in field time and cost become 
substantial, especially where the product being stud
ied is not one used by a high percentage of business 
firms or households. 

2. Data secured by an invoice trace can be made to 
yield a wealth of both qualitative and quantitative 
information concerning the nature of the channel 
distribution that is in operation. The availability of 
such information is vital to the formulation of effec
tive distribution policies. The trace is capable of 
bringing inadequacies in the channel into sharp 
perspective. 

3. Because of its very nature, the invoice trace reveals 
reliable quantitative data on end use that it would be 
difficult to gain in any other way. Such information 
becomes invaluable as a guide to the formulation of 
advertising and sales promotion programs. 

4. The trace procedure provides unique opportunity 
for determining the character and intensity of com
petition. By providing ready access to respondents 
who have recently purchased and used the product, 
the method takes the field investigator to those who 
have recently made choices in the market and are, 
therefore, capable of revealing the alternatives to 
those choices and the reasons for the decisions that 
were reached. 

5. A final advantage is found in the fact that the in
voice trace method of market exploration is basically 
factual. Its operation is based on facts relative to 
what has happened in the channel of distribution, 
and the questions presented to sellers and users are 
essentially factual in character. As a result, the dan
gers inherent in procedures based upon analysis of 
opinions and interpretations are minimized. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD 

The invoice trace method is not without disadvantages, 
limitations, and special problems. One of the more impor
tant of these is the problem of estimating the size of the 
sample of shipments of material that will prove to be ade
quate. Successful planning in this connection will depend 
largely on the analyst's ability to estimate the breadth of 
the end-use pattern. 

It is also true that tracing a completely adequate sample 
of material, while leading to an accurate mea urement of 
end use, may not bring the investigator into contact with a 
representati e sample of users. The u er respondents con
tacted in connection with the trace are imply those func
tionaries and users who happen to be involved in the dis
tribution and use of a sample of material. In most cases, 
however, they will represent a true enough cross-section 
to warrant the drawing of inferences neces ary to effec
tive analysis of the data secured. This comment is, per
haps, more in the nature of a warning than a limitation. It 
cautions the user of the invoice trace method against as
suming that the invoice trace research structure provides, 
not only a basis for investigation of end uses, but a ba is 
for collecting representative opinions of various types of 
distributors and users. 

It is essential that the application of the trace method 
be considered only where the investigator can be certain 
of a high level of cooperation all along the trace line. If 
the climate of cooperation deteriorates as the trace pro
ceeds downstream through the channel, investment in sam
ple, planning, and operations may be lost. 

It should also be pointed out that while the degree of 
respondent preselection implicit in the method leads to 
savings in interviewer time, the task of selecting invoices 
from files is time consuming. 

CONCLUSION 

It seems clear that more and more producers of fabri
cating materials are going to find them elves confronted 
with substantial interindustry or product competition. 
Hence, interest in reliable end u e information as a guide 
to the development of more effective sales planning and 
sales promotion will increase. It also seems apparent that 
intensified product competition creates a need for review 
of channels of distribution and distribution policy. Under 
these circum tances, the invoice trace method of market 
exploration may well be an important development toward 
the goal of providing management with necessary quanti
tative and factual information. 

Thus far, the method has proved highly useful to manu
facturers who have found themselves suddenly face-to
face with declining or stabilized demand for their prod
ucts, or in situations where expansion of productive 
facilities has caused increases in available supply. Such 
producers have recognized the necessity for rapid develop
ment along the lines of sales promotion. They have, how
ever, been at a loss as to how to proceed because of a 
scarcity of basic information on what happens to the mate
rial once it leaves the plant or mill. The invoice trace pro
vides a means of accumulating such data as is necessary 
for the initiation of sales promotion and reveals the means 
for keeping that data current. 
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BUYING MOTIVES AND CONSUMER SHOPPING 
No subject in marketing is of more fundamental interest 

than the motivation of consumer buying. Thi article con
tinues the discussion of that subject initiated in our Janu
ary issue. The viewpoint presented here has been maturing 
over a number of years but was brought into sharper focu 
by a research program carried out during the past six 
months. A complete report of the method u ed in the e 
inve tigations will be presented later. The theoretical posi
tion previously stated will be amplified here and orne of 
its practical implications will be uggested. 

Marketing effort attempt to reach and influence the 
consumer buyer. The typical buyer in our view is the pur
chasing agent for a household. It is the function of the 
buyer to make the best preparation pos ible for the future 
activities of the members of the household. Choo ing the 
right goods is a complicated ta k becau e the modern 
household is involved in so many activities and its mem
bers often have conflicting aims and preferences. The pur
chasing agent runs a heavy risk of being wrong because it 
is difficult to foresee what will be needed most. 

In attempting to cope with these uncertainties the con
sumer buyer is above all a problem solver. The primary 
aim, as for any problem olver, is to maximize the expec
tations for successful action. It is something like the in
ventory control problem of the industrial buyer. The stock 
of goods which the consumer buyer is trying to replenish 
or extend constitutes the mean and instruments required 
by anticipated patterns of behavior. Buying decisions may 
turn out to be wrong in the light of unexpected events. 
Poor judgment may have been used in evaluating the rela
t'M'e urgency of needs. But while skill in buying may vary, 
the performance of the buying function can best be re
garded as a rational effort to reduce uncertainty. 

It is true that there are irrational elements in all con
sumer behavior. There are deep-seated preferences which 
are hard to explain. The inertia of habit, the udden sweep 
of impulse, conflicting de ires either in one person or 
among various members of the household cannot be ig
nored. But all these are simply factors in the problem con
fronting the rational consumer buyer. 

(Co1Stinued on Next PlJ(le) 
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UNCERTAINTY ON THE SUPPLY SIDE 

The uncertainties perplexing the consumer buyer per
tain to both demand and supply. Doubt exists both as to 
what is wanted and as to how to find it. Uncertainty on the 
supply side will be considered first. Shopping is an attempt 
to find what is wanted. There are some simple principles 
by which the shopper attempts to organize this search. The 
principles are not unlike those developed in military search 
during the last war, even though the problem situation is 
very different. 

A shopping good by definition is one in which the con
sumer compares what i available before making a decision 
to buy. The items which might be acceptable are probably 
distributed in a number of retail stocks. A woman shop
ping for a dress in a large city, for example, might be able 
to find something which would meet her specifications in 
many different stores. Among these acceptable items there 
may be one which would be of greater value for her than 
any other. She shop to find acceptable items and to find 
the best value, from her viewpoint, among these items. 

There are two extreme assumptions about how she 
might buy, which are seldom found in real life. To obtain 
the complete knowledge of the market which is implicit in 
economic theory she would have to visit every store which 
might possibly have what she wanted. The number of 
stores easily within her reach would run into dozens in 
many cities. At the other extreme she might visit only one 
regular store and give up the search if she did not find the 
item there. It is a matter of common knowledge that the 
consumer does not follow either of these extremes. Con
tinuous contact with the members of a consumer panel over 
a period of weeks gave a new clue as to the way this 
search is organized. 

The consumer starts out with some degree of uncer
tainty concerning the goods available. She actually engages 
in a sequential sampling process and terminates the trip in 
purchase or non-purchas~ at some point alon~ ~~ way. 
She obviously does not thmk of herself as a statIstICIan but 

the study indicates that she assigns conditional probabili-
ties to the various possible stores. The nature of these 
probabilities was determined by survey ~ethod~ and 
checked against the results of actual shop,Pmg trIps. A ~ 
typical probability distribution can be desCrIbed for these , 
consumers, all located in the Boston metropolitan area. A 
relatively high probability was usually assigned to a single 
store. This might be stated as 6S to 8S chances out of a 
hundred that the desired item could be found there. Next, 
there tended to be a group of four or five stores which 
were assigned a probability ratio of 40 to 60 out of a hun
dred. The shopper did not appear to make fine discrimina
tions among these stores but to group them as the "also
rans" following the preferred store. Finally, there were 
all the remaining stores in which there was assumed to be 
only an outside chance of atisfaction and which would be 
visited only in extreme urgency. 

These probability ratios are not offered as significant in 
themselves. They may differ by city, by type of product, 
and by class of cu tomer. The important thing is that such 
ratios exist and that rational consumer buying behavior is 
guided by these probability estimates. Normally the shopper 
goes first to the store with the highest probability ratio and 
then visits the stores of the second group in whatever 
order seems most convenient. There are exceptions as to 
the order of stores since the typical shopping trip involves 
several items rather than only one. The order of stores 
also varies with knowledge of the market and becomes 
more settled as knowledge increases. 

T he final choice depends on judgments of two kinds of 
value which may be called absolute and relative value. Ab
solute value is adherence to necessary requirements. Char
acteristic aspects of these absolute specifications are that 
the article should be in a limited range as to size and that • 
it should be not more than a tated price. Color and style • 
tend to become absolute specifications when the article is 
to be used along with others to complete an ensemble. Re
gardless of the number of absolute pecifications an item is 
either in or out of the acceptable class. A shopping trip 
may end in non-purchase because no acceptable items are 
found. 

The panel results clearly show that the shopper may go 
on looking even after she has found one or more accept
able items. This means that she is trying to find a better 
relative value within this class. She may have been pleased 
with the first item she saw but wishes to see something 
else as a yardstick of comparative value before making ~p 
her mind. In looking for a good comparative value she IS 
not merely shopping for a better price although price is a 
factor. She is also moved by considerations of status and 
social competition. She wants the new garment to be ad
mi red and envied by her friends. Thus, even if she had 
been attracted to something she found in the first store she 
may be a little suspicious about having found it so easily. 

The definition and measurement of relative value has 
turned out to be a matter of some difficulty. Our present 
view is that relative value is the degree of certainty that 
the purcha e should be made. A purchase might meet abso-
lute specifications and still be on the borderline because 
there are items which are needed just as badly which mig~t 
be precluded by this purchase. An item rises above thIS 

margin of acceptability if it is regarded as an exceptionally 
good buy in its class. This can be true either because the 
buyer expects to derive great satisfaction from the item / .. 
for a particular use or because it seems likely that it can , 
be used for a number of uses or occasions. 
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Absolute and relative value can both be expressed as 
factors in a probability equation. Ab olute value is either 
1 or 0 according to \ hether the item fall in the acceptable 
class. Relative value i a f.raction between 1 and 0 repre
senting the degree of certamty that the purchase should be 
made. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR RETAIL MERCHANDISING 

These studies of hopping behavior were directed to
ward developing a theory of motivations. The theory is of 
little worth unles' it ha direct implications for the olu
tion of marketing probl m . The work is still in an explor
atory stage and will not y t upport any weeping generali
zations concerning the mark ting activitie of all retailers 
or all manufactur r ·. i cu ion of application here will 
be limited to an indicati n of the kind of que tion which 
a theory of motivation . hould \' ntually be able to answer. 
If there are principl d t rmining the nature of hopping 
behavior, th yare bound to hay an impact on retail 
merchandi ing. 

Despite their W1C rtainty a to available upply, it turn 
out that 80 jo of : hopping trip in the Bo ton area end in 
buying something and that th majority of these purchase 
occurred in the fir t tor i it d. Th e ratio might not 
be quite 0 high in anoth r city, ince it i under toad that 
Bo ton con 'umer ar high r than ave rag in tore loyalty. 
The great advantag of bing the fir t tore on the Ii t 
would undoubtedly hold in any market. The Bo ton study 
and similar work conduct d arlier in Philadelphia indI
cate, howcvcr, that :om tor get a ub tantial amount 
of busine through th disa pointm nt and frustration 
which hopper hay uffer d in vi iting neighboring 
stores. 

The factor \ hich pJac a , tore fir t on a shopper's list 
are the obviou. on of COIl\' ni nt I cation, charge ac
count, pecial al adv 'rti ing, and ati factory experience 
with the tore in th pa. t. Th factor which r ult in 10 t 
sales after the . hopp r ha nter d the tore are lack of 
adequate a. ortm nt • failur to under tand and meet the 
cu tom r' obj clion to the article offered and improper 
selling tactic \ hich rai further doubt rather than re
duce uncertainty. Thi analy i i equivalent to the old 
problem of fir t gctlin opl into the store and then ell
mg them something one th y nter. What i new is the 
po sibility of etting up the merchandi ing problem in 
probability term and finding the optimum pattern for 
each tore in it arch for cu tomer . 

To apply the e principl of control, a tore would have 
to make a continuing analY 'i of . ale in relation to tore 
traffic. The store would ne d to know for how many cus
tomer it r pr nt d the fir t call on the shopping tnp and 
what were the factor \ hich gave it thi priority. It would 
need to know, particularly for thi cla of cu tomer, 
what Ource of di. ati fa tion cau ed them to walk out 
without buying. Th tore will g tome bu ine from cu -
tomer~ who hay aIr ady viited other tore on the arne 
hoppmg trip but thi ' i one of the benefits of advanta
geo~s location. In analyzing promotional strategy, the cost 
of dlre~t appeal to g t cu. tomer ' into the tore may be et 
off agam t what it take to atisfy them when they get 
there. 

UNCERTAINTY ON THE DEMAND SIDE 

1!n~ertain knowledge a to where good are to ~e found, 
'yhlle Important in th whole marketing proce ,I a rela
tively superficial a. pect of the con umer bu~er's whole 
problem. The deeper uncertainties may be said to be on 

the demand side of the equation. The buyer is often in a 
quandary as to what the family really wants or should 
wa~t. In buying goods, as in other aspects of human be
ha':lOr,. two or more objectives may be in conflict so that 
attsfymg one tends to preclude the satisfaction of 
~n?ther .. In discussing these aspects of conflicting demands 
It IS agato useful to look at the absolute and relative as
pects of the problem. 
. There is an absolute clash between objectives if satisfac

tion as to one is bound to produce dissatisfaction as to the 
other. An example of a recurring problem of this type is 
when two members of the hou ehold have opposing and 
trongly held preference. Clashes may occur over cigar 
moking, the color or style of home furnishings, or even 

over the average winter temperatures maintained in the 
home. More fundamental conflicts about consumption and 
the purchase of goods are related to deep convictions or 
feelings about a way of life and what constitutes getting 
ahead for the family. One member may be much more 
concerned about "what people think" or both may be try
ing to conform to social norms but in terms of different 
reference groups. One may measure progre s mainly in 
terms of social standing and the other in terms of posses-
ions or money in the bank. The clash need not be between 

different persons but may arise from different aspect of 
the same personality or between an old pattern and a new 
in the process of maturation and the emergence of new 
objectives. 

What might be called relative conflict pertains to the 
priority or degree of urgency of two objectives which are 
not in themselves incompatible. This type of conflict can 
be reduced to a matter of timing and the family budget. 
One type of purchase is precluded by another simply be
cause there is not sufficient means to have both and to 
have them immediately. The rational con umer buyer 
meets this problem by a program of planned purchases. 
The item selected for the next purchase should be the one 
which makes the greatest net increment to the utility of 
good already in the possession of the hou ehold. The con
'umer buyer necessarily applies some uch evaluation in 
deciding among unlike good . If the pattern of needs could 
be tak n as final and complete, this problem would not 
ari e. The consumer purcha ing agent would simply be 
buying replacement item for a fixed stock, the only deci-
ion being how much to buy at the prevailing price. Given 

a changing culture, a con tantly enriched standard of liv
ing, and an advancing technology for ati fying needs, 
there is always a problem as to what to buy next. Even 
lhose purchases which appear to be routine and repetitive 
are ubject to review from time to time. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR BRAND ADVERTISING 

Retail advertising i directed largely toward telling con-
umers where they can find the item they want. If it is 

truthful and effective it hould help to reduce uncertainty 
on the supply side. Some advertising by manufacturers has 
a imilar purpose and may help to reduce uncertainty by 
perpetuating an establi hed buying routine through re
pealed reminders of a familiar product. 

Brand advertising in general is directed toward influ
encing the preferences of consumers and helping them to 
make up their minds as to what they want. Advertising 
policy might be clarified in many in tances if the adver
ti er defined his job as helping the consumer to olve a 
problem. Adverti ing. can help redl!ce. uncertainty ~t the 
level of relative conflict between obJecttves. Its relatton to 
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the deeper conflicts in family goals is more confused but 
offers an area for exploration and progress in the future . 

Advertising in some form is an essential means for 
placing a differentiated product in competition. It must 
compete on its special merits and prospective users must 
be told what these merits are. The new product must 
break into an established pattern and must justify its right 
to be considered. The ultimate appeal is to the principle 
which has already been enunciated. It must convince the 
prospect that it will make a greater net contribution than 
will any other product to the utility of the a sortment al
ready in the possession of the household. The new good 
enters the pattern either because it is directly comple
mentary to some of the goods owned or because it is ex
pected to enhance the satisfactions which can be derived 
from the whole stock of goods. An application to advertis
ing copy would mean that more emphasis would be placed 
on selling the new good into the typical household setting 
rather than pre enting it as an end in itself. 

While the ultimate aim of selling and advertising is to 
reduce uncertainty, an intermediate step may be to make 
household aware of hazards they had previously over-

looked. Life insurance, for example, has had to be aggres
sively sold. It took vigorous presentation to get considera
tion of more remote risks at the same level as more imme-
diate contingencies. Having first been induced to give due ' ) 
consideration to these risks, the seller then offers his prod-
uct as a reasonable and economical means of meeting 
them. A household, in turn, has a better chance of achiev-
ing a harmonious pattern if its members have considered 
together the more long-range as well as short-range con
tingencies. Such considerations might well influence the 
promotion of many products. 

Finally, there is the consideration of keeping a product 
sold once it has been bought. This problem may arise as 
soon as the buyer gets it home. She may need to know 
what to say to sell it to other members of the family. 
Thereafter, the satisfaction that a family derives from a 
product will have a bearing on a repurchase and on what 
they tell their friends. Good advertising and a good prod
uct can be planned to sustain this continuous generation of 
goodwill. Our next issue will describe our motivation 
tudies in greater detail, both as to research methods and 

statistical findings. 

ECONOMIC INDICATORS DO NOT POINT TO A MAJOR DECLINE IN 1954 

The prevailing opinion among forecasters has been that 
gross national product in 1954 will probably decline as 
much as five percent from the 1953 level and that unem
ployment (old series) will rise to 3.5 to 4.0 million. The 
recession expected is generally believed to be comparable 
to that of 1949 and early 1950. 

In our opinion, this view is not justified by current 
available economic data. In general, conditions which pre
vailed in 1953 little resemble 1948, so that there is small 
rea on to expect that 1954 will parallel 1949. This is 
hown clearly in the chart on the first page which gives the 

movements in seven major economic indicators over the 
period 1948 to 1953. This chart has a logarithmic or ratio 
vertical scale so that equal vertical distances anywhere on 
the chart indicate equal percentage differences. Percentage 
rates of change per year may be estimated by comparing 
the slope in an upward or downward movement with the 
lines in the "fan" in the lower right hand corner of the 
chart. 

In contrast to 1948, both consumer and wholesale prices 
have renlained relatively stable in 1953. Consumer prices 
in 1948 rose at the rate of 9.4 percent per year from 
March to September and declined at a rate of 6.7 percent 
per year from September to December. Consumer prices 
in 1953 drifted upward about one percent. Wholesale 
prices in 1948 showed an even sharper upward and down
ward movement, but in 1953, remained highly stable. Fore
casters as a group do not expect declining prices, although 
they do expect declining income and employment. Falling 
prices are generally viewed as a necessary condition to 
busines recession, so that there should be little concern 
until the price level manifests a definite downward trend. 

Industrial stock prices during the first half of 1948 rose 
at the rate of 30.6 percent per year, and during the second 
half declined at a rate of 10.8 percent per year. In con
trast, 1953 industrial stock prices declined at a rate of 17.4 
percent per year until August, but have since risen at a 
rate of 33.7 percent per year. In the 1949 recession, stock 
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prices forecasted the upturn in business conditions by 
about nine months. If present conditions are comparable, 
the "recession" is nearly over. 

Expenditures for new plant and equipment in 1949 fell 
12.6 percent below the 1948 level. In contrast, expendi
tures for new plant and equipment in 1954 are expected to 
remain near the 1953 level. Business inventories over the 
past six years have generally been equivalent to 45 to 50 
days of business sales. From August to November of this 
year business inventories stood at SO days, a level that is 
perhaps two or three days too high for long term mainte
nance. A contraction of business inventories to 47 days, 
the level prevailing mid-year 1953, is to be expected, 
therefore. 

Unfilled manufacturing orders in November 1953 stood 
at 74 days of sales. The p'eak level of the past six years, 
reached in August 1952, was 103 days. Since that date, the 
trend has been continually down. Fortunately, the 103 day 
level was substantially above that required for maintenance 
of "full employment" since unemployment has declined 
coincidentally with this declining backlog. At the present 
rate of decline the mid-1948 level of 51 days would not be 
reached until early 1955, and the 1949 level of 36 days, 
until late 1955 or early 1956. It is hoped that this backlog 
will provide sufficient time in which to complete necessary 
adjustments in the economy without marked increases in 
unemployment. 

Unemployment reached what is believed to be a practical 
minimum in 1953. Even with the year-end upsurge, unem
ployment (old series) in December stood at only 1,850,-
000, which constituted 3.0 percent of the labor force as 
compared with 3.2 percent for December 1948. Neverthe
less, the December level was the highest since 1948. Janu
ary 1954 unemployment of 2,360,000, on the other hand, 
was below that of 1951. For the reason cited earlier, we do 
not believe that unemployment will continue to grow to 
1949 levels. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN MOTIVATION RESEARCH 

There is a true story about a field investigator down 
South who was exceptionally successful in getting answers 
to "Why" questions. Since he was the only member of an 
interviewing team who was getting adequate results on 
this phase of a questionnaire hi supervisor became very 
curious about the reasons for his succe s. The interviewer 
explained that when the respondent had answered a ques
tion about buying behavior he did not a k "Why?" Instead 
he paused and appeared to be considering the answer judi
ciously and then said, "What governs that?" 

This manner of speaking might be a boon to motivation 
r search if it was known and accepted in other parts of 
the country. The basic difficulties in probing for a disclos
ure of motives go deeper than semantics. The diversity of 
methods that are being developed for this purpose is fre
quently bewildering to the business man who may be inter
ested in consumer motivation as applied to his own prod
uct. The purpose of this article is to provide some perspec
tive for seeing these technical developments in relation to 
each other and to the function that each is designed to 
perform. Concrete illustrations will be drawn from our 
own experience in motivation research. 

The rising tide of interest in motivation research may 
forecast major advances in the art of marketing. Products 
embody ideas and the consumer evaluation of products 
rests on these ideas. Advertising attempts to sell the prod
uct idea into an established pattern of information and 
attitude. The market analyst tries to discover what the 
product really stands for in terms of prestige and security 
or in terms of economy and gratification in relation to day 
to day living. The importance of the subject fully justifies 
the amount of attention which is being given to motivation 
research. There are two main lines of advance in tech
niques; first, improvements in interviewing methods and 
secondly, the design and execution of appropriate psycho
logical experiments. 

I. IMPROVEMENTS IN INTERVIEWING PROCEDURE 

Many marketing investigations still rely on direct ques
tions to obtain reports from respondents both as to the 
facts of market behavior and the motives behind the be
havior. The investigator may be primarily interested in the 
facts of behavior and only be trying to get some incidental 
light on motivation. He may be under such urgency to get 
a national picture as to rule out the more intensive types 
of research that tend to be more limited in their geo
graphic coverage. 

The fallibility of consumer reporting springs from two 
sources. The respondent may not know the facts or recall 
them accurately and he may not be willin~ to disclose the 
facts. Both kinds of difficulty are espeCIally acute with 
respect to motivation. Several motives may have been in
volved and the respondent may have difficulty in saying 
which one was his real reason for a given purchase or 
other action in the market. The urge to buy may operate 

so automatically on some products that the subject is 
scarcely conscious of motives. The true motive may be con
sidered vaguely discreditable to the respondent so that he 
is unwilling to report it. The Freudians go so far as to say 
that some of the deepest motivations are of a character 
that the individual will not even admit them to himself. 
Several improvements in interviewing methods will now 
be described as they developed in the course of motiva
tion studies by our own organization. 

DEPTH INTERVIEWING AND THE BUY.o.GRAPH 

The designation depth interview has been applied over 
the years to a great variety of procedures. It is simply an 
interview of greater depth of penetration and sometImes 
adopts the theories and techniques of the so-called depth 
psychology. In general a depth interview tends to be an 
unprogrammed interview in which the investigator merely 
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undertakes to promote free and total recall with respect to 
a phase of market behavior and motivation. 

One of the real problems in the use of such a method is 
that it tends to produce diffuse case reports resembling the 
clinical records of the psychoanalyst. The individual case 
record is of only incidental importance to the market 
analyst. His aim is to formulate a program for general u e 
rather than to correct abnormal behavior in the given in-
tance. Confronted with the results of depth interviews he 

mu t find a way to abstract from them data which can be 
tabulated and analyzed statistically. 

A device which has been found helpful both in the con
duct of depth interviews and in utilizing the results is one 
we call the Buy-a-Graph to suggest the biography of a 
buyer. Essentially it is a time chart covering the period 
that the respondent has been buying goods, or some more 
limited period such as the past five or ten year . Vertical 
lines indicate the break between years or shorter inter
vals. Running horizontally across the chart are spaces for 
recording any reference to the individual product, brands 
or other elements in the phase of market behavior under 
discussion. In using the Buy-a-Graph the interviewer 
allows the respondent to take the lead and begin anywhere 
he pleases in relating his experience with this class of 
products. The interviewer writes each datum into the ap
propriate place on the chart. 

When the chart has been filled in as completely a the 
ituation warrants it can be u ed as the basis of probing 

for motivation. There will be aspects of the recorded be
havior which call for explanation. Changes in brand pref
erence, an increased rate of u e for a product or giving it 
up altogether, and the direction of shift as to price or other 
features of the preferred product provide a ready transi
tion to the discu ion of motivation. The u e of the Buy
O-Graph not only encourages total recall but al 0 facili
tates the tabulation of results. 

THE CONSUMER CLINIC 

A number of analysts now make use of group interviews 
as well as indi"idual interviews. Our organization wa one 

of the fi r t to adopt group interviewing, under the name of 
the consumer clinic, as an e ential pha e of every study. 
There are many value in the u e of the clinic either as a 
upplementary procedure or a a primary ource of data. ~ 

It is used a a means of developing que tionnaires which , 
are to be used in making individual interview . It often 
leads to the rephra ing of que tion , the inclu ion of addi
tional que tions, and to deci ion as to the use of di play 
material or other features of field int rviewing procedure. 

The group ituation offer ' unique po ibilitie for the 
probing of motivations. The "why" question 'ometimes 
'eem a little arbitrary when po. ed to a lone re pondent. 
He may not be able to ay why he is doing 'omething be
cau e it ha never occurred to him that there is any other 
way of doing it. In a con umer clinic, difference in be
havior, in ta te and in attitude are apparent to all. Each 
individual i timulated to think more di 'criminatingly 
about the rea on for difference. At the same time there is 
'orne check on his profes oed moti\'ations because of the 
presence of other . 

An atmo phere of pirited debate ometime develops 
out of the clinic etting. In fact, the leader of the clinic 
may deliberately precipitate i ues a differences begin to 
emerge. There is conflict in the normal motivational back
ground both among member of the hou ehold and be
tween various goals of the same individual. One thing that 
i u eful to know about a drive on the part of a con umer 
i whether it is strong enough to tand up again t opposi
tion. The clinic lend it elf to a flexible u e of individual 
and group interviewing in combination with yariou exper
imental procedures which have been made up in advance, 

THE FAMilY OUTlOOK PANel 

A recent technical development growing out of our ~ 
basic research program i a new application of the con- , 
umer panel. To characterize the pecial approach it is 

called the family outlook panel. The housewives in the 
panel are regarded a purcha ing agent· for their families. 
It is a sumed that each i confronted with a eries of pur
cha ing problems which she is trying to 'olve through her 
pla~ni~g and shopping activitie. The family outlook, 
which IS her frame of reference, i related in the hort-run 
to an anticipated pattern of activitie . The family's stock 
of good. must be repleni hed or extended toupport these 
expectattons. In the longer run the outlook i related to the 
basic goals of the hou ehold, It may be a umed that 
familie , like bu ines e , hope to make orne advance from 
year to year but family attitude differ a to what con ti
tutes getting ahead. 

The lat~st family o~tlook. panel \Va ' conducted in greater 
Bo ton, With weekly mtervlews for a period of ix weeks. 
It was felt, after the panel wa concluded, that a period of 
eight week with interviews every second week might have 
been better. The .aim was to maintain contact long enough 
to get well acquamted but to stop the inten'iews before the 
participants became bored or began to change their buying 
habits perceptibly as a re ult of the panel. A , compared 
to the ordinary depth interview the family outlook panel 
permits more penetrating que tion' a intimac)' ripens. 
Experience proves that the panel opens the way for pro
gre ively more ignificant di closures. 

The behavioral facts collected pertained to 'hopping 
trips. At each call the interviewer obtained information on 
~rips for the preceding week including items hopped for, 
Items bought, number of stop and trip ending in non
purchase. The interviewer went back the following week 
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after studying the e shopping records and listing questions 
that were raised by thi record of shopping behavior. As 
the panel progressed it was pos ible to get more funda
mental explanations relating to family plan and budget , 
the aspirations of family members, and the extent of har
mony or conflict with relation to major purcha es. After 
completing the interpretive interview the investigator col
lected data on trips which had taken place in the interim. 

There is a common element in all of thc mcthods de
scribed 0 far. In each ca come record of actual behavior 
is compilcd as the ba i for probing into motivations. Sub
jects are a ked to explain particular event or activities 
rather than to generalizc on a cia s of event. The family 
outlook panel provides the broade t factual foundation and 
represents the mo t inten ive of these efforts to get at 
underlying motivations. If many facets of behavior are to 
be explained the respondent may have to dig dceper into 
his own motivational structure in attempting to how how 
they are related. While this method still relie on direct 
reporting of motives, the reporting occurs within a well 
establi hed frame of reference. For many purpo e it 
repre ents a di tinct advance over the single contact depth 
interview. 

II. P YCIIOLOCICAL EXPERIMENTS IN MARKETING 

In addition to improvcmcnts in interviewing techniques, 
thcre have been significant advances in applying the meth
ods of the psychological laboratory to the study of con
sumer motivation. A controlled cxperiment i a procedure 
et up to te tome hypoth . is. ince motives cannot be 

ob erved directly, the experimenter ob erve ome a pect 
of behavior and then, based on his theoretical a sumption , 
makes infer nces as to motivation. All scientific experi
ments follow the . ame general pattern of hypothe i and 
inference from theory. The va ·t amount that i known 
about the atom docs not mean that any physici t has ever 
seen one. 

Theories of motivation take on fundamental impor
tance when p 'ychological experiment are u ed. Theory i 
both the ource of hypothe is and the basis for inference. 
The practical value of thi type of re earch depends on the 
validity of the theory a well a on the excellence of re
search technique. Th re are t~ 0 broad cia ifications of 
theory with re pect to the motivation of con umer pur
chase. One hold. that the a. pect of behavior under tudy 
is in some . en. e irrational. lember of thi chool do not 
believe that buying behavior can be adequately expla.ined 
on the a sumption that the buyer i acting on the ba I of 
a clear conception of the end ' he i eeking and the means 
which are appropriatc to thcse end. The oppo ing ch<;>ol 
believe ' in the e 'sential rationality of consumer behaVior 
in solving individual or hou ehold problem through thc 
purcha e of good ' . . ' 

The writer adhere' to the 'ccond view but not m thc 
form in which it is implied in orthodox economics. The 
Con umer purcha ing agent is a problem .solver ?ut he 
works with imperfect knowlcdge, limited kill, and I con
frontcd by uncertainty as to future rcquiremcn~ · . The co~-
umer is not wholly objccti,"e any morc .than IS the bu. I

lles man or thc economit. Judgment i dlsto:t~d by va.mty 
and prejudice bv hopc ' and fear. and confllctmg deSires. 
A!l that i requir d by thc writer's po ition is that .ration
ality playa central, if limited, role in market b0av.lOr and 
that the problem sohcr takes hi: own irrationality 1I1tO ac
count a part of the problem. Hationality in the normal 
human ituation doe not con it in the flawle perform
ance of an omni cient being but in the ability to do better 
as the result of experience. 

The issue between rationality and irrationality can be 
somewhat clarified by the distinction between consumer 
behavior and consumer buying behavior. The first is a 
matter of SUbjective values, of personal taste and habitua
tion. Buying behavior is instrumental behavior, and im
plies the use of energy and skill as in any productive 
activity. The motivation of consumer buying involves ra
tional motives directly, but the buyer's problem in turn is 
affected by the subjective factors in con umption. There 
is a place for both type of experimental studies. Experi
ments designed for exploring thc subjective aspects of 
motivation will be discussed fir t. 

PROJECTION OF DRIVES AND ATIITUDES 

The psychological device called the projective test has 
gained some acceptance in marketing. In a projective te t 
the subject is asked to interpret some material such as an 
ink blot or a picture, to complete a entence or a story or 
carry out some other ta k with no obvious relation to the 
subject at hand. The theory of the test is that the subject 
projects something of hi own attitudes and desires into 
his interpretations. Since all subjects are given the same 
materials, differences in reaction must be of a subjective 
nature. Through projective methods the individual is 
placed in a position where he may exhibit an attitude 
rather than being asked to state whether he has such an 
attitude. Such tests were used in one market study where 
it was important to know whether consumers would react 
unfavorably to the word "rum." Inferences from test re-
ults are, of course, no better than the judgment of the 

inve tigator based on his background in psychology and 
marketing. 

Aside from drive and hidden attitudes there are other 
irrational factors which affect marketing proce ses. It is 
ometimes u eful to measure uch lhing as confusion and 

conflict. In our own practice we have utilized psychological 
experiments to te t for confu ion between trade-mark. 
Without going into the detail of the mcthod, a controlled 
ituation was et up in which ubjects might or might not 

exhibit confusion. The results were certainly more po i
tive than what would have be n obtained by asking sub
jects if they were confu ed. A graded scale of trade-marks 
which had already been found to be confusing provided 
the means of rating confu ion in a new pair of mark. In 
many imilar area involving market behavior xperi
mental methods are to be preferred to direct interviewing. 

PROBLEM SOLVING GAMES 

Experiments can be designed to te l the a umption 
that rational problem solving i a dominant a pect of buy
ing behavior. tated in another way it is po sible to et up 
experimental problem in the laboratory with the ame 
p ychological structure a problem of buying and then to 
ob erve how the subject goe about olving these prob-
1m. everal experimcnts of this type were de igned and 
utilized as part of a recent basic research program on the 
ubject of motivation. 

The chart on next page illustrate the kind of material 
u 'ed in one of the ' e experiment which will be de ignated 
as a hopping Gamc. Thi experiment or game was ug
gested by ob ervation of actual shopping behavior. The 
hypolhe is was developed t~at the s~opper is engage~ in 
sampling the tores that Inlght possibly haye the de Ired 
item. he make ome estimation of the probability of 
finding what he wants in each tore. The evidence ug
ge ted that there was a great difference in her expectation 
of succe s among the eligible stores. Experience has shown 
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that the best item sometimes turns up in unexpected places, 
so that it is scarcely rational for her to place complete reli
ance in a single store for an important item. Time and 
cost will not permit her to visit all stores. . 

In this situation it is to be expected that the rational 
shopper will visit stores in the order beginning with the 
highest probability. She will not visit stores of low proba
bility except ~n cases of great ~rgency ~d lack of succe s 
in the more ltkely places. In thIS Shoppmg Game the sub
ject was given a et of ten ~velope~ and !old to w.ork for 
the highest score under the m tructions gIven. ThIs score 
was to be obtained by choosing a number from one of the 
envelopes. The subject started out with ten counters worth 
10 points each. He had to pay one of th~ e co~ters for 
opening an envelope and that counted agam t hIS core. 

The subject was told in advance how many numbers 
were to be found in each envelope. He was also told that 
the number had been distributed in a random fashion so 
that the chance of finding a good number in an envelope 
was proportionate to the number of cards in the envelope. 
Some numbers were unacceptable and the subject had to 
make a simple calculation on each number to find out 
whether he could u e it. After a subject had made his run 
through the first set of envelopes he was given another s~t 
with a similar but different distribution of numbers. ThIS 
continued until the subject had made ten runs in all. 

The results of this experiment u ing 62 subjects is hown 
in the chart on the first page. The first run resulted in 
something approaching a normal probability distribution. 
A few stood pat after opening a single envelope, and a 
few opened them all, but the great majority were bunched 
in the middle of the range. That is the result that might 
have been expected if they had no advance knowledge of 
the respective probabilities of finding a good number in an 
envelope. The second run showed a decided change in the 
shape of this distribution, the subjects beginning to show 
by their behavior that they were taking the probabilities 
into account. By the third run a stable pattern had been 
established and was followed on all subsequent runs. 

This final pattern can be justified as a rational one in 
relation to the stated probabilities. Most subjects stopped 
with one envelope, concluding that they had only a small 
chance of improving their score by going on. Some con
tinued into the second or third envelope, or even further, 
depending on what they found in the first envelope and 
thereafter. The best numbers did not always fall in the 
first envelope and the subjects did not all get the sets of 
envelopes in the same order. As far as the reaction. to 
probabilities is concerned, the game offers a psychologIcal 
parallel to an actual shopping trip or series of trips. It 
might even be said that the learning process reflected by 
the changing pattern is analogous to what might happe~ to 
a group of shoppers moving into a new market and gettmg 
acquainted with the stores. 

Data of this kind can be accumulated in less time and 
with less cost than can actual shopping trip data. The form 
of the experiment can be changed from day to day, if de
sired, to evaluate the effect of the various parameters such 
as the number of cards in an envelope and the payment for 
opening each envelope. Other yersions of the ~e have 
been devised based on geometncal figures, descnptions of 
merchandise and on actual merchandise assortments. The 
goal is to complete an experimental apparatus ~tretching 
from the simple numbers game to one approaching actual 
shopping as closely as possible. Many problems can be 
explored through a flexible use of this apparatus. 
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This fairly elaborate experimental program is regarded 
as only a foundation for more fundamental research. 
Shopping was selected for study as a form of overt. be
havior. The motivations which the consumer buyer bnngs & 
into the market are what the market analyst ultimately .. 
wants to identify. The program so far suggests ~at 0ere 
are two kinds of value attached to products whIch mIght 
be distinguished as absolute value and relative value. Abso-
lute value is the adherence to minimum specification which 
makes the item acceptable as a possible purchase. An item 
either falls inside the class of acceptable items and may be 
said to have a value factor of 1, or it falls outside and may 
be said to have a value factor of O. 

Relative value has to do with the rank of the particular 
item among all acceptable items. It is the desire to obt~in 
a high relative value that makes the buyer go on lookmg 
after she has seen one or more acceptable items. Relative 
value in the sense in which the term is used here is not to 
be confused with dollar value. A ninety cent item might 
have greater relative value in its class than a hundred dol
lar item has in its class. Relative value is based on the 
probability that the item will turn out in retrosp.ect to have 
been the right item to buy. The consumer arrives at her 
ex ante estimate on the basis of many subjective factors 
and in relation to many other items which might have been 
purchased. The measure of relative value may be regarded 
as a probability ratio lying between 0 and 1. . 

Consumer estimates of value, both absolute and relattve, 
are reflected in market behavior. Using these clues the 
analyst must work back into the motivational structure of 
the family and the individual personality. Some answers 
are already opening up for applying psychological experi
ments in exploring motivation at these deeper levels. There 
is likely to be a continuity of research method throughout, 
since the general problem of rational behavior is that of 
acting in the face of uncertainty. The decisions taken or 
the attitudes formed before shopping starts are a part of 
this seamless fabric of rational behavior. 

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR SHOPPING GAME 
A TYPICAL RUN: (Underlined numbers are unacceptable.) Each run has a 

similar distribution of 51 numbers. 

Emelope J. B C D E F 0 H I J 

No. ct ltA:r.a 15 10 6 6 3 3 3 2 2 1 
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The 1t.as 

1.81 1.1$ ill $2$ Sl2 $)6 1.11 $06 $22 
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$18 Sl2 S02 $21 1.13 SOl 1.59 
envelope 

SlL Sl2 1.99 $22 
present. 

S"PPlJ' of ~unt.ers g1 ven 1.99 1.98 1.69 521 subject. .t. begiM1ng at a proble.. 

ill 1.8$ 1.$2 LSI. run. 

a! choice 
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Vol. IX, No. 8 Three Penn Center Plaza, Philadelphia 2, Pa. August, 1956 

THE PRODUCTION BASE AND MARKETING ORGANIZATION 

The prize contest announced in the June issue of 
COST AND PROFIT OUTLOOK produced a gratify
ing number of responses. The board of judges will not 
be able to hold their final meeting until the lost week 
in August, so that the announcement of the results will 
appea r in the September issue. 

This issue contains the second of a series of articles by 
Leo Aspinwall, professor of marketing at the University 
of Colorado, a'td 101tg associated with Alders01' & Ses
sions as a COllsultattt. We feel that his theoretical insights 
into the nattlre of marketing processes and marketing 
organizatioll deserve a wider audience. 

In the present article Professor Aspinwall points t,p 
some significant relationships between the kind of func
tio" an indttstry is called tlpOn to perform and tlte way 
that it becomes organized to perform this task. He is not 
ilt any sense an apologist for monopoly. Rather he holds 
that competition necessarily takes a different form in the 
types of industries he contrasts even thOtlgh it ffWy be of 
equal i1/Jensity. 

Goods can be classified in various ways to serve differ
ent analytical purposes. From the consumer viewpoint 
goods may be divided into use groups. In considering 
marketing channels and promotional methods it is illwni
nating to classify products by their marketing character
istics. For a broad perspective on industrial organization, 

Vertical 
organizotion 

RANGE OF VARATION IN TYPE OF 

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 

depending on nature of 

production bose 

Horizontal organization 

the nature of the production base provides a particularly 
valuable starting point. The production base of an indus
try is broad if it is relatively free of conditions which 
limit the number of firms which can enter the field . The 
production base is narrow if entry is severely restricted by 
such considerations as geographical concentration of re
sources, basic patents, or large capital requirements. 

The concept of the production base is not quite the same 
thing as freedom of entry. There may be complete free
dom of entry into an industry with a narrow production 
base in the sense that no firm already in the field posses es 
monopolistic power to bar entry to prospective competi
tors. Classification of industries by the nature of the pro
duction is concerned with inherent factors which tend 
toward concentration and which should be sharply di -
tinguished from the exercise of monopoly power. 

The base of production theory enables the marketing 
student to understand and interpret the way in which the 
products of an industry will be marketed and how the 
producing firms will be organized to accompli h their 
marketing tasks. It is al 0 useful in predicting the change 
in marketing channels and methods which will occur as 
the result of the advancing technology of production. An 
industry with a narrow base may tend to broaden its base. 
For example, only raw materials of the highest grade 
might be usable under a crude technology and these su
perior resources might be restricted to a small geograph
ical area. As methods of processing are improved or syn
thetic substitutes developed, it may become possible to u e 
materials drawn from widely dispersed locations. Simi
larly a broad base can become narrow as some resources 
are depleted, or if revolutionary technical developments 
give an increasing competitive advantage to patents or 
large-scale plant investment. The interest here is in the 
marketing and organizational consequences of the differ
ences in the nature of the production base. 

In general it can be anticipated that an industry with a 
wide economic base will be organized horizontally and 
that an industry with a narrow production base will be 
organized vertically. A horizontal organization is one in 
which there are many scattered production units and in 
which the producer typically has little financial stake or 
control over what happens at adjacent levels in marketing 
channels. A fi rm enjoying growth in this type of industry 
would usually expand horizontally. That is to say that it 
would operate over a wider geographical area or perform 
the same production and marketing functions on other 
products similar to those already in its line. The industry 
with a wide base may be more competitive in the sense 
that each firm recognizes that its products could be re-
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placed by those of many other firms. It may not be nearly 
as competitive as another industry with a narrow base in 
terms of the vigor, skill, or determination of competitive 
efforts. 

A vertical organization is one in which there tend to be 
a few production units or highly concentrated production 
areas and in which the producing firm is likely to own or 
control operations at several successive levels in the proc
essing and marketing of product . The primary drive for 
expansion of growing firms in such industries is also 
likely to be manifested in a vertical direction. These are 
the fields which are marked by backward or forward inte
gration as compared with the horizontal expansion or 
affiliation which is characteristic of industries with a 
broad base. 

The contrast between a wide and a narrow economic 
base will become more evident in the subsequent discus
sion of four criteria which may be used to characterize an 
industry. There is a range of variation, of course, between 
the extremely horizontal and the extremely vertical types 
of organization. The chart depicting this range is purely 
schematic. The triangles are all given the same area for 
convenience of comparison. The height, representing ver
ticality, decreases proportionally as the base, representing 
horizontality, increases. This difference in type of organi
zation can be applied either to an industry as a whole or to 
the individual firms within it. 

THE GEOGRAPHIC CRITERION 

First among the natural resources upon which all pro
duction is dependent is land. Land supplies the raw mate
rials needed for production, and in certain cases the sup
ply of the critical raw materials is limited and at the same 
time confined to definite geographic areas. Thus the own
ership or control of limited geographical land resources 
constitutes a narrow economic base. Land essential to an 
industry capable of being owned or controlled by one indi
vidual, partnership or corporation, or several of these 
entities constitutes a narrow economic base which tends 
in its industrial operation to become vertically organized. 

Whenever the geographical extent of the critical land 
resource is so great as to be incapable of ownership or 
control by an individual, partnership or corporation, or by 
several of these entities, such land area, whether widely 
scattered or consolidated, is considered to be a wide eco
nomic base, which in its use as a resource will tend to be 
operated by concerns organized horizontally. 

It might be said that at one time the Mesabi Iron Range 
in Upper Minnesota was this country's only supply of 
high grade iron ore and thu its ownership would consti
tute a narrow economic base. On the opposite side of the 
scale the total area of aU lands capable of producing wheat 
is 0 extensive that it precludes ownership by one, several, 
or a group of entitie . Therefore, such extensive land re-
ources constitute a wide economic base. Industrial groups 

dependent upon such a base tend to be organized hori
zontally. 

GOVERNMENTAL FRANCHISE CRITERION 

Under our governmental system it has been deemed in 
the public interest to sub idize, to protect, to grant special 
rights, to enfranchise special interests 0 as to encourage 
greater productivity, or to encourage and reward initiative 
and innovation. This is done by granting franchises, pa
tents, trade marks, or by giving governmental guarantee 
to contracts. These special rights in certain industries be
come the critical economic base upon which they operate. 
This idea can be illustrated by the patents that gave rise 
to the early glass industry. The patent rights upon the 
gob-feeder machine were brought into being by the Corn
ing Glass organization which later became the Hartford 
Empire Corporation. Public utilities operate on franchises 
granted by governments. 'Wherever governmental enfran
chisement is critical to the operation of an industry, a 
narrow economic base can be said to exist. These enfran
chised industries tend to be organized vertically. Industrial 
concerns not dependent upon governmental enfranchise
ment operate from a wide economic base and tend to 
organize horizontally. 

CAPITAL REQU IREMENT CRITERION 

Certain industries require extensive capital require
ments in order to operate. A completely integrated steel 
plant may require as much as a hundred million dollars 
capital investment before it would be able to compete suc
cessfully in the manufacture and sale of steel products. 
Thus, wherever capital requirements are great there tend 
to be fewer entrants into the field. Large capital require
ments tend to restrict the economic ba e. Such industries 
tend to be organized vertically. 

Continued on Next Page 
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On the other hand, it requires a very small amount of 
capital to enter the popcorn retailing industry. A large 
number of people own enough capital to enter the small
scale retailing field, and thus it can be said that the eco
nomic base is wide with very little capital required for 
entry. 

TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW CRITERION 

Skill and special knowledge often con titute a real 
obstacle to free entry into an industry. At one time the 
carefully guarded secrets of full-fashioning women's silk 
hosiery was a limiting factor on free entry into women's 
silk hosiery manufacturing. The special trade was taught 
only to certain artisans, usually within families. Later, 
unions took over the guarding of the technical know-how 
of full-fashioning and carefully restricted the qualified 
practitioners. Translated into modern day operation , in
dustries conducting exten ive research operations accumu
late a large amount of technical know-how that is essen
tial t? succ~ssful operation within their industry, and for 
the time be1l1g may preclude other entrants into the field. 
In such cases it can be said that indu try operates upon a 
narrow econ?mic base and will tend to organize vertically. 

The techmcal know-how of raising wheat is not great 
so that there is no restrictive force that prevents free 
entry. The economic base in this case can be said to be 
wide and organization if anything will tend to be hori
zontal. 

APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA 

The four criteria for evaluating an economic base may 
apply in varying degrees in a given industry, but all must 
point in the same direction to assure a wide economic 
base. Whenever a single criterion can be said to operate 
to show a tendency toward a narrow economic base, the 
single criterion will control. All business tends to seek 
differential advantage over actual or prospective competi
tors. Anyone of the criteria for a narrow base may be 
sufficient to provide a protected position for existing 
firms. The removal of that one restriction by such forces 
as advancing technology is sufficient to expose the mem
bers of such an industry to increased competitive pressure. 

Sometimes the adjustment required of existing firms is 
s~dden and drastic when patents run out, new raw mate
nal sources are discovered, or marked changes occur in 
production costs or methods. Some of the industrial giants 
of fifty years ago would probably have fallen of their own 
weight by now even without the trust-busting campaign 
of that era. Meat packing, for example, has moved toward 
horizontal organization because of the changing nature of 
the production base. The major packers have tried to 
maintain their position by building or acquiring plants at 
many locations. Meanwhile regional and local packers 
have increased greatly in numbers and strength. 

The decision against basing-point prices of several 
years ago probably had less impact on the geography of 
steel production than changing technological and supply 
factors. These include changes in major sources of ore 
and advances in combustion engineering so that it is no 
longer necessarily true that the ore must move to the coal. 
The increased cultivation of hard wheat in the Southwest 
compared with the Northwest has changed the geography 
o~ flo~ milling and strongly affected the channels of dis
tnbubon for the products of the mills. 

. !he?il in.dustry can be said to have vertical character
IStICS, since ItS economic base could be described as being 
some:vhat narrow. It is dependent upon crude petroleum 
that IS produced in a limited land area capable of being 
owned ~r controlled through lease contracts by several 
corporatIOns, partnerships or individuals. Oil fields as we 
know them today are not very extensive geographically, 
although they are more extensive than they were in the 
early days ~f the in~ustry.in Pennsylvania. The discovery 
rate of the 1I1dustry IS rapidly expanding the oil fields and 
Y'e think of. the industry as being composed of thirty lead
Ing compames. Not too long ago the Standard Oil Com
~any occupied the dominant position operating from a dis
tinctly smaller geographic base. We know the vertical 
character of the oil industry of this earlier day. 

If we were to examine the industry at any time 
thr0l!ghout its history it could be said that the capital 
req~lrements for entrance have always been large. Here 
aga1l1 is a strong indication of a narrow economic base 
and the concomitant vertical characteristic. 
Th~ criterion of. governmental enfranchisement may 

have. I~fluenc~d the Industry earlier in its history but to
day It IS not unportant. The patents on the various meth
ods of refining c,:ude have been widely shared among the 
members of the mdustry so that small claim can be laid 
to the narrowing tendency of governmental enfranchise
ment. 

.The technical know-how within the industry is in step 
WI~ the amo~t of res:arch that is undertaken by the 
varIOUS companies, and SInce most of the large companies 
carryon extensive research, there is not a large amount 
of difference in technical know-how. These last two test
ing criteria may even show some tendency toward broad
enin.g the base o~ 0e. industry, but since one strong nar
row1l1g characterIstIc IS present in our analysis the indus
try can be said to be on the vertical side of the scale. 

EFFECT ON INTERNAL ORGANIZATION 

. The form of internal organization in large firms is 
Influenced by the character of the production ba e. A 
narrow production base favors a centralized form of 
organization with authority clo ely held at the top and a 
clear line of command running downward through the 
organization. Competitive advantage lies in precise coordi
nation between successive steps or level . Elaborate sched
uling and formalized procedures have evolved to accom
plish this result. Careful attention is given to the design 
and maintenance of internal communication channels. 
Often there is a proliferation of staff units at headquar
ters concerned with current intelligence for top manage
ment and communication and coordination throughout the 
organization structure. 

The opposite type of organizational design shows a 
horizontal pattern, with authority running outward to 
branch managers, but with very little depth at anyone of 
these outlying points. The essential difference between 
vertical organizations and horizontal organizations is that 
authority is necessarily decentralized for the operation of 
widely dispersed units of the industry. This has the effect 
of making these widely separated units somewhat autono
mous. But, since each unit operates in much the same way, 
central authority sets broad management policy and holds 
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the individual units accountable for over-all management 
and operation. 

Horizontal organizations may look simpler on the sur
face, but in some ways the executive skill required to 
manage them is much greater. Attempts to manage hori
zontal organizations as if they were vertical organizations 
breaks down completely, since the span of executive au
thority coupled with the difficulties inherent in horizontal 
organizations simply make the attempt inoperative. An 
executive in a central office cannot manage fifty branch 
offices directly and do it successfully. Where intermediate 
coordinating officials are interposed between headquarters 
and the branches, something vital in communication is 
lost and efficiency tends to decline. It is almost axiomatic 
to say that the span of an executive's control or authority 
rarely exceeds six or eight subordinates who report 
directly to him. 

SOME MARKETING IMPLICATIONS 

An industry with a narrow production base tends to 
have rigid or administered prices. This is generally held 
to result from the small number of firms in such an indus
try but this e..xplanation ignores what i probably an even 
more important causal factor. With the emphasis on ver
tical coordination in an indu try with a narrow production 
base, there is a need for stable price expectation to assure 
the orderly flow of material and product from one level 
to another. Given the objective of operating the whole 
vertical structure like a single mechani m, uncertainty at 
any point in the flow can cause an interruption all along 
the line. When materials enter the system at one end it is 
a long journey before they come out at the other end and 
produce a payoff. Thus the span of risk is much greater 
than is usually the case in an industry with a wide ba e in 
which operations are organized horizontally. Stable tran~
fer prices as between levels serve to reduce internal un
certainty, making it more feasible to cope with the large 
span of risk. 

Price changes occur in an industry with a narrow ba e 
but at infrequent intervals and as planned adju tments to 
some basic change in the cost or supply situation. Prices 
in terms of constant dollars have become progressively 
lower in many such industries. Cost savings are passed on 
to the consumer even though prices do not fluctuate from 
day to day. There is an adequate profit incentive to reduce 
prices if the reduction will stimulate demand. Some of 
the best examples of consistent downward trends in prices 
are in industries of this type. 

There often appears to be a special premium on techno
logical innovation in an industry with a narrow production 
base. Perhaps it is because the task to be performed is 
especially well defined and integrated. Innovations at one 
level can be quickly matched by appropriate adjustments 
at adjoining levels because of over-all vertical control. 
Similarly, on the marketing side of such firms competi
tive campaigns can be carefully matured and directed 
toward long-run gains in position rather than hort-run 
shifts in market conditions. Competitive attacks on the 
industry from the outside are also likely to be of a funda
mental character, leading to major shifts in the nature of 
the production base. Examples would be the exploration 
and discovery of new supplies of raw materials or the 
development of synthetic materials as acceptable substi
tutes. Synthetic nitrogen grew out of Germany's difficul
ties when cut off from natural sources during the first 
World War. A similar development in synthetic rubber 
occurred during the second World War. These basic com-
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petitive shifts, whether in war or peace, precipitate a new 
set of marketing problems for both the original members 
of an industry and the new entrants. 

The closed marketing channels which are likely to go 
along with a narrow production base can be illustrated by 
the oil industry. Highly specialized facilities handled the 
product from the oil well to the consumer's car. Pipe 
lines for crude oil or finished products, tank farms, refin
eries, bulk stations and filling stations constitute a closed 
and tightly coordinated system for processing and market
ing the products of a company. 

The open channel as observed for wheat and its prod
ucts is exactly the opposite of the organization of channels 
for oil. 

Many thousands of independent producers, many inde
pendent grain elevators, open grain exchanges, many 
differently owned terminal elevators, many different proc
essors result in many different products that flow through 
the hands of brokers, wholesalers, chain warehouses, 
cooperative wholesalers, and on to the thousands of retail 
outlets. This is a wide open channel of distribution and in 
general anyone may enter at any point he chooses. 

Lastly, the phenomenon of price leadership as it oper
ates within narrow based vertical industries, and particu
larly the oil industry, is fairly easy to identify from oil 
fields to filling stations. Whenever posted prices for crude 
are changed, one company will initiate the new price and 
all other companies follow that lead. Price uniformity 
does not necessarily involve dominant leadership, but can 
arise from purely independent action resulting from the 
study by all companies of the same market facts. The 
prices on gasoline pumps follow much the same pattern, 
except that some independent retailers in most local mar
kets have a tendency to cut prices, knowing that the large 
companies will not quickly follow their lead. The phe
nomenon of price leadership is nonexistent in broad based 
industries. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The base of production theory, when used as an ana
lytical framework for the study of marketing problems, 
provides a clearer view of the essential facts upon which 
decisions must be made. It is deductive reasoning from 
the general to the specific, and from that point of view it 
has some limitations. The factual evidence for the indus
tries mentioned would appear to support the conclusions 
which have been suggested and which may be summarized 
in closing. 

1. An industry with a narrow production base tends to 
be made up of firms which are organized in a highly cen
tralized fashion. Industrial organization, given a wide 
production base is likely to rest on many small firms or on 
large finns decentralized into numerous autonomous units. 

2. In vertical industries competition is likely to empha
size innovation and long-run marketing strategy. In hori
zontal industries there is more concern with competitive 
tactics in responding to short-run situations. 

3. Vertical industries tend to operate under a rigid 
price structure. 

4. Vertical industries tend to operate through closed 
channels of distribution, while horizontal industries tend 
to operate through open ones. 

S. Vertical industries tend to operate under price lead
ership, but there is very little evidence of price leadership 
in horizontal industries. 
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PARALLEL SYSTEMS OF PROMOTION AND DISTRIBUTION 

This issue contains the final article in a series of four 
presenting some of the theoretical insights of Leo 
Aspinwall, Professor of Marketing at the University of 
Colorado and technical adviser to Alderson & Ses
sions. This is the type of theory which provides an illu
minating perspective for practice. An illustration cited 
in this article shows how such concepts can be used in 
solving marketing problems. 

Professor Aspinwall has influenced many students 
during his long career as a teacher. In fact, the 
thought and attention lavished on his students and his 
clients have left him without the time or incentive for 
writing. These four articles in COST AND PROFIT 
OUTLOOK represent the only publication to date of 
some of his most challenging ideas. 

The sponsor of a product must decide how it is to be 
promoted and what channels to use for its physical distri
bution. He is confronted with a variety of possibilities 
both for stimulating demand and for moving his product 
to the consumer. It turns out that there is a parallel rela
tionship between these two aspects of the marketing prob
lem with a distribution system and its appropriate counter
part in promotion usually occurring together. This pairing 
of systems occurs because the promotion and distribution 
requirements of a product are both dependent on the mar
keting characteristics of the goods. The preceding article 
explained how goods might be arrayed according to their 
marketing characteristics into groups designated as red, 
orange, and yellow. It was further shown that this array 

CHART 1 

Relationship Between Goods and Marketing Systems 

Goods 

Red Orange Yellow 

Distributioa 

Long Moderate Short 
Channel Channel Channel 

Promotioa 
Broadcast Semi Closed 

Broadcast Circuit 

could be translated into a numerical scale and presented in 
simple graphic form. The purpose of the present article is 
to indicate how the position of a product on this scale can 
be used to identify the parallel systems of promotion and 
distribution which should be used in marketing the product. 

THE PARALLEL SYSTEMS THEORY 

This set of ideas has come to be designated as the paral
lel systems theory. It is the kind of theory which is in
tended to be helpful in resolving fundamental practical 
issues in marketing. Theory alone cannot settle all the 
details of a marketing plan. It may save much time and 
effort by indicating the starting point for planning and the 
appropriate matching of systems of promotion and distri
bution. The gross margin earned on a product provides 
the fund which must cover the costs of markeling distri
bution and marketing promotion. The management of this 
fund involves many of the most critical decisions with 
which marketing executives have to deal. Even slight 
errors of judgment in this regard may spell the difference 
between profit and loss. 

The parallel systems theory begins with a simple thesis 
which may be stated as follows: The characteristics of 
goods indicate the manner of their physical distribution 
and the manner of promotion must parallel that physical 
distribution. Thus, we have parallel systems, one for 
physical distribution and one for promotion. The move
ment of goods and the movement of information are obvi
ously quite different processes. It was to be expected that 
specialized facilities would be developed for each function. 
The fact that these developments take place along parallel 
lines is fundamental to an understanding of marketing. A 
few special terms must be introduced at this point for use 
in discussing parallel systems. 

A channel for the physical distribution of goods may be 
either a short channel or a long channel. The shortest 
channel, of course, is represented by the transaction in 
which the producer delivers the product directly to its 
ultimate user. A long channel is one in which the product 
moves through several stages of location and ownership 
as from the factory to a regional warehouse, to the whole
saler's warehouse, to a retail store, and finally to the con
sumer. The parallel concepts in promotion may be com
pared to contrasting situations in electronic communica
tion. On the one hand there is the closed circuit through 
which two people can carryon a direct and exclusive con
versation with each other. On the other hand there is 
broadcast communication such as radio and television 
whereby the same message can be communicated to many 
people simultaneously. 
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In general, long channels and broadcast promotion are 
found together in marketing while short channels and 
closed circuit or direct promotion are found together. The 
parallel systems theory attempts to show how these rela
tionships arise naturally out of the marketing character
istics of the goods. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF GOODS AND MARKETING SYSTEMS 

It will be remembered from the preceding article that 
goods were arrayed according to their marketing charac
teristics as red, orange, and yellow. Marketing systems 
can be arrayed in similar and parallel fashion. Red goods 
call for long channels and broadcast promotion. Yellow 
goods call for short channels and closed circuit promotion. 
O range goods are intermediate as to their marketing char
acteristics and, hence, are intermediate as to the kind of 
distribution and promotion systems which they require. 
There is a continuous gradation from red to yellow and 
from broadcast to direct methods of marketing. 

One of the fundamental marketing characteristics of 
goods is replacement rate. That is the frequency with 
which the average consumer in the market buys the prod
uct or replenishes the supply of it carried in his household 
inventory. Red goods are goods with a high replacement 
rate. A market transaction which occurs with high fre-

quency lends itself to standardization and specialization of 
function. The movement of goods and the movement of 
information each becomes clearly marked and separate. 
Opportunity arises for a number of specialized marketing 
agencies to participate in di tribution, and the result is 
what has been called the "long channel." Messages to the 
ultimate user become as standardized as the product itself. 
This type of information and persuasion does not need to 
follow the long distribution channel from step to step in 
its transmission from producer to consumer. Such mes
sages are broadcast to con umers through both electronic 
and printed advertising media which provide a more 
appropriate channel. 

Yellow goods are low in replacement rate and high in 
other marketing characteristics such as adjustment. Re
quirements for this class of goods tend to vary from one 
user to another. Adju tment embraces a variety of means 
by which goods are fitted to individual requirements. The 
marketing process remains relatively costly and a large 
percentage of gross margin necessarily goes along with 
high adjustment The opportunity for standardization and 
specialization is slight compared to that of red goods. 
Physical movement and promotion remain more closely 
associated, with a two-way communication concerning 
what is available and what is needed finally resulting in 
the delivery of the custom-made product. A transaction 
between a man and his tailor would illustrate this type of 
marketing. Many kinds of industrial equipment are spe
cially designed for the given user and would also be at ~e 
extreme yellow end of the scale. The short channel IS 
prevalent in such situations and all promotion or related 
communication moves through a closed circuit. 

Many products lie in the middle range which has been 
designated as orange goods. They have b en produced to 
standard specification but with the knowledge that they 
will have to be adapted in greater or less degree in each 
individual installation. The replacement rate is high 
enough to offer moderate opportunity for standardization 
and specialization. At least one intermediary is likely. to 
enter the picture, such as an automobile dealer bUylDg 
from the manufacturer and selling to the con umer or an 
industrial distributor serving as a channel between two 
manufacturers. The car sold to customers may be of the 
same model and yet be substantially differentiated to meet 
individual preferences as to color and accessories. Broad
cast media are used in promotion but not on the sa~e 
scale relatively as for soaps or cigarettes. The indus~nal 
distributor is often supported in his efforts by SpeCialty 
salesmen or sales engineers employed by the m.an~fac
turer. Advertising of a semi-broadcast character IS Itkeiy 
to be used. That is to say that messages are specially pre
pared for various segments of the market for whic~ the 
appeal of the product is expected to be somewhat dIffer
ent. This approach lies between the standardized message 
to all users on the one hand and the individualized closed 
circuit negotiation on the other. 

One qualification which may properly be s~ggested at 
this point is that marketing systems are not qUite so flex
ible as this di cussion suggests, but must conform .to ?ne 
type or another. Thus a channel for physical distnbutIon 
could have two steps or three steps but not two and a half. 
Nevertheless the picture of continuous variation along a 
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scale is generally valid because of the combinations which 
are possible. A producer may sell part of his output 
through wholesalers who service retailers and sell the 
remainder direct to retailers. The proportions may vary 
over time so that one channel presently becomes dominant 
rather than the other. Similarly broadcast promotion may 
gradually assume greater importance in the marketing mix 
even though a large but declining amount of adjustment is 
involved in some individual sales. 

MOVEMENT OF GOODS AND MOVEMENT OF INFORMATION 

The schematic relationship between goods and market
ing systems is shown in Chart I. This simple diagram 
depicts the parallels which have been discussed. It will be 
noted that the segment of the line allowed is greater for 
orange goods than for red goods and greater for yellow 
than for orange. It is a readily observable fact that the 
number of separate and distinct items in any stock of 
goods increa es a replacement rate decreases. A drug 
store, for example, has to sell more separate items to 
achieve the same volume of sales as a grocery store. An 
exclusive dress shop will need more variation in styles and 
models than a store operating in the popular price range. 
Paint brushes, file , or grinding wheels will be made up 
in a great multiplicity of specifications to serve the indus
trial market as compared to the few numbers which suffice 
for the household user. Red goods by their very nature 
are those in which a single item is bought frequently be
cause it meets the requirements of many occasions for use 
while in the yellow goods more numerous items with less 
frequent sales are required for a more accurate matching 
of diverse and differentiated use situations. 

The second chart is intended to demonstrate the rela
tionship between goods and the methods of distribution 
and promotion. It i not intended to show an accurate 
mathematical relationship since the data from which it is 
constructed are not mathematically accurate, but it does 
implement understanding of the problems with which mar
keting executives must deal. The reasoning is deductive, 
moving from the general to the specific and provides a 
quick basis for reaching an answer which can readily be 
adjusted to a specific case. The readings from the diagram 
are in complementary percentages that must be accepted 
as rough measurements of the kinds and amounts of dis
tribution and promotion. Long channel distribution and 
broadcast promotion are grouped together as related ele
ments of the marketing mix and designated as "broadcast" 
for the sake of simplicity. The line representing these two 
elements in combination slopes downward to the right 
since this type of expenditure can be expected to be rela
tively high for red goods and relatively low for yellow 
goods. Similarly short channel distribution and closed cir
cuit communication are thrown together under the desig
nation of "direct." The line representing direct promotion 
and distribution slopes upward from left to right. 

APPLICATION TO A MANAGEMENT PROBLEM 

A short time ago a project was undertaken for a well
known manufacturer whose operation is such that the 
range of products his company manufactures covers the 
scale from red goods to yellow goods. In following the 

reasoning of the characteristics of goods theory and the 
parallel systems theory he was able to locate a certain 
product in its position on the base line. He drew the ordi
nate representing this product and found from the dia
gram that the distribution indicated was a modified direct 
distribution and that accordingly a considerable amount 
of direct promotion should be used. In reviewing what 
actually was being done with this product he knew that 
promotion was mostly broadcast while the distribution 
was a modified direct. Thus, promotion and distribution 
were not running parallel and such a finding for this 
product provided a substantial explanation of the poor 
performance this product was making. Research had con
firmed that it was an excellent product and that it was 
priced correctly so that a reasonable volume of sales 
should have been expected. The planned sales for the 
product were not realized and to correct this situation 
a more extensive broadcast promotion program was 
launched, but from this program little or no increase in 
sales was realized. At this point the manufacturer decided 
that it would be worth a try to follow out the indicated 
promotional and distributional plan shown in the parallel 
systems theory analysis. A program of direct promotion 
was initiated and results were immediately forthcoming. 
The full sales expectations were realized and the manufac
turer decided to establish a special division to handle the 
product which since that time has produced even more 
sales at costs considerably below the estimated costs. 

A somewhat closer look at this case revealed that broad
cast promotion was reaching thousands of people who 
were in no way qualified users of the product and that 
the type of advertising message was such that qualified 
users were unable to specify the product even if they 
wished to do so. A careful study of the problem showed 
that the direct promotion had produced all of the sales 
results. Thus the cost of the broadcast promotion had to 
be borne by qualified users and the result was a higher 
price than would have been needed if direct promotional 
means had been employed. The final result of this opera
tion was that prices were lowered and the profit position 
for the manufacturer and all institutions in the distribu
tion channel was improved. 

Product Bs in the diagram represents the product dis
cussed in the case above located in its correct position. 
Reading the ordinate value in the vertical scale shows that 
the product it represents should be distributed 69 percent 
direct and that promotion should also be 69 percent direct. 
The complementary 31 percent reading shown indicates 
that 31 percent of the distribution should be broadcast and 
31 percent of the promotion should be of the broadcast 
type. Product Bl shown on the diagram is product B. as 
it was incorrectly located on the base line array of goods. 
The incorrect location was based on a measurement of the 
method of promotion that was being used. Actually this 
product was being distributed correctly by a modified 
direct method, and consequently consumers who might 
have been influenced to use the product had no means by 
which to exercise their wishes; the product was not avail
able in retail stores in such a way as to make it readily 
available to qualified customers. 

Continued on Next Page 
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By making analyses of products and their distribution 
and promotional programs, it will be found that many 
products are not in confonnity with the paraUel systems 
theory, and yet seem to be successful products. This would 
not of itself disprove the theory. Such results might indi
cate that better results might be had if the programs were 
modified in the direction indicated by the theory. This can 
often be done at a comparatively small cost by using test 
sales areas in which the adjustment can be made without 
affecting the national system in which the product may be 
operating. The results from such e..'Cperimentation should 
confinn the analysis made under the parallel ystems 
theory. A large amount of case material has been collected 
on the parallel systems theory but there seems to be an 
almost endless variety of ca e and there is a need for con
stantly studying the problem in the light of the improve
ments in communications and di tribution. 

CONCLUSION 

A further definition for broadcast promotion seems to 
be needed as we11 as for direct promotion. Whenever pro
motional means are used, without knowledge in advance 
of the identity of prospective users, the promotional 
means is considered to be broadcast. The finn employing 
broadcast promotional means relie upon the chance con
tact with potential customers for the product or service. 
The broadcast distributional means for such a product are 
so arranged that the cu tomer for the product who has 
been reached by this type of promotion can exerci e his 
choice conveniently and quickly. Retail stores are avail
able within a short radiu of the con umer who may wi h 
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to purchase the product. Thus, the sales gap is shortened 
both as to time and distance and the effectiveness of the 
broadcast means of promotion is enhanced. The key fact '" 
that makes this type of marketing economical is that while , ) J) 
the prospective users are unidentified, they represent a 
large proportion of the general public which will be ex-
posed to the broadcast message. The opposite of broadcast 
promotion is direct promotion. The definition of direct 
promotion turns on the fact that the recipient of the direct 
communication is known in advance, so that the me sage 
reaches the intended purcha er by name and address or by 
advance qualification of the pro pect a to his need and 
ability to purcha e the product. The mo t direct means 
would be a salesman who calls upon a selected prospect 
whose address and name is known in adYance, and where 
judgment has been passed upon his need for the product, 
and whose ability to pay for the product has been ascer
tained. The next in order might be a direct first-class let-
ter or telegram sent to a pro pect. Then perhaps door-to-
door selling or mailing to persons found on selected mail-
ing lists. These selected means of direct promotion used 
show a widening sales gap between the customer and 
the product. It is readily seen that broadcast promotion 
creates the widest sales gap. At the same time it can 
readily be seen that the marketing radius over which the 
customer may have to search for the product is increased. 
Compensating for this increased radius are the more in
tensive means of promotion that result from direct pro
motion, which will induce the customer willingly to under-
take greater inconveniences of time and distance in order , 
to procure the product. 

These definitions relate directly back to the character
istics of goods theory. Whenever a high replacement is 
involved it becomes physically impossible to effect distri
bution by direct mean . Such a situation caBs for mass 
selling and mass movement of goods wherein all econo
mies of volume selling and goods handling are brought 
into play. The low gross margin on the individual trans
action requires that the aggregate gross margin resulting 
from mass seUing be ample to get the job done. It seems 
ludicrous to think of fashioning cigarettes to the con
sumers' needs at the point of sale, putting on filters and 
adjusting lengths to king size. The gross margin required 
to do such a job would put cigarettes in the price class of 
silverware and the number of people who could purchase 
on that ba is would be very small. But mounting a dia
mond in a special setting is not at all ludicrous, because 
the gross margin available is large enough to undertake 
such adjustment. It would be redundant to go through the 
whole list of characteristics since it is perfectly clear what 
the relationships would be. 

These two theories are excellent marketing tools and 
aid materially in understanding the marketing processes 
and their interactions. At the same time they may become 
dangerous tools in the hands of those who are not skiBed 
in marketing. Even the experienced practitioners need to ) 
be fully cognizant of the technological advances as they 
occur and how these advances affect marketing processes. 
Skill in use of these tools should increase with experience 
in applying them to actual marketing situations. 
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THE FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION OF CITIES 

The featured article is based on a lecture by Leo 
Aspinwall, professor of marketing at the University 
of Colorado and technical advisor to Alderson & 
Sessions. The second article was prepared by staff 
members who have enjoyed the advice and counsel 
of Professor Aspinwall on numerous store location 
problems. 

The complexity of the metropolis be it large or small, 
old or new is difficult to deal with in these modern times. 
The scourge of traffic congestion in central city areas and 
the revolt of shoppers against this menace has brought 
about serious problems for both property owners and 
municipal government administrators -. the property 
owner facing as he does the decreased .e~rnmg ca'p~clty of 
his downtown property, and the mUnicipal administrator 
the loss of the tax base upon which taxes are levied to 
support governmental services. These ~wo closely related 
problems must be solved and solved In only one way: 
downtown property values must be maintained. Such a 
solution is not arbitrary; it cannot be compelled by pa s
ing laws; it must grow out of a full understanding of the 
functional organization of cities. Once we are able to re
duce our understanding to plans and then commw1icate 
our understanding and plans to the people of the city, the 
one solution to the problem is well on the way toward 
realization. 

The conclusion that understanding and plans will bring 
the solution of the problem within reach is easily set down 
in words, but both understanding of the urban complex 

FUNCTIONS OF CITY DESIGN 

and plans des igned in the light of understanding a re long, 
arduous tasks. 

T his short ar ticle will attempt to formulate a basic 
understanding of the problem from the standpoint of 
functional design. A proper setting for formulating the 
functionalization of ci ties should be a brief introduction 
to the two current theories on urbanization. 

SAARINEN THEORY 

We are indebted to Eliel Saarinen fo r the idea that 
cities grow and develop in a cellular pattern by additions 
on the periphery. T hese additions tend to cluster around 
a central point, much as the nucleus of a ccll. Thi growth 
pattern re ults in the accumulation of a group of cell , all 
joined together to form a city. Mr. aarinen's theory 
po ed the idea that each cell with its central nucleus is 
self-sufficient, the nucleus of the cell providing the busi
ness and service element needed to serve the residential 
occupiers of the cell. The cells themselve tend to vary in 
that some are predominantly industrial, others may em
phasize cultural activities, and sti ll others may be purely 
re idential. T hu the Saarinen theory of urban organiza
tion resul ts in a complex of many elf-sufficient cell , 
100 ely joined to make up a city. Thi idea completely dis
regard the central city district which supplies the fullest 
complement of all service . 

Continttcd 011 Ncxt Pagc 

SELECTING THE LOCATION FOR A 
NEW SUPERMARKET 

Of both primary and ultimate concern when selecting a 
location for a new supermarket is the minimum acceptable 
investment that wi ll be necessary to justify establishing a 
new store. This decision, of course, is primarily the re
sponsibility of top management, and it becomes the basic 
criterion again t which any proposed store wi ll be evalu
ated. 

ESTABLISHING THE CRITERIA AND PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 

Experience with the company's own supermarket, 
knowledge of competitive activities, financial expertness: 
these combine to provide management with the basis for 
e tablishing the criteria. E timating an acceptable rate of 
return on investment quite natu rally involves approxima
tions of the initial inve tment and operating costs neces
sary to sustain various levels of annual income. Analysi 
of cost and profit records concerning individual, existing 
company stores is the platform on which this basic cri
terion of return on investment will be built. 

The next step is to discover which areas contain poten
tials worth inve tigating, and the mo t logical place to 
start is on a map. This map is divided into small areas for 
evaluation. Government census tracts frequently provide 
convenient boundaries becau e much stati tical informa
tion such as population, income, etc. avai lable for 
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RULE OF UNI FORMITY 

The second current theory of urban organization is 
called "the rule of uniformity" and was developed by the 
present writer. The rule of uniformity makes an analysis 
of the functional activities of cities and seeks to join these 
functional activities bv a framework of axes. The results 
of such analysis clearly delineate a workable design that 
shows a striking similarity between one city and another. 
The marked similarity of city design led easily to the title 
"rule of uniformity." , 

The similarity of city design, when analyzed upon the 
basis of functionali m, raised many questions that re
quired answer~g and led to a careful study of city phe
nomena covenng over twenty years of observation. 
Among the first questions raised was why cities developed 
and why they developed at certain locations. Readings and 
~bservation~ quickly pointe~ out that cities develop at loca
tions affordmg the economic means of livelihood for an 
indigenous population. The economic climate must exist 
and resources must be available before a population is at
tracted to a certain location. This is almost like a trui m 
much over implified, ince there is a voluminous literature 
available on industrial location alone. 

MAJOR AXIS 

The essential feature of any urbanization arises out of 
some means of tran portation. There must be a means 
whereby goods produced in a particular locality can be 
carried to the markets of the world and all needed goods 

and ervices brought into the area as they may be re
quired. Thus an intercommunity type of tran portation 
facility becomes the life-giving fir t e ential to urbaniza
tion. This i called the 'major axi " and is easily identi
fied in any community. 

Sometime there may eem to be more than one major 
axi but u ually, when the inve tigation i· carried back to 
the early beginning of a city. it will be found that the 
original major axi control the true functional de ign of 
the community. ertain citie have experienced a shift of 
their major axe . Th 'e are very intere ·ting pccial ca es 
in which the minor axi (di 'cu 'ed below along with the 
principal axis) take on principal axis functions and the 
principal axi becomes a minor axi . This might be less 
confu ing if it were pointed out that thi · phenomenon 
rarely occurs in large citie ' located upon :OIllC sub tantial 
body of water - ri,·er. lake, or ocean. It follow:. then, 
that tran portation facilitie c.lpable of being moved are 
the types of major a.xe likely to be ill\'olyed in a major 
axis hift. 

The pecialization of function ' fir tap!> ars on the 
major axi . Thi axi i · the natural 10c.1.tion for industry. 
The movement of heavy material ' and bulk products re
quire- ea y acce to tran:portation faciliti e and such 
ervice are es entia I to heavy indu ·try. C "rtain obnoxious 

feature go along with thi indu trial U. c of the major 
axi , and out of the duo t, ~mok , odor, and /lois a r >peB
ing force i born that exclude other typc of land occu
pancy and confine indu trial land u:e ' to clo e proximity 
to the major axi . 

The term "axi " give' . ollle implication of a straight 
line, but in thi ca e it i . not nece 5arilv true. ~ 10rc often 
hore line of ri\' r and bodie of ,vatcr have cuning 

characteristic '0 that more corr ctly a major a,'i band is 
created. Thi i likely to be curving and at the same time 
occupies more pace than a line implie '. Any c. 'arnination 
of an indu trial area will be.lr thi , out, and it will aLo be 
observed that there i' a di tingui , hable ~rading of land 
use. tarting at the major axi ', hc.wy mdu try is fir -t 
noted; moving away from the a. ·i . . light indu:try will take 
location, and farthe t away will be war hou ing and 
wholesaling activitie . Thi i thc common characteristic 
of all land use ; that i . there i a tendency to locate in 
di tricts according to their needs and the valuc of the land 
they can afford to occupy. 

PRINCIPAL AXIS 

The industrial axi (major) mu t ha"e acces to the 
growing urbanization, ince it main function is to pro
vide a connection with the world markets by bringing 
ne~ded good and en'ices to the deyeloping city. A second 
axiS i born out of thi relation hip - the principal axis. 
The function of thi axi is to make a\'ailable to the urban 
population the good and services they need for their 
everyday living. This a.xis i "main street," and along it 
are located the retail tore, office buildings, theatre , and 
other such en'ices requiring grouping so a to afford any 
clttzen seeking goods and en'ices the convenience of a 
c~tral loca~ion. It has developed out of this functionaliza
~1O.n 0at thiS axis ha a more distinctly linear character
IStiC, Just as a treet might imply. 

One of. ~e unique situations developing from the lin~r 
chara~terJstIc of the principal axis i that it almo t invar!
~bly lOt~r ect the major axi' band at right angles. T?IS 
IS explalOabl~ by the fact that a right angular inter-ect~on 
of axes pro~ldes maximum acces ibility to the inter 'ectlOn 
fo: the contiguous lands. Bridge are built over rivers by 
u 109 the shortest distance aero s, which is a right angular 
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situation, and this may be in part an explanation - at 
least in ca es where rivers are involved. 

This right angular situation creates an interesting phe
nomenon for urban geographers and a vital one for all 
land planners. It will be noted, when maps of cities are 
studied, that street structures involving the major and 
principal axes at right angles to each other are usually off
directional. Market Street in San Francisco strikes boldly 
through a maze of checkerboard streets up to Twin Peaks. 

ixteenth Street in Denver runs at right angles to the 
South Platte River and the railroads up to the civic cen
ter. These are examples of thi off-directional relationship. 
A quick reference to the city maps, usually found on 
highway maps, will show that the off-directional situation 
is the more common. 

Coupled with thi off-directional tendency is another 
important and controlling si tuation which involves the 
prevailing direction of the wind and its relationship to the 
industrial district with its moke, dust, odor, and noise. 
The principal <Lxis or "main street" will be built into the 
prevailing wind, so that these obnoxious features will be 
blown away from the other land u es to which they are 
injurious. It is under tandable, th n, that a common ex
pres ion in our everyday speech, "from the wrong side of 
the track ," i an apt description of a situation involving 
low income groups living on the leeward side of the indus
trial district. Thu , the high income groups choose resi
dential location to the windward side of the major axis. 

HIGH POINT OF VALUE 

Functionalism plays its role in the graded uses of the 
principal axis just as it does in the other axial features of 
city development. As of anyone point in time, this grad
ing force operates to create a "high point of value" which 
is the focal point around which the functional features of 
a growing city arrange themselve. 1uch of the most use
ful material growing out of the rule of uniformity has 
been developed out of the relationships of the high point 
of value to the rest of the city. We have been able to cal
culate, within limit, the rate at which the high point of 
value migrates and in which direction. Theoretically, this 
f.ocal point in city design is never tationary but is sensi
tive to the pu hes and pulls of urban land dynamics. Cities 
experiencing population growth tend to push the high 
P?int of value toward the residential district, up the prin
c~pal axis and away from the industrial district. This has 
gIven ri e to the expre ion used in urban land economics: 
"High class retailing tend to move in the direction of be t 
and highest paying traffic." That is to say, retailers seek to 
move close to the cu tomers that offer them the greatest 
opportunity for profitable trade. 

STRING DEVELOPMENT 

Behind this strong tendency are the forces related to a 
growing population and decaying buildings. The life span 
of certain downtown buildings i similar to other durable 
consumer or indu trial goods - they wear out and have 

SElECTING THE lOCATION FOR A NEW SUPERMARKET 
Continued from Page 1 

tracted area. From the e same tatistics, population and 
average income for the tract can be extracted and the two 
~gures multiplied to obtain an estimate of total consumer 
lI1come for each cen us tract. 

However, total dollars spent will not be of tremendous 
use. It is consequently imperative that total income and ex
penses be broken down so that food dollars can be isolated, 

to be replaced. Businessmen have to decide whether it is 
more economical to pre-empt new, undeveloped lands in 
the direction of "the best and highest paying traffic" or to 
rehabilitate old lands closer to the high point of value 
which are encumbered with old buildings. Out of this 
grows the phenomenon of the "string development." 

String developments, if allowed to develop without the 
control of zoning, can be very detrimental to the func
tional design of a city, as well as the land value structure 
of the city as a whole. A long, block-after-block business 
development has the effect of causing traffic congestion on 
one of the important lead-in arterial streets. More serious, 
perhaps, is the effect of creating a total amount of busi
ness frontage far in excess of the amount needed, the re
sult being the same as any increase in supply beyond 
normal needs - the price of the total amount of space 
avai lable is depressed. This sometimes continues to the 
point where earnings are barely enough to pay taxes, let 
alone provide normal interest on the investment. 

The answer to this problem is, first of all, strict zoning in 
accordance with the needs of the community. This has the 
effect of maintaining the general level of prices so that 
marginal occupancy is eliminated and firm occupiers have 
a full opportunity to make reasonable profits. Land im
provements have only one means of recouping the original 
investment - through earnings - and once this opportu
nity is impaired, a distressed market sets in and all real 
estate investments are impaired. 

A second method of controlling string development is 
by the use of a physical obstruction of some sort. Often 
the strategic placement of a civic center directly across or 
adjacent to the principal axis will have the effect of con
taining business activities on the down side of the prin
cipal axis. This control of the dynamics of districts pro
vides an opportunity for the older buildings to be brought 
back into use on a profitable basis and goes a long way 
toward preventing the formation of business slum areas. 
In metropolitan New York City, Central Park has done 
much to confine business activity on Fifth Avenue within 
rea onable limits, although it is probably too far uptown 
to have prevented the lower Manhattan decadency. 
MINOR AXIS 

The final axis needed to round out the structural frame
work of the functional city is the minor axis. This axis is 
less stable in any city than the other two axes, because it 
shifts with the growth of the city. The minor axis is, as of 
any point in time, the most important crosstown street 
parallel to the major axis. One of the most striking exam
ples of a minor axis is Broad Street in Philadelphia. The 
minor axis sometimes intersects the principal axis at the 
high point of value, but this is not essential in fulfilling 
the normal description of this axis. Its position, relative to 
the high point of value, has significance to a careful stu
dent of city structure, particularly as regards the city's 
maturity. 

The small diagram on page 1 shows the important rela
tionships of the ruIe of uniformity. 

and the food-buying potential of the tract be determined. 
There are several methods of accomplishing this. 

1. Average annual conswner food expenditures in the 
area may already be known or can be determined on the 
basis of experience with operations in existing company 
store , or from consumer expenditures for the city as a 
whole. If 0, food expenditures for any given area can be 
estimated by merely multiplying the average annual ex-

Continued on Next Page 
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penditure by the population in each of the city's subdivi
ion. Thi obviates the computing of total income to 

determine the percentage spent for food. 
2. If thi information is not available, food expendi

ture can be calculated by first e timating total con umer 
income and then the proportion which is spent for food. 
One approach i to apply the national ratio of food ex
penditures to total per onal consumption expenditure, 
publi hed by the Survey of Current Business, against the 
total income of each subdivision. It should be kept in 
mind, however, that thi i a national average and can be 
expected to provide only a rough mea ure of food ex
penditures for local market, unle s additional refinement 
are made. 

In thi fa hion, areas which have adequate food store 
potential can be i olated and a group of, perhap , ten 
elected as offering PO" ible opportunity. 

SCREENING THE LOCATION 

. Let us uppo e that the e ten areas have in fact, been 
I olated. A taff member or an experienced consultant 
hould arrange to vi it tho e area. While there, the loca

tion of exi ting retail food facilitie should be noted and 
later marked on the map. Experienced ob ervers will be 
able to e timate the sale volume of the e food tores and 
aloof non-food tore in the area. Observation and inter
view with bu ine men and tore managers will al 0 be 
helpful in interpreting the developing pattern of trade 
and traffic and any pecial conditions affecting the value 
of available ite. 

From actually eeing the neighborhood, executive 
opinion will be formed concerning the type of family 
living there, the future of the neighborhood (i it up and 
coming, or ea ing it elf out), and whether or not existing 
competition i uch that it almo t precludes the possibility 
of adding a ucce ful new tore to the area. Opinion 
concerning the character and future of the neighborhood 
hould be verified by a review of the trends of real estate 

value in the area, building tati tic, etc. However, the 
primary purpose of thi phase of the screening operation 
i to eliminate the lea t de irable area and to select tenta
tive ite available for con truction in tho e areas which 
appear to be worthy of further inve tigation. 

DEFINING THE TRADING AREA 

At thi point the choice may have been narrowed to 
three po ible location . The next step is to define the 
trading area. There are several ways of doing thi . Noth
ing, of cour e, can sub titute for experienced executive 
opinion. It may, however, be aided to a considerable de
gree at thi point. If the propo ed site is located in the 
immediate vicinity of an e tabli hed shopping area, and 
particularly one which includes a supermarket operation, 
the problem of defining the trading area is relatively im
pie. Interviews conducted with people who shop there can 
be utilized to determine their residence. Re idence can 
then be plotted on the map and the concentration pattern 
which re ults i a quite realistic picture of the trading 
area erved by the exi ting stores. For similar purpo e , 
the residence of familie who do not patronize large retail 
outlet can be determined by tracing, through the Bureau 
of Motor Vehicle, license tags of cars parked at com
petitive supermarket. Conversation with non-competitive 
store managers can frequently be of value at this point, 
al o. However, the e methods imply the assumption that 
the propo ed store will serve a trading area similar to that 
which is already established. This, of cour e, is not always 
true. 
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Pa t experience with and analy i of the company's 
exi ting tores may be very helpful in determining the 
nature of one trading area for the proposed tore. After 
all, here i a company-owned, ready-made testing ground. 
Re idence of hopper for each store can be determined 
and plotted on the map in order to define the trading area 
of each existing store. It is po sible that the trading area 
for the new store will be roughly similar to tho e of stores 
of similar character. 

One method of defining the trading area for any pro
po ed ite which i not amenable to the technique men
tioned above i to draw three boundarie around each site. 
The innermo t repre ellts five minutes' driving time from 
the propo ed site, the next ten minute, the la t fifteen 
minute' time. Within each of these boundarie , telephone 
or personal interviews may be conducted - starting with 
the malle t - to determine the food tore patronized by 
resident. uch information provides an accurate picture 
of shopping patterns within each boundary and these, in 
turn, can be used as a ba is for establishing the trading 
area. 

Interviews conducted within the newly defined trading 
area .a:e not only of value in checking the reali m of the 
defimtlOn but aI 0 may be of value in determining the 
hare of market a new store might expect. Thi interview 

need not be lengthy, and everal factors besides re idence 
may be extr~cted from it: dollar amounts spent on food, 
where food I bought, by what means and how long it 
take ~o get to the store, and whether or not the re pond
ent thmks he would buy at the proposed supermarket. It 
hould be kept in mind that opinion ba ed on this last 

point may be somewhat unreliable; it i almo"t impo sible 
to d~aw conclusi.o~s from such an opinion unle s very 
defimte characten tic of the propo ed store are de cribed. 

The basic purpo e of defining the trading area for each 
propo ed ite is 0 potential food expenditures can be e ti
mated and 0 the executive can e timate the hare of thi 
potential which his new store may expect to obtain. Here 
primary d~p~ndence must be placed upon executive judg
ment, but It IS amply supported by survey information hi 
knowl.edge of competitive trength ' and weaknesse , past 
expenence, and a ho t of other factors. 

. If a substanti~1 ~roportion of th: ~rea within striking 
dl tance of the site I undeveloped, It I undoubtedly wi 'c 
to consider future re idential housing developments. Quite 
po sibly the planning commi ions will have projections of 
housing and income already available. If not, they may be 
e timated mathematically or graphically and a rea onably 
accurate approximation of total income obtained for the 
next five or ten years. 

EVALUATION OF MARKET OPPORTUNITY 
AGAINST INVESTMENT CRITERIA 

In attempting to chao e the best of alternative location 
or the acceptability of anyone for development, potential 
opportunity determined by the methods de cribed above 
hould be evaluated in terms of the criteria e tabli hed as 

the first step. In brief, it is po sible to arrive at a realistic 
judgment of the ability of anyone or all propo ed loca
tions to provide a minimum acceptable return on invest
ment. From the estimated potential or share of market for 
each ite, it should be po sible to make estimate of floor 
pace requirement , buildin~ costs, operating cost , and 

hence profits and return on mvestment. Itimate election 
of alternative site can be made by choo ing the one which 
offers the greatest profit opportunity and the best prospect 
for continuous success in the long-term future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

When I was invited to partIcipate in this conference 
(that was in late November) I accepted without much 
hesitation, becau -e it eemed clear that population analysts 
(or demographer ) and market analysts are faced with a 
great many common problems. However, when I finally 
faced up to the problem of preparing this paper, I became 
aware of the fact that many of these common problems 
and area of overlapping interest are so obviou as to 
require little by way of elaboration in a meeting of this 
kind. Therefore, I reoriented my thinking and will at
tempt to do two things in the time at my disposal: (1) to 
identify (rather briefly) the more or less standard and 
establi hed uses of population information which are im
portant in marketing research, and (2) share with you 
some of the analytical frontiers we are concerned about 
which will require the be t efforts of both of our groups 
if they are to be penetrated and extended. 

Before going further, I think I should define the van
tage point from which management con ultants and mar
ket re earchers view the problems of population analy i . 
I do thi becau e the preci e nature of our field of profes
sional activity is not generally understood. Essentially, we 
are in the busine of olving problem for management. 
Thi is indeecl a broad statement, but there is almost no 
limit to the kinds of problems that our clients may request 
us to study. In some cases, the e problem are defined 
functionally; that is, they may be concerned only with 
production planning, sales administration, capital budget
ing, or some other function which affects all of the a pects 
of the bu iness a a whole. In other in tance , problem 
may be re tricted to certain product or product groups, 
or to specific geographic market area, but be concerned 
with all es ential business function in these area. How
ever, regardle of the scope or the magnitude of the prob
lems pre en ted, the activities of the management consult
ant and market researcher may be summarized or de-
cribed in term of four basic analytical step : 

1. Development of a precise definition of the problem 
or problems in terms of the action alternatives that 
are available. 

2. Determination of the information and judgments 
that will be required a a basi for electing the most 
appropriate alternative. 

3. Design of the research program that will provide 
the nece ary information and judgment basis. This 
may involve analysis of secondary data (data of rec
ord), collection and analy-i of primary data, or 
both. 

4. Analy is of data so as to provide in usable form: 
(a) findings of fact, (b) conclusions based upon 
these facts, and (c) recommendations for action. 

I would like to make explicit the notion that ours is a 
problem of tailor-making or planning project designs for 
each individual problem as presented. To be ure, certain 
components of research de ign can be standardized and 
applied over and over again. The fact remains, however, 
that a profession which bases its activities upon a prob
lem- olving stance mu t stand ready, willing, and able to 
use any and all available re earch techniques that may be 
dictated by the particular job at hand. Hence, we place a 
great premium upon flexibility and versatility and are 
con tantly on the search for new approaches, techniques, 
and data sources to be added to our tool kit. 

ANALYSIS AND USE OF SECONDARY DATA 

For the balance of my remark, attention will be fo
cu ed upon (and limited to) problems that depend for 
solution, in whole or in part, upon population analysis. In 
general, the e are problems concerned with the distribu
tion and ale of consumer goods and services. Once such 

(Conli11Ul'd on Next Page) 

OPERA liONS RESEARCH AND THE 
ECONOMICAL USE OF CASH* 

In the e days of tight money it become particularly 
important to the bu inessman to u e cash as sparingly and 
as effectively as po sible. Here as in other business prob
lem operations re earch method can be very helpful. We 
hall ee that it is pos ible to use the e techniques to com

pute an optimum ca h balance and to show how this figure 
will be affected by change in the volume of the firm's 
expenditure and in the level of interest rates. 
. A firm's ca h balance can usefully be interpreted as an 
mventory-an inventory of money which its holder stands 
ready to exchange against purcha e of labor, raw mate
rial, etc. It i really no different in principle from a shoe 
manufacturer' inventory of footwear which he stand 
ready to trade for the distributor's cash. 

The rea on for comparing ca h on hand with a com
modity inventory is that the operation researcher pos
sesses a well developed body of techniques for determin-

·Abs~ract of a paper presented by William J. Baumol on June 13, 1957 at a 
session on Oper~tlons Research and Ec!>"omics at the Con(erence of Penn
,ylvanla Economl ts held at Bucknell UDlversity. 

(Contintted on Page 4) 
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a problem ha been defined and deci. ion' ha\'e been made 
as to the kinds of fact and judgment that will b· nece:
sary for its olution, the market reearcher almo:t alway' 
begin by conducting an orderly review of available ec
ondary data. In ome ca e he may find that all of the re
quirement of the problem are met bv uch information. 
More ~ften it i di covered that there are gap' in the in
formatIOn that mu t nece saril)' be filled bv collection and 
analy is of prin:ary data. I would like to ~gge t example 
of three SituatIOn where available population data i' 
~llost apt. to provide. all, .or n~rly all, of the nece,. ary 
IOformatJon. These situatIOns will be tated a que, tion . 

1. H\ Vhat is the market for Our product?" Thi i. a 
question that we often receive from manufacturer. 
who seek to identify their cu tomer- and potential 
customers in terms of who they are, where they ar , 
and how much they might be expected to bu\,. 
O~te?times it i~ possible to rely exc\u ively u~n 
eXl tlOg populatIOn data to identify the variou com
ponent:;; of the market by age, family ize, location 
of ~esldence, . etc., so as to provide an acceptable 
albeIt approximate answer to thi que tion. :'Iluch 
depe~ds, of course, upon the degree of preci ion 
reqUIred for the selection of the action alternative , 

and the extent to \\ hich availablc popUlation charac
teritic may be a :umed to be good yard tick for 
mea. urin market b havior. 

2. "What is the pro 'pecti\'e market for this new prod
uct ?" This qu slion i often rai:ed at that point in 
the development of a new product where ability to 
complete design and t manufacture i as ured, but 
would require a 'ub,tantial additional commitment 
of fund:. In .:uch a ca 'e an appro.'imation of the 
market. :uch a can be gained from secondary data, 
will enable manag 'mcnt to decidc whether Or not 
additional dcyelopmcntal work, hould be undertaken 
or the project abandoned. The limitation here are 
the same a - in the prc\'iou.' 'ituation. 

3. "In the futur , will our market increa 'e, decrease, 
or remain about the .am ?" 1 his takes the con
:ultant 'quarel)' into thc arc.1 of foreca, ting. In this 
are.1, mark t re:e:lrcher probably rank among the 
mo:t ar lent con, umer. of population projections 
and foree1 t ' . Trcnd in population, along with 
other data, become the ba i for d h:nnining where 
and wh n a hoppin~ c nter . h uld hc huilt, what 
plan' hOllld I>e made for .·pan iOIl of production 
facilitie . whether or lIot .'alc Cor hould be ex
p. nded. and ()th~r d i ion that It 'ar upon manage
ment' abilitv to • rv' it. futur market. In some 
in.tance thi type of 'lIlal)" i i t' 'C cdingly com
pie.'. In other ca e . it tum out to he quitc simple. 
l'or c.-ample, thc Cact that .al of tcrling ih'er 
flat". r' corr lat almo t on' for ( IIC with thc mar
ria~c ratc make it r 1,lth Iy a y to foreca t the 
f utur of thi' particular indu try, TIlcre arc ob\ iou 
precaution: that rnll t be taken with foreca Is of this 
type: but they are c, 'ce dillgly u dul. at least as 
point. oi departur . 

PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

Prln Ir)' data collectIOn, or tield work, becomes inYoh'ed 
under either or both of two ~et of circum tal1ce~: (1) It 
may be nec' '~'1ry to fill gap wher data are not a\'ailable 
from, econdary ourc : and (2) it may bc Ill'ce::a.rr to 
e:tabli, h the i<Tnificant r latioll hip bctween available 
population data and con urn r buying 1 ha 'inr, if any. 
Regardlc· of why it i. und rtakcn, primary data coll~c
tion invol\'e at the vcry out t utilization of populatIOn 
data a' a ba i for ,ur~'Y .ample de ign. \Ve ha\'c j.ust 
complet d a . tudy that \\ 'II illu trate uch a _amplIng 
problem in all of it. elcgant complexity. . , 

The ba:ic problem wa: one of ·harpcning the clIen~ s 
ad\'erti ing and promotion activities by idcntifyi~g ~111 
term· of age, income, occupation, alld . irnilar criteria) 
tho'e women in the total popula ion who arc current u ers 
of a particular per ,onal-carc item. I' rom available e~· 
ondary data and company record:, it W:\ p<L'ible to esti
mate that within the uni\'er;e to be ampled (all women 
1- year' of age and older) only about two percent were 
u, er of the product. The que'tion wa:, what two percent? 
Our tati,tician detennined that we would need to com
plete inten'iew ' with about 1,000 of thc e u, er' in ord~r 
to meet the reliability requir ment: of the study. On thiS 
~a i . .' it became nece.:sary for u: to conduct short creen-
109 IOterviews with a nationwide probability ample of 

(Continued on Next Page) 



40,000 places of re idence. Hence, 150 cOtmties, with 
probabil ity proportional to population of women age 15 
and over, \Va elected with four interviewing centers 
being de ignated at random for each elected county. In 
ummary, we ended up with a total of approximately 

42,000 completed creening interview, long-form inter
views with a ub ample of app roximately 1200 non-u ers 
(to determine why they were non-u ers) approximately 
1200 long-form interview with a ub ample of user of a 
competitive approach to the per onal care problem in
volved, and our r quired number of interview with u ers 
of a product of the type produced by our client. This is 
difficult and expen ·i\·e re earch. 

My rea 'on for citing thi particular example is quite 
obvious. In marketing re ea rch work we need alI po ible 
preci ion and accuracy in basic population data. Our abil
ity to use effective .ampling procedure depends upon its 
availability. 

Population data i ' also e sential to proper analy is of 
the results of field data coIIection. In the iIIu tration ju t 
cited we wer able to determine the di tingui hing char
acteristics of the u er group in contra t to tho e of non
user and u 'ers of a competitive proce . By then refer
ring back to popUlation data, it became po ible for u to 
detcrmine the pcrcentage of aII women having character
istic similar to tho.e of the u er group who were not 
u ers - hence gi\'ing us an e:timate of market expan ion 
potential. 

o much for the standard and e tabli hed u e of popu
lation information in marketing r earch. 

MARKET SEGMENTATION 

1 TOW I would like to move to con ideration of two 
elected problem area' in marketing re earch where it 

seems reasonable to as ume that population analy i and 
market analysi' have a common intere t, but where the 
relation hip is le 's definite. The fir t of these has to do 
with emerging recognition of the phenomenon of market 
segmelltatioll. As management con ultant , our attention 
ha been drawn to thi area of analY ' i by the increa ing 
number of client-problem ituations which have become 
oluble by doing something about marketing program and 

pr?duct policie' that tend to over-generalize the character
I tIc' of both markets and marketing effort. The e are 
case.' \\ here intensi \'e ad verti ing and promotion de igned 
to differentiate the company's products from the offering 
of competitor' \\'a' not accompli ' hing it objective - ca e 
where failure to recognize the reality of heterogeneous 
market segment· wa re 'ulting in a los of market po ition. 

Ma.ny examples of market egmentation can be cited: 
~he cigarette and automobi le industries are outstanding 
IIlu trations. It i · almo t literaIIy true today that there i 
n? market for cigarettes. Rather, this market must be 
vle\~ed as a group of market egment which insist upon 
~ecIaI. type of cigarette uch a filter tip, mentholated, 

kIng Size, regular ize, regular packages, flip-top boxes, 
etc. Recent introduction of a refrigerator with no storage 
compartment for frozen foods was in direct response to 
the di tinguishable preferences of the market segment 
made up of home-freezer owners whose frozen-foods 
s.torage need had already been met. Market segmenta
t~on, then, con i ts of converting (for purpo e of analy
Sl ) a heterogeneous market into a number of smaller 
homogeneous market, in respon e to differing product 
p~eference among important market segments. It is at
trIbutable to the de ires of consumers or u ers for more 

precise satisfaction of their varying wants. Determining 
the extent to which the market for his products may be 
segmented is of vital importance to the manufacturer. He 
has before him the task of deciding whether he should use 
a marketing strategy designed to "force" the segments 
together by asking them all to accept the uniform product, 
or. offering products tailored to the distinguishable re
qUirements of the segments. Many economic forces are at 
work which are resulting in an increased interest in the 
latter strategy. 

Now what does this mean for population analysis? To 
th~ . extent that market segmentation is recognized and 
uttlized as a strategy in the planning of business opera
tions, market analysts wiIl find it neces ary to become in
terested in finer distinctions between elements in the 
population than has been true in the past. Furthermore, 
they will need to supplement available o-eneralizations 
about group behavior within the population by developing 
more detailed insight into the "why" of small differences. 
Perhaps the time has come when we mu t begin to place 
relatively more emphasis upon attitudinal and behavioral 
arrays of population, not in lieu of but in addition to the 
arrays that are currently being made available. 

BEHAVIOR A ND MOTIVATI ON RESEARCH 

The second frontier which I would like to mention is 
closely related to the fir t, the area of behavior and moti
vation research. Motivation re earch is being heralded as 
the "glamorous newcomer" to the marketing research field. 
Actually, there i nothing new about motivation research 
- it began when we first asked "why" que tions in con
nection with con umer surveys. The thing that i being 
added is the more refined and reliable techniques of prob
ing motivations. As is true in many other areas of be
havior theory and analysis, motivation researcher are 
currently split between those who are probing to deter
mine ba ic drive (a La Freud) and those who favor the 
Gestalt approach of regarding behavior as an expression 
of a de ire to solve the problems that lie in the way of 
goal achievement. Obviou Iy, both have much to contrib
ute to true understanding; but, in general, we have found 
that con idering the consumer as a problem olver is more 
helpful to us in attempting to solve the problems of our 
client. It is certainly true that we can do a reasonably 
correct job of hypothe izing the present and future be
havior of many groups within our population. However, 
such hypothe es turn out to be invalid in enough cases to 
make it desirable and necessary to sharpen our proced
ures. Hence, anything that can be done to extend our 
knowledge of goals, behavior, and motivations of groups 
and segments within the popUlation will be of great value, 
not only to the market analyst but to the social scientist in 
general. Perhaps the key question i whether or not we 
have available the necessary technical kills and procedures. 

I would like to close my remarks by reiterating an ear
lier statement to the effect that the field of marketing 
research does represent one of the very best markets for 
population research. Weare vitally concerned with de
tailed analysis of the structure of present population and 
with projections, trends, and forecasts with reference to 
the future. We are also attempting to build upon the base 
which population analysis has provided with reference to 
the problems of behavior and motivation which I have 
mentioned. It is to be hoped that our combined efforts in 
this direction may make both of our fields more dynamic 
and pertinent in the future. 



OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND THE 

ECONOMICAL USE OF CASH* 

(Continued from Page 1) 

ing optimum inventory level .1 The-e technique can be 
u ed to balance off the advanta e of a izeable ca h bal
ance again t its co t . 

It i , of cour e, convenient to keep a izeable cash bal
ance on hand becau e that can make it 0 much ea ier to 
meet required di bur ement , particularly becau e it i not 
alway pos ible to fore ee in advance the preci e magni
tude of required expenditure . But it is expen iYe to tie 
up large amounts of capital in the form of ca h balance. 
For that money could otherwi e be u ed profitably el e
where in the firm, or it can be u ed to payoff debt, and 
reduce the firm's intere t burden, or the money can be in
vested profitably in ecuritie. When tight money limits 
the fund which are in practice available to the bu ines -
man he mu t recognize that every dollar he keeps in the 
form of ca h on hand mean one dollar Ie available for 
the purcha e of labor, raw material ' , etc. 

To ee preci ' ely how the optimum ca h inventory com
putation is handled let u go directly to the calculation of 
the optimum leyel of that portion of a company's ca h 
inventory which i u ed to meet payment who e ma~i
tude i known in ad,'ance. uppo e the company recelye ° thou 'and in ca h on the fir t day of each month which 
it will payout in regular daily in tallment over the next 
month. Rather than keep all of thi ca h idle, orne of it 
can be invested in ecuritie, say at a return of 5 percent. 
But each time orne ca h i inve ted or withdrawn there 
i' a fixed brokerage charge, say $25. The company may 
then con ' ider the following three aIternati"e' for a 4-week 
month. 

Week Avrra ;eo 

lnve tment 

Pos, ibility : No investment (zero broker tran .'action - per month) 

Investments 0 0 0 0 0 
Withdrawals 0 0 0 0 
Pa)ment $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 

Pos, ibility B: Two broker tran actions per month 

lnve tments $40,000 $40,000 0 0 $20,000 
Withdrawals $40,000· 0 $40,000 0 
Pa}ments $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 

Po _ ibility C: Four broker tran actions per month 

Investments $60,000 $40,000 $20,000 0 $30,000 
Withdrawals $20,000· $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 
Payments $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 

+Tbis amount is in fact never invested or withdrawn - it represents the 
amount withheld from the initial investment. 

Notice that as the frequency of withdrawals increa e , 
the average inve tment goe up from 0 to 20,000 to 
30,000; thu, the annual intere t earnings at 5 percent 

ri e - from 0 to 1,000 to 1,500. But in method A there 
are no brokerage charge . In method B there is one in
ve -tment and one withdrawal per month, or 24 broker 
tran actions per year which re ult (at 25 per transac
tion) in a total brokerage fee of $600. Method C require 
four inve tment and withdrawal transaction per month, 
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or -tS per year, which will co ' t about $1,200. Thus we 
have the results: 

Net Gain 
Broker (Intere.l 

Annual Trans· Annual Minus 
Average Interest actions Broker Broker' 

Investment Earning Per Year Cost Cost) 

Method 0 ° 0 0 0 

Method B $20,000 $1,000 24 $ 600 $400 
Method C $30,000 $1,500 48 1,200 $300 

Clearly method B is the more profitable way for the 
firm to manage it ca ' h. . 

More generally, it is po ible to ho,~ how the optl.m~m 
balance of cash not held in hort term lOve tments will 111-

crea e when the volume of transaction or the brokerage 
fee increa e, and decrea e when the interest rate in
crea es. lathematical analy i indicates that the e will 
not be proportionate variation ' . For example, the optimal 
ca h balance will increa e only a the quare root of the 
volume of transactions - i.e., there will be economic of 
large cale in the firm' optimum ca ' h balance. 

The reason for thi re ' ult can be ugge ted without 
the aid of mathematic. 10 t important, it must be noted 
that a given yolume of payment can be met with different 
ca h withdrawal level. We ob en'ed that the 0,000 
could be paid by keeping the entire 0,000 on hand, or 
by inve ' ting it and withdrawing $40,000 twice a month, 
etc. In other words, even when the firm " total payment 
are fixed, the average ca 'h balance u 'ed to meet the e pay
ment can be varied. We can ee why this amount will 
vary directly with the value of the brokerage fee and in
"er 'ely with the intere t rate. Clearly, if the brokerage 
fee goe up it will pay to cut down the number of with
drawal : i.e., the optimal ca 'h balance will ri 'e. imilarly, 
if the le"el of the intere t rate goes up it will pay to makl! 
withdrawal a mall and a ' late a po sible : i.e., the op
timal balance of idle, non-intere 't earning ca h will fall. 

But why .hould the mo t economica l ca 'h holding not 
increa 'e proportionately with the volume of expenditures ? 
The an 'wer i to be found in thl! nature of the co t o f 
inve ·tment tran ·actions. The minimum broker' fee i ... 
what make it unprofitable to take ca h out of ilwe tment: 
in frequent mall driblet. although doing 0 will keep 
ca:h in\"e ted until the la t po. , ible moment. But the 
larger the amount im'oh'ed, the . maller, relatively speak
ing, will be the brokerage co 't. On a 1,000 bond pUr
cha e, minimum brokerage fee' can be prohibitive. On a 
million dollar tran action they are negligible. Hence, the 
larger the total amount iJ1\,oh'ed the Ie ' significant will 
be the brokerage co ts, and the more frequent will be op
timal withdrawal. For thi rea on optimal withdrawals 
and cash balance will ri e when th volume of tran:ac
tions per firm increa, e , but will rise Ie " than in propor
tion with the volume of tran 'action payment. 

For expository implicity thi di cu ion ha a ' umed 
that any reduction in ca h holding i used to purcha c 
hort term ecuritie. In practice, tight money mean that 

frequently fund ' can more profitably be inve ted in -ide 
the firm. This does not alter the nature of the analy-is in 
any fundamental way. The arne operation re earch 
methods can be employed to take this fact into account in 
determining the way in which the firm can use ca ·h 1110 ·t 

effectively and mo t economically. 

I ee T. M. 'Vhitin, Th~ T"~ory of lnvell/ory M anagtmmt (Princeton : Uni. 
ver ity Pre, , 1953), Chapter Ill. 
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COST CONTROL IN SELLING BY MANUFACTURERS· 
No business makes all of its sales at equal profit. In 

every business - whether it be manufacturing, wholesal
ing, or retailing - there are some sales which are much 
more profitable than the company average, and a sizeable 
proportion of other transactions which are much less prof
itable - or even unprofitable. These are truisms of busi
ness life which executives encounter every day, and of 
which they are fully aware. 

Therefore, it is surprising, but true, that most busi
nesses do not know the exact dollar and cent cost of sell
ing each product in the line or of selling to a specific cus
tomer or in a specific territory. This is as true of the man
ufacturer selling a broad product line in a national market 
as of the neighborhood supermarket which regularly 
stocks and sells anywhere from 3 to 6 thousand different 
items. But it is almost impossible to exaggerate how valu
able it is for a business to know the costs and profits or 
losses attaching to each segment of its business. 

That is, it is difficult to exaggerate the opportunities for 
increased marketing efficiency, cost reduction, and profit 
improvement offered to management by the combined 
techniques of distribution cost analysis and mathematical 
programming. In the offing may be a revolution in the 
planning and execution of distribution activities fully 
comparable with the achievements of time and motion 
studies and cost analysis in the factory. 

MALDISTRIBUTION OF MARKETING EFFORT 

The objective of "controlling" distribution costs is, of 
course, to reduce them. The typical executive, however, 
seems to think of the control or reduction of his distribu
tion costs as a simple process of setting up a budget, usu
ally arrived at without any reliable performance stand
ards, comparing actual expenses with the budget, and 
chipping away at various elements of expense which ex
ceed the budget. At best, this method of attack does not 
get at the heart of the matter. At worst, it may do more 
harm than good if the chipping process weakens needed 
selling pressures or curtails demanded distribution serv
ices. Sales volume thus suffers and total unit costs are 
raised instead of lowered. 

The businessman is not - or rather he should not be 
- basically interested in limiting his over-all marketing 
expenditures to a certain number of dollars, or in attempt
ing to force each of these expenses within the mold of 
some arbitrarily conceived ratio to dollar sales. The actual 
experiences of a number of businesses which have suc
cessfully achieved striking reductions of their marketing 
costs show that an entirely different line of attack is 
necessary. 

In most businesses a small proportion of the territories, 
customers, orders, or products are responsible for the 
overwhelming bulk of the sales volume. On the other 
hand, a very large proportion of the customers, orders, 
products, territories, and so on bring in only a very minor 
proportion of the sales. For example, one manufacturer 
found that 78 percent of his customers produced only 
slightly more than 2 percent of the sales volume. In an-

other business, 46 percent of the number of products 
manufactured accounted for only 3 percent of the sales 
volume. 

In the typical business, however, selling, advertising, 
and other marketing efforts all too frequently are ex
pended in proportion to the area covered, the ""mber of 
customers, or the number of orders, and so on, without 
explicit consideration of their actual or potential contri
bution to sales volume and profit. Of course, this means 
that in the typical business there is misallocation of effort 
in terms of results. In one business, for example, 59 per
cent of the salesmen's calls were made on customers from 
whom only 12 percent of the sales were obtained. 

There are many reasons why this misallocation of mar
keting effort is common. Even the better-managed firms 
do not realize just how much of their marketing effort 
brings in only very small sales returns, since it is difficult 
to find out which sales can be ascribed to any specific out
lay of effort. Indeed, most firms make no systematic at
tempt to evaluate marketing effort results for specific sales 
segments of their business, and usually measure the suc
cess of their marketing efforts solely by their total dollar 
sales. Moreover, the manufacturers of branded consumers' 
goods with a national market typically follow a policy of 

• An address by Charles H. Sevin before the Fifth Annual Seminar in Sale. 
Research; Distributiq" Costs: A Key to p,.ofits; Miami University. Oxford, 
Ohio; April 29, 1957. 
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RESEARCH IN INDUSTRIAL MARKETS· 
Research in industrial markets in many cases differs 

markedly from consumer research. The differences are 
chiefly dictated by the characteristics and application of 
the product under consideration. If we might consider the 
large, custom-designed and installed electrical substation 
as appearing at one end of a scale-a scale measuring prod
uct application technology-we would place a grease pencil 
for marking packages in warehouses and shipping rooms 
at the other extreme of such a scale. In researching a 
product of the grease-pencil type, typical consumer re
search procedures are effective, and efficient. As the char
acter of the product under consideration moves signifi
cantly on the scale in the direction of the electric substa
tion, however, typical consumer research procedures be
come highly inefficient and inadequate for dealing with 
the technological aspects of the problem. 

Since comparatively little has appeared in the literature 
and the trade press on this aspect of industrial research, 
I would like to discuss in some detail a general approach 
that accommodates the necessary technology, and becomes 
more efficient in doing so. This general procedure can be 
efficiently used to determine the market potential for new 
products, to discover new markets for existing products, 

• Abstract from a talk given by Robert F. Dee before The Industrial Advertio
ing Association in Chicago, April 8, 1957. 
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l00-percent coverage of the market in order to support 
their national advertising. These are only a few of the 
reasons for the widespread misallocation of marketing 
effort. 

Careful comparison of the costs and returns from the 
different uni~ of m~rk~tin&, effort will usually reveal that 
because of thIS maldistnbutlOn of marketing effort, a large 
number of sales made by the individual firm are unprof
itable, even though the business as a whole shows a profit. 
Distribution cost analysis can be used by management to 
locate these unprofitable sal~s an<;l to dete~ine the magni
tude of the losses for which dIsproportionate spreading 
of marketing effort is responsible. 

For. example, one company made a distribution cost 
an~IY~IS <;md found that 75 percent of their customers, 
bnngmg III only 8 percent of the volume, were responsible 
for a net loss of as much as 56 percent of sales. In an
other instance a distribution cost analysis revealed that 95 
percent of all the customers in one small territory were 
unprofitable -: with losses ranging up to 86 percent of 
sales. In ~ thlr~ c?mpany, 20 percent of the number of 
products 10 theIr Ime were unprofitable - with the mo t 
unprofitable product responsible for a net loss of 355 per
cent of sales! 

SEGMENTATION OF COST AND PROFIT DATA 

The .substanti~1 losses on . unprofitable sales resulting 
from. d.ls~roporhonate s~r~dmg of. marketing effort can 
b~ mlOlmlZed or eve!1 ehmmated, SImply by making cer
tam that the marketmg dollar goes where it can do the 
most good. This can be done with the help of two related 

tools - distribution cost analysis and mathematical pro
gramming - which can indicate to management where 
and how to apportion marketing efforts to make the most 
of potential net profit possibilities. 

In a business where there is a marked mi allocation of 
marketing effort, the resulting losses on unprofitable sales 
can often be eliminated by shifting some marketing effort 
from unprofitable to profitable sales segments as indi
cated by the distribution cost analysis; but this rule does 
not specify the precise magnitudes of these shifts. Here 
mathematical programming enter. To make the most 
effective u e of marketing effort the firm must select that 
particular combination of products, customers, territories 
etc., which will make optimal use of the particular com~ 
bination of the several type of distribution effort which 
are being us~d by that firm. Personal selling, advertising, 
~e promo~lOn, ~ples, catalogs, warehou ' ing of fin
Ished-goods mventones - all must be allocated optimally. 
This, it tum out, i what the mathematician C.11l a pro
gramming problem. 

Tho e companie which have used distribution cost 
analysi as a management tool- even without the use of 
mathematical programming - have achieved tartling re
ductions in their distribution costs by correcting only the 
more obvious maldistribution ' of marketing effort. 

For example, in one company marketing _ pense were 
cut nearly in half, from 22.8 to 11.5 percent of cale , and 
a net 10 .. of. 2.9 per~ent \Va - turned into ant profit of 15 
percent WIthin a penod of les than two year after shift
Ing some effort from the 68 percent of it account· which 
had been unprofitable. Anoth r company hifted selling 
~d advert.isin.g effort fro~ les profitable to more prof
Itable tern tones and achIeved a 78-perc nt incre.1se in 
average sales per .alesman and a one-third r duction in 
the ratio of selling and advertising expense to ale . and 
the ratio of net profits to sales doubled. 1 ' 

The main problem in controlling di tribution costs, 
th~, is to find out how different parts of the firm's mar
keting process contribute to it COlit ·, it - profit, and its 
sales. But many businessmen are under the impression 
that they already know their co t and profit structure
aft~r all, tha~ i the information apparently contained in 
theIr accountmg records. Unfortunately this is not so. 
Prevalent .accounting technique· for recording the results 
of marketmg activ!ti~ are insufficiently detailed, showing 
averages o~ly; theIr m~ormation i - di. torted by arbitrary 
co t .allocatlons and theIr figure are only part of what is 
reqUIred. At the heart of the matter are a number of 
ubtleties \\:hi~h are crucial. The first step in a di tribution 

cost analYSIS IS a finer breakdown and a reclas ification 
o~ ~e ~rm's average cost and profit data. The over-all 
dlstnbutlOn costs for the entire busine.· IllU,· t be allocated 
~o the specific segme/lts of the busines · for which they are 
lI1cur~ed. I·or example, through di tribution co t analysis, 
we mIght be as detailed as to find that the sale of a thous
and cas~s of pr~uct A through medium-sized retailers 
located m the ChIcago metropolitan area invoh-ed X dol
lars worth of. salesman time, Y dollar: in transportation 
and warehousmg cost, Z dollars in advertising expendi
ture, etc. 

The need for all thi · detailed information i. clear. 
Without it, the trouble pot - cannot be located. The un
profi~ble. poin~ in the distribution proce s will otherwise 
r.emam hl~den 10 the over-all averages and tllt! opportuni
tt~s for Impro,:ement in efficiency and profits will be 
mIssed. T~~ objective of a di tribution cost analysis is, 
then, to diVIde the bu ines of the company into a num-

J ~{ost of the prC('eding .~-_ are talcen {rom Sevin. CharJe R .• HO'JJ .\fan'" 
{;:urtrs Rtd.',u. Thnr DlStnbut"," Costs, United State.. Depart,""nt of 

mmerce (\\ a.lllngton : Government Printing Office. 1948) . 
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ber of segments classified, for example, by categories of 
customers and products, and to determine marketing as 
well as production costs and net profits or losses for each 
segment separately. 

DISTRIBUTION COST ANALYSIS 

The re~ults ~f the actual case~ cited previously lead to 
a shor~ discusSIon of th~ te~nJ.ques used for analyzing 
n:ar~etlll.g costs. Two b~slc pnnclples of the techniques of 
dlstnb';1tlO.n c~st analYSIS .can be readily summarized: (1) 
The dlstnbutlOn expenditures of a particular business 
which are usually recorded on a "natural" expense basis' 
are reclassified into "~un.ctional" cost gro~ps, which bring 
together all of the 111dlrect costs associated with each 
marketing activity or function performed by that com
pany. (2) The functional cost groups are "allocated" to 
products, customers, and other segments of sales on the 
basis of measurable factors, or product and customer 
characteristics, which bear a causative relationship to the 
total amounts of these functional cost groups. 

The basis of the functional classification which would 
be . u~~d by any given firm is a study of the marketing 
actlVltJes performed by that firm. Most companies, espe
cially those serving wide markets and producing and sell
ing . a ~umber of produc~s, have. complex marketing or
galllzatlOns and engage 111 a Wide range of marketing 
activitie·. Con equently, each company would have to set 
up its own fWlctional cia sification to reflect its own mar
keting activities. 

It i~ usually neces ary to apportion many natural-ex
pense Items as tJley appear in the ordinary accounting rec
ords among several functional-cost groups, since they re
late to more than one functional activity. "Natural"
expense item are distributed to functional-cost groups 
by mean of time study, space measurements, counts, 
managerial estimates, and other methods. 
. After the indirect costs have been classified by func

tIOns, they are allocated on the basis of utilization by 
products, customers, and other segments of sales of the 
variable activities giving rise to these costs. The principle 
followed i' to charge the product or customer (or other 
segment of ales) with the cost of its share of the variable 
activity of each functiona l-cost group: that is, the cost of 
the portion of the variable marketing effort for which it is 
"responsible." 

Another way of stating thi allocation principle is to 
say that the procedure is to determine, for each func
tional-co -t group, the factor which "controls" it, tending 
to increase or decrease it. A ' used here, the term control 
!s meant to convey the concept that under the firm's exist
Illg operating routine and policies, the dollar level of the 
functional cost is determined by the control factor; or, 
that there is a "cause-and-effect" relationship between the 
factor used as a basis of allocation and the dollar level of 
the corresponding functional-cost group. 

Suppose now it is found by means of a distribution 
cost analysis in a particular firm, that, on the average, the 
s~e of a dollar's worth of product X through mediunl
Sized retailers in Kansas City contributes more to profits 
th.an a dollar sale of product Y through small retailers in 
Richmond. It is tempting to jump to the conclusion that 
more sale effort should be allocated to the former and 
less to the latter. But doe thi follow? Suppose, for ex
ample, that Kansas City i relatively saturated with the 
produ~t and the finn has a high share of the market, while 
the Richmond market is ripe for development. Clearly, 
effort reallocated to Kansas from Virginia would be going 
precisely the wrong way! 

Thus, the cost presently incurred by a specific segment 
of sales may be the right answer to the wrong question. 
It tells us how well the firm is doing now; but the firm 

wants to know whether it can do better in the future and 
if so, how and where. Accordingly, we must know th~ 
answer. to additi?nal questions: What would happen to 
market1l1g costs ~f more effort were directed here rather 
than there? Specifical.ly, we want to know just how 
changes 111 total costs 111 each functional category are re
lated to changes in volume in each segment of sales. In 
effect, for each sales segment and each functional cost 
group we need the cost-sales relationship both for variable 
costs and for separable fixed costs. 
. Once these figures are obtained, the marketing execu

ttve can proceed to apportion his distribution effort in a 
way which is guaranteed to increase his profits. The 
method can be illustrated readily in the simplest case 
where there is only one basic type of marketing effort to 
be allocated. In such a case, insofar as possible, effort 
hould always be reallocated to those segments of sales 

where an additional unit of marketing effort will yield the 
highest contribution to net profits and overhead after 
deduction of variable costs. 

The difficult problem, of course, is to determine just 
h?w the various functional costs will vary with sales. 
Sm.ce we must know the cha'Lges in distribution costs 
which accompany changes in sales, this is a most difficult 
problem. One apparently obvious way to approach it is to 
see what has happened to costs when sales changes oc
curred in the past. But past sales changes are the result 
of changes in several effort factors and have resulted 
from a variety of causes. Perhaps an even greater source 
of difficulty is a fact which is a central problem in the 
analysis of distribution costs. Unlike most production 
costs, which are a function of volume, changes in most 
distribution costs are both a cause and an effect of changes 
in sales volume. There are, however, a number of tech
niques which help us cope with this difficulty. 

MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 

Usually, there are several types of distribution effort or 
cost to be economized. For example, the funds available 
for advertising may be limited, the salesmen's time fully 
occupied, and warehouse space may constitute a bottle
neck. We then wish to promote those sales which make 
the best use of all three of these facilities. But usually no 
one sales segment will do well in all of these respects. One 
product may use advertising dollars very efficiently be
cau e its sales can be increased with the aid of relatively 
little additional advertising expenditure. But if iliis prod
uct is also bulky, its added inventory will employ rela
tively large amounts of warehouse space. Similarly, an
oilier product may yield large additional profits to each 
additional hour of ilie sales force's time but small returns 
on each additional advertising dollar. The problem, as we 
have seen, is to select iliat combination of ales segments 
( i.e., products, customers, territories, etc.) which will 
make optimal use of these several types of distribution 
effort. This is precisely what the mathematician calls a 
programming problem. 

The word "progranlnling" most frequently occurs in 
ilie term "linear programming." When the facts of the 
situation state iliat costs will always be proportionate to 
sales so that, for example, a threefold increase in the level 
of sales in anyone segment will always exactly triple all 
the costs incurred by the egment, ilie relevant program 
i aid to be linear. nfortunately, in a distribution cost 
analysis a linear program will almost never fit the facts. 
\Vorse still, it is virtually certain to give the wrong answer! 

However, we must not go too far and reject totally the 
linear programming approach to distribution cost analysis. 
It is true that a linear program will usually not compute 
a correct optimum. But there is a very strong presump-

COl1ti/ll~ed Ol~ Next Page 



t ion that it will correctly indicate the best directions of 
change; i.e., it will correctly identify the sales segmen.ts 
to which more effort should be allocated and those m 
which effort should be reduced. The difficulty in the use 
of a linear program is that it will urge too much of the 
good things - whatever sales segments should be ex
panded, the linear program will urge the firm to expand 
indefinitely since it involves the assumption that there 
will be no diminishing returns. Now we do know that 
characteristically the firm will experience diminishing re
turns with an indefinitely large allocation of effort to any 
one sales egment, so that while the change s~ggeste~ by 
the linear program may be expected to be m the nght 
direction, it may al 0 be presumed that the recommended 
change is too great. 

It follows that where it is too expensive to undertake 
a full-scale non-linear programming analysis, or where 
the necessary data are simply not available, a linear pro
gramming analysis can till be exceedingly helpful. In 
general we may assume .that i~ will be profitable to expand 
effort in the egments m which the Imear program calls 
for such expan ion, and to contract effort where the pro
gram indicates it should be contracted, but by less than 
the amounts indicated by the numerical solution. 

RESEARCH IN INDUSTRIAL MARKETS· 

Continued t,.om Page 1 

and to forecast the sales of established products over 
longer time periods than would otherwise be possi~le. 

The approach demands a multi-phase procedure, which 
must be accomplished sequentially. At ~e start the. o~y 
secure position for the analyst to take IS that flothmg IS 
known about the product's possibl~ ma~kets. H~ sh?uld 
then study, or obtain for study engmeenng ~pecificabon 
on the material or device. Then he must begm to analrze 
the functional usefulness of the product. He may reqUire 
engineering or technical assistance. throug~out - and be 
should use it freely and often. Havmg clasSified the ,?any 
functional use of the product, be must then begm to 
frame a list of potential application ~or ~e produ~t - a 
list as extensive as can be made. WhIle thiS effort IS ad
mittedly more an engineering study ~an a mar~eting 
effort, it must be satisfactorily accomplished - aJ?-~ It be
hooves the industrial researcher to develop the ability and 
technical understanding which will <;nab.le him to work 
effectively with the engineer. and th~ sCle?bst. . 

With the kind of techmcal onentabon descnbed, the 
marketing analyst is ready to undertake the first ph,a e of 
actual market inve tigation. The step now needed IS that 
of an informal survey of industry! horizontal~y broa~, but 
shallow vertically. We now have lIsted potentIal engmeer
ing applications for a new product, and we want to find 
the industries where the applications can be profitably 
utilized. But having assumed that we know nothing about 
the market for the product, we still must assume that all 
of industry and commerce re~resents our poten~ial market. 
So we turn to the industnal researchers bibles - the 
sta'ndard industrial codes, the census of manufacturing, etc. 

Utilizing the informed judgment develo~d earlier,. a 
process of elimination is begUJ1. Some of thiS phase WII! 
proceed as fast as you can read industry descriptions. 
Some of this work will go very slowly as you find that 
you must interview purchasing agent~, .design grou~s, 
manufacturing personnel, and others wlthm locally avaIl
able companies of the classification under consideration. 
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In practice, the great bulk of ~e savi~gs v:hi?t di~t:i
bution cost analysis has made poSSible reSided 111 ItS ability 
to find those sales sectors to which marketing effort was 
most glaringly misallocated. In the great maJority of ~e 
firms to which it has been applied, this technique has diS
covered cases of gross effort maldistribution whose elim~
nation permitted very substantial additions to profits. ThiS 
means that where we do not have the data, the time, or 
the budget for a non-linear programming analy~is,. we 
usually can still obtain much of the benefi~ of a dlstnbu
tion cost analysis by its use alone, or by a hnear program-
ming approximation. . 

And, as we have indicated previously, actual expen
ences in numerous businesses demonstrate very clearly 
that the use of distribution cost analysis as a management 
tool presents an opportwlity for increasing efficiency, re
ducing marketing costs, and increasing sales volume, the 
importance of which scarcely can ~ exaggerated. The 
achievement of a constantly expandmg sales volume at 
lower unit costs through greater efficiency is, of course, 
the traditional American way of maintaining a healthy 
economy and a generally rising standard of living for the 
American consumer. 

Finally you will have discovered by this process which 
industries represent potential markets tha~ are worth the 
investment of intensive research and analYSIS. 

The next step is to consider carefully the ability of the 
company to serve the industries which you have selected 
as offering the greatest potential. Some of them may 
repre ent a marketing opportunity which. for your com
pany is unattractive for any. one o~ ? vanety of reasons. 
The investment or expense m attammg sales r~pr~sen.ta
tion may be prohibitive. Or, the chaI;nel ~f d,st~lbubon 
may be so diverse from the company s mam busmess as 
to represent the need for reorganization of the sales force. 
Factor such as these should at least be taken into account 
before proceeding with the main, or second phase of the 
research effort. 

Once the final list of industries has been determined by 
statistical analysis and by informal inve tigation, field 
research can be begun. At Alderson & Sessions we refer 
to this phase a a "case-study" procedure, and have used 
it successfully to solve many industrial research problems. 
This concept involves relatively small samples, with very 
inten ive study made of the potential customers in the 
sample selected. Personal interviews are typically con
ducted in from 3 to 6 departments. The objective of inter
viewing i not the completion of a fi."'{ed number of rigidly 
controlled interviews, but rather the collection of neces
sary "units of information." Needless to say, this work 
requires the services of very capable analysts, and in some 
cases analyst teams, representing competence in both mar
keting and engineering. On occasion cooperative effort 
between the company studied and the analyst will suggest 
on-the-spot analysis of company data. 

The case-study method pursues throughout its conduct 
several very specific requirements. Potential sales of the 
new product will be determined from the economic advan
tages fOUild to be pro\'ided by the new product. By virtue 
of the type of study made, the requirements for introduc
ing and marketing the product will become abundantly 
clear. Finally, by carefully classifying and projecting the 
summarized results of the case studies, the approximate 
size of the potential market and the "timing" necessary to 
its development also will become known. 
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A GUIDE TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH METHODS 

This is the second of two expository articles1 designed 
to provide information about the field of operations re
search to the businessman who is newly confronted with 
the possibilities of mathematics as a tool for decision mak
ing. The first of these articles tried to show what opera
tions research can accomplish. This article, on the other 
hand, is designed to indicate how operations research is 
able to achieve its results. 

The businessman reader may at first feel that this arti
cle is less well suited to his needs than was the one which 
preceded it. After all, he may well want more urgently to 
know what operations research can do for him than how 
it goes about doing it. But it is really very important for 
management to understand the methods of the operations 
researcher, because management problems simply cannot 
be left to the technician to handle alone and unsupervised. 
Each business situation is somewhat different from the 
next, and at least some of its workings are understood 
only by the businessman himself. The approach to each 
business problem must to some extent be custom tailored 
to fit the facts which are in the businessman's possession. 

In employing an operations researcher, therefore, it is 
necessary for the businessman to understand the nature of VI. his procedures in order to judge whether they are appli

'-: cable to the problem, and whether they have properly 
taken into account all of its most relevant aspects. In the 
last analysis no techniques, however sophisticated and 
powerful, can replace the judgment, insight, and wisdom 
of the capable executive. Engineers and doctors have long 
known this. But the best engineer and the best doctor will 
be acquainted with the latest, most sophisticated methods 
which can help him to make the most effective use of his 
judgment. 

TYPES OF "OR" METHODS 

It may be illuminating to classify OR methods by the 
sorts of purposes they are designed to serve. Most ques
tions which the businessman asks the operations re
searcher fall within one of nyo types which we will call 
prediction of consequences and optimisation problems, 
respectively. 

1. Prediction of cotlsequences.-In considering a 
change in policy, the businessman wants to know the con
sequences of the proposed change. He wants to lmow 
what will happen to his sales if he lowers his price, or 
what will happen to his ability to meet customer demands 
if he reduces his inventory, etc. 

Alderson & Sessions 

Basic Research Report on Consumer Behavior 
Report on a Study of Shopping Behavior and 

Methods of Investigation 

Single Copies Available Upon Reqltest 

There are many methods which can be helpful in attack
ing such a problem. Experimentation with price cutting in 
a few markets, statistical analysis of the consequences of 
past price changes, motivations and behavior research 
techniques - all of these can contribute to the solution of 
the pricing problem; and the operations researcher will 
employ these approaches when they are promising, but he 
also uses some new and specialized techniques in predict
ing the consequences of some proposed course of action. 

The nature of these techniques is best understood by 
seeing what are likely to be the main difficulties in a prob
lem of the prediction of consequences, difficulties with 
which good business judgment cannot ordinarily cope. 
Only three of the most obvious possible sources of diffi
culty will be mentioned: (a) Adequate records, of past 
experience with similar situations may not be available, 
upon which to base directly the required prediction. 
(b) The values of the variables which determine the con
sequences of the decision under investigation may be in
herently unpredictable. That is, the problem may involve 
random or chance variables which, like the outcome of a 
turn of a roulette wheel, can only be predicted in prob
abalistic terms. The number of pieces of equipment which 
will need replacement during some particular month, the 
number of cases of a product which will be broken during 
warehousing, and the number of customers who will de
mand some product on a particular day are examples of 
such variables, whose importance for management prob
lems is obvious enough. (c) There is a third and perhaps 
most important difficulty which faces the businessman 
who seeks, on the basis of his judgment and experience, 
to predict the consequences of some proposal. This diffi
culty arises out of the enormous number of variables 
which are involved in many such problems and their inter
dependence. OR techniques which are designed to cope 
with each of these classes of difficulty will be described 
below: Monte Carlo techniques which are used where 
data are inadequate; probabalistic analysis (such as queue
ing theory) which is used where random variables are 
important; and simultaneous relationship techniques (of 
which input-output analysis is an illustration) where there 
is a large number of important interdependent variables. 

2. Optimisati01~ problenu. - This second category of 
business problems probably encompasses the majority of 
OR investigations. The businessman does not want simply 
a better way to do something but rather the best, or op
timal, procedure. Of course, selection of the best methods 
will always depend on the goals which the businessman 
has set for himself. An increase in advertising will often 
be good strategy if the primary aim is an increase in 
sales; but increased advertising may not be the answer to 
increased profits. 

Among the optimisation techniques most widely em
ployed are the differential calculus, linear programming, 

1 The first article is "Operations Research Applied to Marketing Problems" 
Cost and Profit Outlook, Vol. X. March 1957. • 
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and nonlinear programming; and these too will be dis
cus ed below. 

PREDICTION OF CONSEQUENCES: MONTE CARLO TECHN IQUES 

Before we can hope to find out the con equences of a 
cour e of action, it is necessary to have some sort of data. 

For example, suppose it is desired to test a proposed 
inventory policy to see how often the product will be out 
of stock and how great the volume will be of deliveries 
which a;e delayed because there i not enough inventory 
on hand to meet customer orders. These figures, of course, 
depend on the fluctuations in the level of cu tomer de
mands - how frequently total demand will exceed a par
ticular magnitude. 

In olving uch a problem, experimentation i~ not a real 
po sibility. It can be costly in cu tomer relatIOns to try 
very much lower inventory levels ju t to see what will 
happen. Moreover, the experiment will add little more to 
our knowledge (aside from offering u data on ju t how 
angry customers do get ) than does imply waiting to see 
what demands turn out to be with current inventory 
level . Past experience can be used to construct an imag
inary experiment - to see what would have happened if 
the proposed inventory level had been used in the pa t. 
But if the product is relatively new, this can provide only 
very limited information; and waiting around for experi
ence to accumulate may be very time consuming and (if 
the current choice of inventory level is poor) veryexpen-
ive. 

The operation re earcher has, however, invented an
other "ery effective way to gather the relevant data: that 

is to make them up him elf, or rather to let the mathe
m~tical stati tician make them up for him! Like the cut
ting of the Gordian knot, thi - may strike th~ reader a . a 
direct and ingeniou ap~roach. but one \\"llIch docs !1ot 
meet his original conceptIOn of the problem. ~ low can 1I~1-
provi ed statistics help u to fo re 'ee what W11\ happen 111 

the real world? 
The answer is that the number' arc illYellted in a man

ner which carefully employ:. the analytical methods uf 
mathematical tati tics in ortler to .'tretch :t.' far a: pos-
ible uch few actual data a. are ;I\'ailahle to h('~in with. 

In the ab ence of any change in any of the major purcha~c 
influences, such a a harp temporary price cut a ~alc) 
or an advertising campaign, we may a~. ume that CU't011l
er will arrive randomly, in a pattcrn .01l1c\\'hat . imilar tu 
outcomes in succe ive throw of a pair of dice. The pat
tern of customer demand may then be dc cribed in terms 
of a frequency distribution, which indiCc1te: how many 
week in a year customer demand can b C.'l cted to fa ll 
between 50,000 and 55,000 unit., how oftcn the uClll<lnd 
will lie in the 55,000 to 60,000 range, etc. 

Now, from the ava ilable in formation ami the "alllre of 
the problem., the statistician can decide which frequency 
distribution be t de cribe the pattern of C ')1 cted cus
tomer demand . F rom th i' f requency di tribution it is 
then po sible to con truct an artificial hi tory of cu tOlllcr 
demand by choo ing randomly among all the po ihilities, 
but in a way which i " loaded" to produ e the right fre
quencies. To give a ve ry imple illu trati 11, uppo e we 
con ider two possibilitie : A, weekly d'mand I . thall 
50,000 and, B, weekly de manu of at Icci t 50,000. If, Oil 

ome ba i , the odds are computed to be 2 to 1 in favor of 
A, we can generate an art ificial demand hi tory a fol
low : Toss the ( unbia cd) die. If it fall I, 2, 3, or 4, 
put down an A; wherea if it fall.- 5 or 6, put down a IJ. 
Thi might yield a pa ttern fo r weekly ucm;lI1u uch a 
the following: 

Facc 
"\Veek" of D IC 

First . ... . .. ... . . . 3 
Second . . . . . . .. . .. . 1 
Third . .. . ... . . . . .. 3 
Fourth .. .. .. . ... .. 5 
Fifth .. . .. ... .. .. . 6 
Sixth . ... ..... ... . 2 
Seventh ..... . .... . 2 

ales "History" 
1111 r 50,000 

50,000 or. tore 

."1 

.1 
A 

• I 
.II 

Jl 
IJ 

This, incidentally, indicates the rea Oil for the terlll 
" Monte Carlo method." 

In practice, it is not actually nece:.ary to to_ any dice. 
I nstead, we can u e tables called "table' of ra1ldom num
bers" which have been worked out in adva1lce. Moreover, 
the computations can be made by high-speed electronic 
computers which are able, in a few minute or hour:. to 
run off thou ands of ca e and manufacture data whose 
collection would, otherwi e, require many years . But al
though this method is economic.11 and powerful. it mu.t be 
u ed only with the greatest care and caution. E\'er)'thi~g, 
a we have seen, depends on the choice of freque1lcy dl -
tribution (i.e., the odds of the \'ariou. Qutcom ). and 
unless there is orne a urance that the. e have ueen picked 
well, the entire calculation can be worthle' '. 

PREDICTION OF CONSEQU ENC ES: 
PROBABILITY CALCU LATIONS - QUEUEING ANALYSIS 

Sometime there will be problem' which ill\'olvc a num
ber of random elements who. e eftccL arc interrelated. 
For example, in a upermarket. cu tomer delay at the 
checkout counter may be cau ed by the arrival of a l~rg:e 
number of cu tomer- at the ame time, or by the C0111C1-

COlltillued all A'ext Puge 
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dental arrival of several customers each of whom has 
many grocerie in her hopping basket, so that the aver
aCTe checkout time is materially increased. 

uppo e the manager of the supermarket wishes to 
know the effect of adding two checkout counters. The 
<lnal)' t noW' require two frequency distributions, one of 
which describe cu tomer arrivals and the other the size 
of customer purcha e. Once both of the e have been 
found, mathematical analy is permits us, in many cases to 
find out such thing a the expected average custo~er 
waiting time, the expected length of the waiting lines at 
difTerent times of the day or week, etc. 

The basic idea of the calculation is relatively simple, al
though the detail are ingenious and complicated. The 
probability that there will be, ay, 25 customers waiting 
now i equal to the sum of probabilities of the several 
alternative series of events which can produce this result. 
For example, there would now be 25 customers in line if 
24 customers were there one minute ago, none has since 
been serviced, and one more cu tomer has just arrived. 
Since we know the probability of a customer having been 
serviced during anyone minute and of a customer arriv
ing during anyone minute, we can find out the relation-
hip between the probability that there were 24 customers 

a minute ago and the probability that there are 25 custom
ers in line now. imilarly, W'e can find the probability that 
the lines will grow from 25 to 26 customers in this way; 
and we can trace, customer by customer, the expected 
growth of the queues in the supermarket from the time it 
opens in the morning with zero customer. We can also 
see how much the expected queue length will be reduced 
\\'hen two new checkout counters are added. 
PREDICTION OF CONSEQUENCES: 
SIMULTANEOUS RELATIONSHIP TECHNIQUES 

One of the greatest difficulties encountered in the use 
of pure judgment for solving management problems arises 
out of the mutual interdependence of the various elements 
which make up the situation. Make a decision about A 
and thi will effect Band C, and in turn B and C will in
/1uence A. thi can add greatly to the difficulties of rational 
deci -ion making, becau e it means that the problem cannot 
be treated one piece at a time. If the effectiveness of ad
vertising by use of one medium depends on the amount of 
advertising placed in other media, it is impossible to make 
adverti -ing d cisions by individual medium. Television 
expenditures can be made only on the basis of the deci
-ion about new paper advertising and vice versa. In other 
word', the deci ion must be arrived at simultaneously. 

uppose now, as is frequently the case, that a firm allo
cate - a fixed proportion of its ales to advertising expendi
ture. 1 t icon idering revising the breakdown of its 
budget and propo e to increase its expenditures by allo
cating 5 percent of ale to television advertising, 3 percent 
to national magazine advertising, and 2 percent to local 
new -paper ads. It is desired to knoW' how much this will 
increa e sales and the total advertising budget. 

The relevant data are of course very difficult to come 
by; but even if these are somehow obtained, without the 
use of mathematics, the decision maker's troubles are only 
beginning. For the increase in expenditure on television 
adverti ing will pre umably increase sales, which will pre
sumably increa e the number of dollars spent, for exam
ple, on new paper advertising. But this in turn will in
crease ale further, both directly and indirectly, by 
increa ing the effectivene s of television advertising; but 
then all three types of advertising will automatically be 
increased again, by the budgeting rule, and their di~ect 
and indirect effects on sales must again be taken 1I1to 
account. If he tries to take everything into account in his 
mental calculations, the decision maker must feel as 
though he were wrestling with a bunch of eels. 

Fortunately, mathematics can be particularly helpful in 
coping with this sort of problem. Each of the interrela
tionships in question can be described by an equation, and 
a set of such equations can be solved simultaneously by 
standard methods. Electronic computers are particularly 
good at this sort of problem because none of the pieces of 
the problem is particularly complicated; rather, there are 
so many pieces to take into account at once. 

Another example of this sort of interdependence prob
lem can arise in a large company in which several divi
sions produce raw materials for one another; that is, 
when some of the products of several divisions are used 
by other divisions. In this case the amount each division 
needs to produce will depend on the amount produced by 
each other division; and if we want to know how a 
change in prices, and hence in customer demands, will 
affect the output plans of each division, we are back at 
a problem of mutual interdependence. This can again be 
solved by simultaneous equation techniques. When they 
are applied to such a production problem, these tech
niques are referred to as "input-output analysis." 
OPTIMISATION METHODS: THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 

We turn now to the second class of business questions 
- those beginning: "What is the best way to--?" 

It should be noted, incidentally, that prediction of con
sequences problems, which were just discussed, often 
represent only the first step in an optimisation problem. 
Once we predict the outcomes of several alternative 
courses of action, it is natural to investigate which of 
these outcomes best meets the businessman's needs and so 
constitutes the optimum course of action. For example, in 
the queueing problem, once the length of waiting time has 
been related to the number of checkout counters, it is nat
ural to ask what is the optimum number of counters. By 
computing the cost of additional checkout counters and 
balancing this off against the advantage of the resulting 
reduction in length of queues, an optimum number of 
counters can be determined. 

One obvious way to handle such an optimisation prob
lem, if there is a small number of possibilities, is to exam
ine each possibility in turn and to pick out the one which 
is most satisfactory. To aid in deciding whether to ship a 
crate by rail, truck, or by boat (assuming all three take 
about the same amount of time), quotations can be ob
tained on the shipping costs and the cheapest of the three 
carriers can then be used. 

But often the problem is much more complicated. The 
number of possible choices can be very large, and there 
may be interdependences such as those which have just 
been discussed. For example, in the advertising budgeting 
problem, the question can easily be changed to: "What is 
the ratio of promotion expenditure to sales for each of 
TV, newspaper, and magazine advertising which will 
maximize profits?" Here we have an optimisation prob
lem superimposed on a mutual interdependence problem, 
and the number of possible decisions may be limitless. 
And yet this is a standard business problem. Clearly, 
enumeration of the possibilities is out of the question, 
and more powerful techniques are required. 

The differential calculus is a very old optimisation 
method, and it is still one of the most effective we pos
sess. In the previous article of this series, several applica
tions of this method to pricing and inventory problems 
were described. It is fairly easy to indicate how the 
method works. Suppose we know that gross profits will 
increase with advertising expenditure as follows: If ad
vertising expenditure is $750,000, net profits will be 
$1,000,000; whereas if ~dv~rtising expenditure goes up to 
$751,000, net profits WIll nse to $1,000,500. It i easy to 
see that there will be an additional SO cents in net profits 

Continued on Next Page 



per dollar of advertising. But as the market becomes sat
urated, additional advertising, while it continues to add to 
sales, will add less to net profits. Clearly, so long as there 
is any increase in tlet profits per additional advertising 
dollar, it will pay to increase the advertising budget. The 
optimal advertising budget will have been attained when 
every opportunity to improve the budget has been used 
up - when the further addition of a dollar to the adver
tising budget will add nothing to profits. 

But this is precisely how the analysis of the differential 
calculus works. If we have a relationship between net 
profits and the size of the advertising budget, it can often 
tell u , with the aid of neat formulas, how much each 
additional dollar will add to net profits. In mathematical 
jargon, this figure is called the first derivative of nct 
profits with rcspect to advertising expmditure. Such a for
mula can al 0 permit us to find the budget level at which 
this derivative is zero, i.e., at which a further dollar of 
adverti ing will add nothing to net profits. That will usu
ally be the optimal budget level. 

In effect, we may picture the graph of net profits as a 
hill, and our objective i to attain the highest point on the 
hill. The differential calculus can give us the slope of the 
hill at any point; we know if we are going uphill we have 
not yet reached the top, and if we are going downhill we 
have over hot. Only where we are going neither up nor 
down, where the slope is zero - i.e., where additional 
advertising neither adds to nor reduces net profits - can 
we be at the top. 

OPTIMISATION METHOD: MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 

A very new tool which is now, deservedly, very fash
ionable among operations re earchers is programming of 
either the linear or non-linear variety. The details of the 
computational procedure will not be outlined as they have 
been for the other OR methods described in this article. 
This is because they have twice before been described in 
Cost alld Profit Outlook.1 

In earching for an optimal olution, a differential cal
culus computation can run into several difficulties, some 
of which are too technical to be of much interest here. 
The main disadvantage of the calculus method of solution 
is that it cannot take into account some of the important 
type of consideration which are often essential to an op
timisation problem. 

For example, in a production problem there is no way 
in which the limited capacity of a number of machines 
can ordinarily be dealt with by this method. The calculus 
computation may tell the busines man to produce 5,000 

Review: C. West Churchman, Ruuell L AckoH, and E. leonard 
AmaH, Introduction to Operations Research (New York: John Wiley 
£ Sons, Inc., 1957), pp. X + 645, $12.00. 

This 10ng-<JWaited volume, edited by three of our most eminent 
operations researchers, adds a very excellent expository source book 
to the small but growing literature of operations research. The book 
will be indispensoble to the student and will serve as a handy 
reference for the practicing operations researcher. Any firm which 
engages in operations .. sea"h work will find it advantageous to 
own a capy. 

Particularly outstanding are the sections which deal with waiting. 
time models and models which analyze the problem of replacing 
obsole~nt or nonfunctioning equipment. The entire exposition is 
extremely lucid and authoritative. The chapter on linear program· 
ming may be subject to some criticism becau .. it goes into techni· 
calities before explaining the nature and purpose of the technique. 

It must be made dear that this is primarily a technical volume 
wriMen for technicians. But it is sufficiently simple to be usoble by 
the student who has learned some elementary differential calculus 
and probability theory. At leost some of the chopters, however, will 
be inaccessible to the reader whose mathematical training is limited. 
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units of some product per hour; but if he has not the 
capacity to handle this output, then, at lea t in the short 
run, this answer will not be of much help to him. Or the 
calculus may end up recommending sales which are 
greater than the inventory on hand plus current deliveries, 
and for the same reason this is not a u eful answer. In 
other words, capacity limitations ordinarily rule out the 
use of the calculus. 

Similarly, suppose we are trying to find the least ex
pensive mix of ingredients of specified quality to be used 
in making some food product, we may require that it con
tain no more than some maximum percentage of a pre
servative. This is very much like a capacity problem
we have in effect decided that, perhap , 1.5 percent is the 
maximum pre ervative capacity of this product. And 
again the calculus does not take such requirements into 
account. 

Thus there are many considerations - quality specifica
tions, capacity limitations, and the like - which must be 
taken into account by other optimi ation methods. The 
methods which do this are called mathematical program
ming. Unlike the differential calculu , they do not work 
by neat formulas. Rather, we only know how to find the 
answer by systematic trial-and-error procedures which 
are called iterative mcthods. This i actually no great dis
advantage since these methods, because of their repetitiou 
nature (each trial computation i conducted in essentially 
the same way as the last), are well suited to high-speed 
electronic computation; and in many cases, particularly 
where the problems are lit/car, the precise answer can be 
found very rapidly. 

A problem is called linear if it turns out, in fact, that 
all the values of the dependent variables increa e exactly 
in proportion with the values of the independent variabl 
so that a doubling of inputs means that output will al ~ 
be precisely doubled. For example, a tripling of hoe pro
duction will usually require the u e of three times a 
much leather. This, then, is an example of an approxi
mately linear input-output relation hip. But in a saturated 
market a doubling of sales force, and of all other selling 
expenditures, will not normally uffice to double sale . A 
moment's reflection will indicate that in this second non
linear case many more data are required to make a deci
sion in full knowledge of the facts. We must know the 
effectiveness of. selling expenditures in the presence of 
each of many different degrees of market saturation. And 
because in the non-linear case there are more data (and 
incid~ntally, more intractible data) to be handled, the com
putation naturally grows more complex. The operations 
researcher is then very fortunate when the facts of the 
s~tuati?n whi0 he happens .to be analyzing involve rela
tIOnships which are approXimatelv linear so that he can 
empl!:?y the sim~ler, better explo:ed, and more dependable 
techniques of Imear programmmg to find the optimum 
values of the variables. 

The procedures which have been outlined in this article 
constitute ~)Dly a sample of the most important tools which 
the operations researcher has used in e.xamining manage
ment ~r~blerns .. Their very great variety and complexity 
mak.e It unposslble to undertake more than a superficial 
outline. There has .been. no description of many other 
t?Ols such as sy!""bolic lo{pc, game theory, and communica
tIOn theory which promise, and some of which have al
ready made, important contributions to the solution of 
management problems. Yet the bu ines man mu t master 
at least as much as has been pre ented here if he is to 
make most effective use of the opportunities which opera
tions research has opened to him. 

1 ~ "Operations Research Applied to Marketing ProblmlS" Cosl and Profit 
Oullook, Vol. X. Ma.rch .1957'ppp. 3-4; and "SOlution of Mana~~t Prob
lems Tnrough Matherruol1ca! rOlP"amnUng" Cost and P~ofit ONllook Vol 
IX, May 1956. ' , • 
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH APPLIED TO MARKETING PROBLEMS 
The appearance of the important new operations research 

volume1 edited by Churchman, Ackoff, and Arnoff meets 
the most pressing needs of the student of operations re
search for a guide through the techniques and the meth
ods of their application. As is the case in other profes
sions, the practicing operations researcher will, of co?rse, 
continue to rely primarily on the very fine profeSSiOnal 
journals and the advanced literature for his information. 
Thus, the only one who still feels the lack of systematic 
expository material designed explicitly for him is the busi
nessman who will use the results of operations research 
investigations. 

Of course, there have been some expository articles dis
cussing the scope and spirit of operations research, or ex
plaining some specific technique or procedure, or the 
results of some particular business application. But a 
number of executives have indicated to us that much of 
even this material is not wholly illuminating for the busi
nessman who is newly confronted with the possibilities of 
mathematics as a tool for decision making. There is need, 
therefore, for a more or less systematic and easily com
prehensible exposition of t~e ~pplications and technigues 
of operations research. ThiS IS the first of two articles 
designed to provide for this need. 

This article seeks to outline some of the types of mar
keting problems to which operations research techniques 
can be applied. To assure their relevance to the needs of 
practical problem solving, the cases described are all 
drawn from analyses in which Alderson & Sessions has 
been involved. The second article in this series will under
take a systematic expository survey of the techniques of 
operations research. 

AN OUTLINE OF QUANTITATIVE MARKETING PROBLEMS 

Much, if not most, of the work in operations resea.rch 
has been devoted to production problems where detalled 
quantitative data are more readily availab.l~, and math~
maticaI (engineering) analysis more tradi~onal, than IS 
the case in marketing. Nevertheless, there IS muc~ to be 
gained by examination of marketing problems With the 
aid of OR methods. 

It is convenient to divide marketing decisions into three 
major categories: 

1. The pricing of products so as to make the most of 
market potential. 

2. The determination of the magnitude and make-up 
of promotion and selling effort ~vhich can make most 
effective use of that market potential. 

A Rational Approach to Sales Management 
by 

WENDELL R. SMITH, Partner 
ALDERSON & SESSIONS 

A graduate lecture sponsored by the Sales Executives Club 
of Cleveland and Western Reserve University. 

Available Upon Reqllest 

3. The choice of product delivery arrangement which 
makes the most of the businessman's money in supplying 
customer service. 

Each of these areas presents problems toward whose 
solution the operations researcher has been able to con
tribute. Indeed, the last of these - the choice of channels 
for the delivery of goods - involves the inventory and 
transportation problems where operations research meth
ods have scored their most noteworthy (and best publi
cized) success. 

This article will discuss each of these three marketing 
decision areas in turn by means of illustrative cases de
signed to explain the methods of analysis which were 
employed, and the way in which they were able to help 
the businessman. 

SOME PRICING PROBLEMS 

Every pricing decision involves a process of balancing 
off cost and demand considerations. Too high a price 
may, even in prosperous times, drive customers into the 
arms of direct competitors; or it may lead potential pur
chasers to tum to substitute products or even to drop out 
of the market altogether. High coffee prices apparently 
increased the consumption of tea, and high costs of maid 
service have sent domestic help out of the middle-class 
American home. It is clear, then, that except where a 
price reduction leads customers to suspect that there has 
been a decrease in the quality (or the show-off value) of 
a product, a sufficient price cut can increase the amount 
of the product that the firm will be able to sell. 

But volume is not the only relevant consideration. No 
businessman can afford the luxury of neglecting costs un
less he is willing to undertake the marketing of a full line 
of loss leaders. Obviously the situation calls for some 
price in between that which drives most customers away 
and that which does not cover costs; but which is the 
"best" of these in-between prices? 

Frequently the price decision is made by applying a 
fixed "reasonable" mark-up to per-unit costs. But the only 
really satisfactory feature of this solution is its simplicity. 
It is an inconclusive method because it leaves the busi
nessman with the problem of determining what mark-up 
he considers reasonable, so that in a sense he is still back 
where he started. In effect, the method does not settle the 
price-setting problem - it merely disguises it as a margin
setting problem. Moreover, the cost data on which the 
price is based can be misleading. The unit cost of pro
ducing each of a thousand TV sets a year may be much 
higher than the unit cost if production goes up to a mil
lion. Which of these cost figures, then, is to be used in 
setting the price of a TV set? After all, the choice of 
price will help determine the number of sets which will 
be sold. 

More serious still, there is no guarantee that a price set 
in this way will make the most of the market's profit po
tential. For example, a lower price than that set by the 
1 Churchman, C. West, Russell L. Ackoll~.:md E. Leonard Arnoll. Introd .. c· 

tion to Operation. Research (New York: wiley, 1957). 
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fixed-mark-up techniques may reduce the mark-up on 
each item sold; but by increasing sales, it may increase 
turnover sufficiently to lead to a substantial increase in the 
firm's annual net profits. Higher sales volume may even 
lead to lower production costs, as the well-known Henry 
Ford success story so clearly illustrates. 

A public utility firm which sells industrial and home 
heating fuels asked for an examination of its pricing 
structure. It was found that a small reduction in price 
would make this fuel cheaper for most uses than the fuel 
which is its main competitor. An examination of past 
experience of this firm, and of distributors of the same 
fuel in other cities, showed that such a price cut was not 
likely to be met by a reduction in the price of the compet
ing fuel. In addition, there was evidence that a price cut 
could be expected to lead to increased sales whose magni
tude could, within limits, be estimated. Similarly, the costs 
of supplying different quantities of this fuel were also 
estimated from the company data. 

It was now possible to compute the price which could 
be expected to yield maximum annual net profits. This 
might have been done simply by selecting a large number 
of different possible prices, computing the sales and vol
ume which were to be expected at each price, and finding 
the corresponding estimated annual profit by subtracting 
the cost of supplying this volume from sales. This would 
have indicated the price which would yield the highest of 
these profit figures. The mathematical techniques of the 
differential calculus did essentially that, and found this 
price more accurately, more quickly, and at less cost to the 
client. In the case of the fuel supplies, it showed that a 

substantially lower price WOUld, indeed, increase profits 
considerably, both by making this fuel price competitive 
and thereby increasing volume, and by reducing unit costs. 

Operations research analysis does not always call for 
lower prices. A large seller of a popular beverage found ~ 
it was losing sales to less expensive, competing brands. It , 
asked whether a reduction in the price of its products to 
competitive levels was advisable. Here again there is a 
problem of balancing off advantages and disadvantages. 
A price reduction has some effects which make for an in
crease and some which serve to decrease annual net 
profit. It increases the number of items .old hut r duces 
the net return on each item, un Ie (a we h:l\"e j tt t :-ccn) 
there are substantial cost reductions which result from 
increases in volume. Given the reduction in mark-up 
which results from a price cut, it is po sible to compute 
the breakeven level of increased volume - the level of 
volume increase which, if it is achieved. will just make up 
for the reduction in margin and result in a zero net profit 
change after a price reduction. 

In the case of the beverage manufacturer, it was pos
sible to show that the proposed price reduction would 
have been totally uneconomical. at least in the hort run. 
To make up for the reduction in margin. the timl , 'ould 
have required a breakeven increase in volume of app 'oxi
mately 70 percent. It was highly unlikely that eu tomers 
would flock in at a sufficient rate to make thi possible. 
But, more important, the manufacturer did not cy n pos
sess the capacity for a 70-percent increa. e in output. Thus 
the price reduction would almo t certainly have r ulted 
in a serious fall in his annual net profits. 

THE OPTIMUM USE OF SELLING EFFORT 

We will now turn to our second marketing decision 
area, selling and promotion. The firm mu t decide on the 
best use of its salesmen's time, its adverti ing dollars, its • 
sales managers' efforts, etc. It is not enough to know that , 
a salesman is bringing in sales. If time spent on one class 
of customer brings the firm $15 per hour of sale man 
time, while effort devoted to another customer cia s brings. 
in only $8, then every hour the salesman _pellds on the 
latter may, in effect, cost the firm $7. 

Most firms do not have the data and have not ~'amined 
in detail the salesman's effort, advertising costs of sales 
by different districts, different products in the finn's line, 
and different customer classes. But investigation shows 
that the cost per item sold of a sale man vi it to a small 
distributor, or of an effort to pu h an unpopular packa~e 
size of the firm's product, or of a alesman maintained In 

a sparsely settled rural district, is often phenomenally 
high. Very frequently it is found that the. e sales activities 
actually involve substantial los es to the firm. so that it 
would serve the interests of the busine"s to effect a sub
stantial reallocation of selling activities. 

In most businesses, a small proportion of its territories, 
customers, orders, or products is responsible for the over
whelming bulk of the sales volume. On the other hand, a 
ve~ la~ge proportion of the customers, orders, products, 
t~rntones and so on, brings in only a very minor propor
~lon of the. ~Ies. In the typical business, moreover, sell-
109, advertlsmg, and other types of marketing effort all 
too frequently are expended in proportion to the area cov
ered, the number of customers or the number of orders 
and so on, without explicit co~sideration of their actual 
and potential contribution to sales volume and profit. Of 
co.urse, th.is means that in the typical business there is a ~ 
rrusallocatlon of marketing effort in terms of results. , 

Careful comparison of the costs of and returns from 
the different units of marketing effort will usually reveal 
that, because of this maldistribution of marketing effort, 
a large number of sales made by the individual firms are 

Continued on Next Page 
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unprofitable, even though the business as a whole shows a 

proTfiht h ' h' h . . . d . e tec ntque w IC IOvestIgates 10 etall the profitabil-
ity of the use of sales effort, in different districts and by 
different products and customer groups, is called "distri
bution cost analysis." In firm after firm this technique has 
uncovered substantially unprofitable segments in its opera
tions and has led to very substantial savings. To mention 
only one of our most recent investigations of this variety, 
a firm \as shown to be losing heavily on sales made during 
personal visits by company representatives to small retail
ers. Here mail-order selling offered the opportunity for 
substantial increases in profits, and any small loss in vol
ume could be made up by a transfer of effort to more 
profitable accounts. 

The first step in a distribution cost analysis is a finer 
breakdown and a reclassification of the firm's average cost 
anu profit data. The over-all distribution costs for the en
tire business must be allocated to the specific segments of 
the business for which they are incurred. For example, 
throu~h distribution cost analysis, we find that the sale of 
a thousand cases of product A through medium-sized 
retailers located in the Chicago metropolitan area involved 
X dollars worth of salesman time, Y dollars in transpor
tation and warehousing cost, Z dollars in advertising ex
penditure, etc. 

The need for all this detai led information is clear. 
Without' it, the trouble spots cannot be located. The un
profitable points in the distribution process will otherwise 
remain hidden in the over-all statistics, and the opportu
nities for improvement in efficiency and profits will be 
missed. The objective of a distribution cost analysis is, 
then. to divide the business of the company into a number 
of segments classified, for example, by categories of cus
tomer::; and products, and to determine marketing as well 
as plOduction costs and net profits or losses for each 
segment separately. . 

Once the required information has be~n .coll~cted 10 

sufficit'nt detail in the course of the distnbutlOn cost 
analysi , the optimum (most profitable) allocation of s.ell
ing effort can be computed by the use of mathematIcal 
progr. mming technique . The e are the new meth~s of 
computation which are used to find the values of m~e
pendent variables (the amount of each type of sellm~ 
effort devoted to each sales segment) that lead to a maxi
mum value of the dependent variable (annual net profit). 
If the uata are accurate and complete, this mathematical 
method can, for example, indicate the most profi table geo
graphical distribution of the sales force; l.e., they may 
indicate that some men should be taken out of the Kansas 
City district and added to the Chicago. ter~itory. . 

The method can be illustrated readily In the Simplest 
case where there is only one basic type of mark~ting effort 
to be allocated. It states that in ofar as possible, effort 
should always be reallocated to ~ose segmen.ts ~f sales 
where an additional unit of marketIng effort Will Yield the 
highest contribution to net profits and overhead after 
deduction of variable costs. For example, suppose the 
figures show that in Boston an additional $2 ?!It of the 
fixed field sales force budget will yiel~ an additIonal $10 
in sales, and that the addition.al v~nable C?st of . those 
sales is $4. Then the fractIOn In questIon Will be 

10 ;- 4 = 3. If the corresponding figure for ~klahoma 
City is 2.6, thi indicates unambiguously that sellIng effort 
should be reallocated from Oklahoma to Bost~n.. . . 

Of course in practice the available informatIOn IS lImi
ted so that the computed results. will represent only an 
approximation to the best solutIOn. evertheless! ca~e 
after case has shown that a distribution cost analysIs. Will 
lead to substantial sometimes even phenomenal, savmgs. , 

CHOICE OF DISTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 

As already indicated, this marketing decision area, the 
choice of distribution arrangement, includes such prob
lems as the choice of transportation routes and inventory 
levels. Illustrative is one of our current problems. We are 
investigating a warehouse location problem for a firm 
which stores its products in a number of public ware
houses located throughout the country. With very little 
notice, this firm can move its inventory out of any of 
these to other warehouses. In all there are about 100 loca
tions at which warehouses possessing the requisite phys
ical facilities can be found. 

The problem, then, is this: Should the firm employ 8, 
18, or 80 of these warehouse locations? And if it should 
use, say 35 warehouses, which of the possible locations 
should these occupy? This is a complex problem involv
ing considerations of transportation distances, freight 
rates, inventory levels, and warehousing rates. It is essen
tially a complicated routing problem in that a decision to 
employ warehouse A is a triple decision to ship from 
some factory, B, to some customer, C, along a route via A. 

Here intuition and common sense are particularly likely 
to mislead. In deciding between warehouses A and B, 
judgment may do a good job. But with so many inter
related possibilities, a decision to move out of the Denver 
warehouse may make it desirable also to move from 
Cleveland to Akron, and to make a chain of other adjust
ments in order best to serve the customers formerly re
ceiving shipments from the Denver warehouse. Nor can 
all the possibilities be enumerated and investigated one at 
a time. The number of possibilities is truly astronomical. 
As is well known, there are 6 different ways of choosing 
2 warehouses from 6 possible locations (AB, AC, AD, 
BC, BD, and CD J. When the possible location choices go 
up to 100, the number of possibilities increases enor
mously and leaves ordinary large numbers, like billions 
or trillions, far behind. 

Fortunately, mathematical programming techniques can 
help once more. It is again a matter of choosing values 
of variables (the amounts shipped through each ware
house) which maximize annual net profits. Computational 
techniques like those which can be used with a distribution 
cost analysis are applicable here and can indicate, within 
the limitations imposed by the accuracy of the available 
data, what will be a good choice of warehouses, how 
much should be shipped through each warehouse, and 
from which factory and to which customer shipments 
should be routed through any particular warehouse. 

The method of programming computation can be out
lined briefly. The technique essentially involves little more 
than systematic trial-and-error calculation. We first try 
out the current warehouse arrangement to test whether it 
is the best one possible. We can compute how much cost 
would change if one additional warehouse were employed, 
or if the company's stock were moved out of one ware-

Cotltinued on Next Page 

CORRECTION IN OIL 
The February issue of COST AND PROFIT OUTLOOK was clevotecl 

to " A Plan for the Miclclle East." The statement was macle that 50 
super tankers following the route arouncl Africa coulcl carry a large 
part of Europe's oil requirements from the Miclclle East. The author 
was relying on a statement by an authority on oil transport but an 
error was macle in transcription. The figure shoulcl have been " 50 
more," with about that number now in the planning stage. 

Meanwhile the geography of petroleum may soon unclergo a 
major change. References have recently appearecl in the tracle ancl 
claily press to a vast new North African fielcl which is being ex
plorecl ancl cleve/opecl by the French. This oil woulcl reach the coast 
by pipeline ancl woulcl not involve passage through the Suez Canal. 



house into other warehouses now used by it, or if the 
company were to move inventory out of one such ware
house and into another single warehouse which it is not 
currently using. The increase or reduction in costs which 
would result from any such one-warehouse change can be 
computed from data on transportation costs and ware
house storage costs. 

Suppose these computations show that some of the 
changes would result in a reduction of the company's 
total warehousing and transportation cost The electronic 
computer which makes the calculation is instructed to 
pick out, from among all the possible single warehouse 
changes, the one which permits the largest reduction in 
costs. Obviously this change will leave the company better 
off than it was to begin with. 

We are now ready for the second step in our mathe
matical programming trial-and-error calculation. As a ~ec
ond trial solution, the electronic computer uses the Im
proved warehouse arrangement which was discovered in 
step one. Again, all single warehouse changes (adding one 
warehouse, leaving one \varehouse, or substituting one 
warehouse for another) are considered and the cost 
changes which would result are computed. If any change 
can reduce cost, we must go on to a third trial solution, 
and so on. 

Thus the computation method involves, on paper, a 
step-by-step change in the \varehouse arrangement, and 
each step is guaranteed to leave the firm better off. Even
tual1y this process must lead us to an arrangement where
by no further single warehouse change can reduce costs 
any more. This is the end of the computation. 

OoseIy related to the warehouse location problem is 
the more common inventory-level problem. In fact, part 
of the job in computing the cost effect of any warehouse 
arrangement is a determination of the most appropriate 
inventory level for each warehouse. Only when the total 
amounts to be stored have been determined can the stor
age rates specified by contract with each warehouse be 
used to calculate the corresponding total storage cost. 
Since the most economical warehouse arrangement is that 
which saves most on both storage and transportation 
costs, it is clear that determination of the best warehouse 
location must also involve determination of optimum 
inventory levels. 

As in every problem described in this article, determi
nation of the best inventory levels involves a balancing
off of advantages and disadvantages. A low inventory 
level has virtues and vices, and it is necessary to find the 
intermediate inventory level which achieves the best com
promise between them. 

The most obvious disadvantage of a small inventory is 
the likelihood that it will lead to lost orders. If customers 
find that the seller cannot provide rapid delivery of the 
items which they wish to buy because they are out of 
stock, they may turn to the seller's competitor. If this 
happens too often the firm may lose customers, not just 
sales. Buyers simply will get tired of having to wait for 
order after order and will switch their allegiance to a 
competing seller. 

Low inventories also have another disadvantage. It is 
only possible to keep small stocks on hand if the supplier 
is prepared to make frequent deliveries to his warehouses. 
A firm selling 600 refrigerators per 6-day week, from a 
single warehouse, can either deliver 600 refrigerators 
from factory to warehouse at the beginning of each week, 
or deliver 100 each day (or it can make deliveries on 
some other schedule). The once-a-week delivery schedule 
involves an average inventory level of 300 (plus whatever 
inventory is kept on hand for emergencies). But daily 
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delivery never involves an inventory against foreseen 
sales which is larger than 100 refrigerators. Thus inven
tories can be kept low, but at the cost of more frequent 
deliveries. This may involve the costs of additional book
keeping, higher handling costs, and higher transportation 
rates because shipments are so small they must go in 
less-than-carload lots. 

It is seen, then, that low inventory levels must result 
in higher shipping costs and in increased danger of lost 
orders and lost customers. But high inventory levels are 
also costly. Storage costs, insurance costs, tax payments, 
interest payments on money capital tied up in inventory, 
pilferage and deterioration costs are all high when inven
tory is large. It is obvious then that inventory levels must 
be prevented from going too high or too low. In particu
lar, an attempt to keep an inventory so great that no item 
ever runs out of stock and no customer order is ever de
layed is likely to be catastrophically expensive, and it may 
be futile as well. For any commodity it is likely that occa
sionally many orders will, by coincidence, be placed at the 
same time. The cost of providing against such a remote 
contingency is almost never worth incurring. 

The optimum inventory level can be found, as well as 
the data permit, by the use of standard operations re
search methods. The various types of inventory costs 
(storage, handling, taxes, lost orders, etc.) must first be 
translated into mathematical notation. Once this is done it 
is usually possible to employ the differential calculus in 
essentially the same way as it is used in the price deter
mination problem, to find the inventory level which will 
yield the highest profits to the firm. 

There are other related problems like the choice of in
ventory levels. Low inventories mean lost orders, because 
goods are frequently out of stock and can incur costs in 
frequent reorderings. On the other hand, large inventories 
involve high carrying costs including insurance, taxes, 
deterioration, and pilferage. A frequent problem is the 
choice of inventory level which achieves the best com
promise between these costly extremes. There are stand
ard mathematical methods for dealing with this problem. 

Another related inventory problem arises out of sea
sonal swings in prices of perishable raw materials. It is 
costly to concentrate production exclusively at the season 
when raw material costs are low, because this can add 
substantially to labor costs, require a large plant capacity 
much of which may have to remain idle the rest of the 
year, and require the storage of finished-goods inventory 
between production seasons. On the other hand, produc
tion spread evenly throughout the year can involve very 
high labor costs. Here one must find the best compromise 
between completely even production and production con
centrated entirely during a few months of the year. It 
may perhaps be surprising that the mathematics of the 
solution is very closely related to that of the optimum 
routing problem, but in fact the reason is simple - stor
age from September to January is a movement through 
time just as shipment from New York to Dayton involves 
movement through space. The optimum production inven
tory schedule involves the choice of optimum routes 
through time and can be solved by methods simpler than 
but similar to, those required for the warehouse locatio~ 
decision. 

We see, then, how operations research methods can 
find application in almost every field of marketing. The 
illustrations have been chosen to indicate a variety of 
ways in which management can profit from the use of 
~~ techniqu~s as part of its decision-making process; but 
It IS not poSSIble to draw up an exhaustive list - the field 
is vast and the horizons have not been reached. 
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THE CHALLENGE OF MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
The executives of a marketing organization are con

cerned with three primary management tasks. Manage
ment is responsible for establishing the sales goals for the 
organization, for developing a marketing program through 
which to achieve these goals, and for maintaining the 
effectiveness of the organization itself so that it can carry 
out the marketing program. Successful operation requires 
that these responsibilities be discharged effectively and 
that action in these three fields forms a consistent pattern. 
A vigorous and successful management will set ambitious 
goals but it will conceive of its program and organization 
in appropriate terms as to quality and scale. 

The general goal of every marketing organization is to 
make a satisfactory profit while rendering useful services 
to its customers. While this statement is true, goals must 
be defined more precisely in order to form the basis for a 
plan of action. There are short-run and long-run objec
tives. Management wants to maintain or expand its posi-

ELEMENTS OF MARKET PLANNING 

Measuring Opportunity 

Sales Forecasts 
SALES GOALS . . . . . Market Potentials 

MARKETING 
PROGRAMS 

ORGANIZATION .. . 

Consumer Behavior and Motivalion 
Market Testing 
Industrial Markets 

Allocating Effort 

Product line 
Marketing Channels 
Prices and Discounts 
Sales Budgets 
Marketing Mix 
Advertising Media 
Advertising Appeals 
Sales Compensation 
Production Scheduling 
Quality Control 

Mobilizing Capacity 

Organization Structure 
Internal Communication 
Standards and Supervision 
Training and Executive Development 
I nventory Policy 
Production and Procurement Base 
Investment Planning 
Financing Market Expansion 

tion in the market to provide the basis for future earnings 
as well as to make a profit currently. Expansion leads in 
the direction of serving new customers introducing new 
products or utilizing new channels of trade. Every avenue 
for cultivating new business involves some risk with re
spect to the business the firm already has. Varying costs 
of getting new business pertain to every segment of oppor
tunity. Sales goals must be consistent with each other and 
with the economic principle of seeking maximum results 
for the amount expended. Goals that are to be incorpo
rated in a marketing plan must be specific as to the dates 
when the desired volume levels are to be attained and the 
composition of total sales volume and profits by products 
and by customer classes. 

A rational goal is not merely something to be devoutly 
wished, it must also be one with a reasonable chance of 
attainment. The feasibility of an objective depends both 
on the character of the market opportunity and on the 
capacity of the organization for generating marketing 
effort of the requisite scale and quality. In the final deter
mination of sales goals, management judgment is engaged 
in balancing the desirable against the feasible. 

A marketing program is a statement as to how market
ing effort is to be allocated to the various goals which are 
sought by the organization and to the various means 
which will be used in attaining them. A program describes 
a sequence of marketing activities and includes both a 
schedule for co-ordinating these activities over time and a 
budget for reconciling the various requirements with the 
total resources available during the operating period. A 
program embodies the chief executive's conception of poli
cies and strategies by which his goals can be attained. It 
provides a comprehensive framework within which more 
detailed plans or routine procedures can be devised. 

An organization may be regarded as an operating sys
tem with composition and structure appropriate to the 
task to be performed. A basic function of management is 
to keep the organization attuned to its changing marketing 
tasks, with modification as required both in personnel and 
organization structure. Ideally, the organization should 
be that which is required to carry out the current market
ing program and have the capacity for adaptation to unex
pected market developments. 

MARKET PLANNING AND MARKETING RESEARCH 

Of these three elements of sales goals, marketing pro
gram, and organization, the marketing program is usually 
the central concern for the executive engaged in planning. 
The program mediates between the desired goals and the 
capacity of the organization which must be brought into 
adjustment with each other. A program is obviously un
realistic if it greatly exceeds the capacity of the organiza
tion. As a basic step in organization planning, however, it 
is frequently desirable to project an ideal program in rela
tion to sales goals in order to determine what changes 
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should be made in the organization. Similarly, it is some
times possible to layout a program representing maxi
mum effort for a strong and vigorous organization, and 
thus discover that sales goals should be revised upward. 

Most of the innumerable details of market planning can 
be delegated to technical staff. The formal techniques use
ful in carrying out a planning assignment are beginning 
to compare favorably with the formal tools of marketing 
research. For example, programming methods developed 
out of military problems are proving to have useful busi
ness applications. Even with ample technical assistance, 
however, the chief marketing executive must accept or 
reject. The results of his most crucial decisions are em
bodied in the marketing program and in the adjustment of 
program to sales goals on the one hand and organization 
on the other. 

Market research and analysis provide essential support 
in every stage of market planning. A first step in deter
mining sales goals is to measure the market opportunity. 
Many of the fundamental. tech':liques of marketing re
search are. addressed to thIS ~as.lc purpose of evaluating 
the potential market and predlctmg the rate at which the 
market can be develop~d. Market potential is not a simple 
concept but usually mvolves the study of interrelated 
growth rates and factors which may accelerate growth or 
retard it. The potential for many products depends on the 
number of automobiles on the road or the number of 
owner-occupied homes. Sales of cars or houses depend in 

tum on growth in population and con umer income as 
well as on subtleties of moti\-ation which determine the u e 
of income. Expre - ed graphically, potential i not a point 
on a line but a family of cun'e ' repre -enting the way that 
buyers ma~ be expected t~ beha\'e underyariou combina
tions of pnce and promotIOn, and at vanou tages of the 
innovation proce in the ca e of a new product. 

J ust as sales goal- c.1n b related to the measurement of 
market opportunity, i ntific anal ' -i can be applied to 
the allocation of effort to facilitate th development of 
marketing program. From thi viewpoint a program can 
be regarded as a matching of input and output. The in
puts include the time of ale - per 'onnel and other re
source such a adv rti ing mat rial and di. play space in 
retail store . The output are _ale and profit results by 
products, by ale terri tori ,or other _ i!!nific.1nt segments 
of the busines . Ther i - both a qualitativ and a quanti
tative a pect to the matching of input · and outputs. That 
is to say that the alloc.1tion of IIort involves decisions 
both as to the kind of effort needed and the amount that 
will payoff in applic.1tion to 3ch of th d ir d outputs. 

Finally, there i a mark ting approach to organiza
tion analy is and planning. It tarts by pecifying the job 
which the market requir of the whole organization be
fo re attempting to write job pecification for individual 
e..'(ecutive or ale m n. Function det rmine structure 
under this approach to organization pl:mnin . The flow of 
proce es embodied in the marketing pro ram i - analogous 
to the production line in the factory. Organization is the 
mean for co-ordinating manpow rand oth r re ources to 
preserve an orderly flo\\'. 

There is a dir ct parall I to production c.1p.1city in what 
might be called marketing cap.1city. B cau e of morale 
factors as well a co ·t, it i .. ential that a marketing 
organization be kept working at c1o, e to it full capacity. 
Men mu t be motivated a well a:- dir cted to achieve this 
result. In mobilizing al capacity, the marketing execu
tive utilizes many dC\'ice- for I ction, training, supe~
vision, and incentive compen tion. The concept of mobi
lizing capacity ha till broader implication since re
sources mu t be obtained from own r or inve tors. The 
top e..'(ecutive must fir t be convinced that he can utilize 
an increase in marketing cap,1city and then present a clear 
and per ua ive picture rdating it to marketing go~~ an.d 
programs. The analytical foundation for uch a deCISion IS 
omewhat parallel to a recommendation for the construc

tion of a new plant. 

THE ELEMENTS OF MARKET PLANNING 

The chart on page one how the relation. hips among 
the e yariou elcmcnt of market planning. The left-hand 
column indicates the three broad area of re. ponsibility 
for marketing management. 1 he right-hand column sug
gests orne of the way in which marketing re -earch and 
counsel can as i t management in cach of these areas. A 
number of type of anal), i are uggested under ~he 
broad headings of " lea uring Opportunity," "Allocatl!1g 
Effort," and "Mobilizing Capacity." Each of these tOPICS 
calls for specialized cicntific tcchnique . The confide~ce 
with which the e technique - can be applied incrt;ase~ datly 
out of the succe ful experience in their appltcatJOn by 
both ~arket anal}' t and marketing executives.. . 

ThiS chart should provide the marketing executive With 
a useful way of looking at hi busine s. Perhaps he does 
not need to be reminded of the need for clearly . tated and 
well-considered goal', or for a marketing program and 
organization appropriate to the attainment of the e goals. 
There may be some rca -urance, however, in this demon-
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stration of the way in which scienti fic market analysis has 
develope? t~ match the needs of marketing executives. 
The tOPICS lIsted under !he three headings in the right
hand ~olumn shoul~ provide a check list against which the 
executIve can consider the state of his infonnation and 
the fo~ulation of assignments for inside planning staff 
or outside management co.unsel. The range of topics is as 
~road .as. the ~vhole functIOn of market planning. Some
times It IS desirable to delegate a comprehensive planning 
assignment. In that case the planners or consultants would 
have the resJ?<>n ibility f<;>r reviewing all of these topics 
and undertakmg fact findll1g and analysis where the mate
rials for planning were lacking. In other cases an execu
ti~e reviewing thi.s lis~ in rel~tion t~ his own problem 
might .be able to. IdentIfy speclfi.c tOPICS as presenting a 
stumblIng block 10 the fonnulatIon of a marketing pro
gram. In such ca 'es he does not want a complete design 
but is on.ly looking for a few missing pieces. Nevertheless, 
a blueprint of the whole tructure should help him in de
fining the areas of uncertainty where technical help is 
needed. 

THE GOALS OF MANAGEMENT 

The remainder of the di cuss ion will deal with some of 
the issues facing the top executive in coping with goals, 
programs and organization. se wi ll be made of some 
actual case drawn from current con ulting practice. Little 
attention will be given to detailed t chniques of analysis 
~nd planning even though uch services can be of crucial 
Importance on al\ of the issues mentioned. The intent, 
rathe:, is to picture as concretely as possible some of the 
9uestlOns to be met and the dilemma which management 
IS cal\ed upon to resolve in the face of uncertainty and 
change. 

With respect to the goals of a marketing organization, 
r~ference has already been made to the problems of con
sistency and feasibility. Two recent cases illustrate the 
many ways in which conflicts among objectives can arise. 
The consultant often sen'es a u eful purpose in helping 
management to put its objectives in sharper focus , and, in 
some instances to become aware fo r the first time that 
basic conflict exists. It is not always true that management 
know exactly what it wants to do and cal\s in technical 
counsel simply to determine how to do it. Quite often a 
~ajor need of management is to arrive at a clear defini
tion of what can and should be done and to develop a 
policy position with respect to incipient conflicts. 
. I~ one of these recent cases involving a conflict of ob
JectIves there was the cia sical issue of wanting to expand 
IOtO new product fields without losing sales on established 
products. The decision had been made to go into a further 
~tage of .manufacture producing end-products as .we~ as 
IOtennedlates. The company had laid down two pnnclples 
appa:ently without taking note that they were in direct 
confliCt. On the one hand they wanted to make end-prod
ucts for which they could supply most of the inte~edi
at~s or raw materials. On the other hand they did not 
Wish to enter into competition with their established cus
tome.rs. There are many similar situations in market ~x
panslOn as when an ethical drug company sees a major 
OPPOrtunity in over-the-counter products sold to the. con
sumer. The client company in the case just mentIOned 
seemed to be influenced first by one principle and 0en ~e 
othe~. Actual\y, there is no full resolution for thIS basIC 
confl ict.. It must be disposed of by evaluatin& as carefully 
as POSSible the probable gains from ent~nng the new 
field, the probable inj ury because of reaco?n .on pre~ent 
cus.to~ers, and deciding whether the net gam IS suffiCIent 
to JustIfy the risk. 

S?metim.es a company would gladly drop a product or a 
servIce wh~ch has been continued for reasons of prestige 
0: ~ood "':111 ~ath~r than profit. The second case of con
flIctmg obJecttv~s Illustrates the difficulty of serving man
agen;ent unless It really knows its own mind or is willing 
tc! diSCUSS the conflict with candor. A manufacturer of a 
pIece of household equipment had been losing ground in 
both sales and profits and retained counsel to recommend 
a course of action. The analytical group assumed that the 
manufacturer wanted to make a profit on this product and 
recommended a program for expanding its sales. It was 
well known that one reason for continuing the product 
eve~ though it. was a minor part of the manufacturer's 
bus.mess ~as hIS fear of losing prestige on a related line 
of mdustrlal products. What was not revealed in advance 
was that the cost structure in the factory was such that 
the product .c?uld not. c.onceivably make a profit under cur
rent competItIve condItIons. What this manufacturer really 
wanted was a dignified way of reducing losses rather than 
an aggressive program for increasing sales and profits. 
Because of his inability or unwillingness to define the 
problem in this way, ~e did no~ get a marketing program 
he could use, but he dId end WIth a clearer understanding 
of his objectives. 

The test of feasibility always needs to be applied to 
sales goals which visualize rapid and continuous market 
expansion. Sometimes a so-called five year goal is nothing 
more substantial than the projection of past growth 
trends. It may not even take account of the point that the 
company or its industry has reached in its present cycle 
of growth, the prospect for leveling off before the end of 
the five-year period, or of pending developments that may 
even precipitate a downward movement. A simple device 
was employed in a recent consulting project to place the 
prospects of growth in a more realistic perspective. In 
general, there are only three possible sources of growth in 
company sales: increased sales on present products, intro
duction of new products developed in the research 
laboratory, or acquisition of additional products through 
mergers with other companies. Plan A made the maxi
mum assumption concerning growth from present prod
ucts and then determined what would have to come from 
new products or acquisitions to reach the stated sales goal. 
Plan B started with the minimum assumption as to in
creased sales for present products and carried out similar 
calculations concerning growth from other fields. The 
same process of setting up maximum and minimum as
sumptions was then applied to new products already under 
development in the laboratory and to acquisitions which 
had been wlder consideration. The result was six con
trasting patterns of possible growth from various sources. 
Management got a new feeling out of this exercise as to 
the relative feasibility of these subobjectives and a sense 
of where to concentrate its effort to have the greatest 
probability of reaching the five year goal. 

It is sometimes helpful to think of a marketing organi
zation as moving from one crisis of growth to another 
like a living organism. Each stage of its life history is 
really a transition stage. The supreme art of management 
resides in a sense of timing which anticipates each critical 
turning point. In a marketing organization this rests on a 
knowledge of markets and particularly on a feeling for 
the pace of market change. 

GUIDEPOSTS IN PROGRAMMING 

There are several criteria which can be applied to mar
keting programs in determining whether they are appro
priate to the goals the organization seeks. Marketing 
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effort can be wasted or actually harmful unless it is 
squarely on the target. Instances where this is true are 
often encountered in reviewing advertising expenditures. 
One company found that it had been advertising a chem
ical product for the wrong market for two years. That is 
to say that there were better and cheaper products for the 
use recommended, whereas the product in question was 
extremely effective in another use field where no com
petitive product could touch it. In another case million of 
dollars were spent inducing new users to try a product at 
a time when it suffered a serious disadvantage in com
parison with other products. The laboratory succeeded 
shortly thereafter in remedying this product defect. Mean
while some of the advertising expenditure which might 
have created good will a year later undoubtedly created ill 
will because it was premature. 

Sometimes a marketing program is ineffective becau e 
the total effort is below the thre hold nece ary to be effec
tive. Some advertisers apply this principle by saying that 
they will not use an advertising medium unle s they can 
dominate it for their class of goods. Obviously the small 
or moderate sized advertiser cannot always find a medium 
in which he can secure a dominant po ition with the 
funds available. A modification of this principle was ug
gested by a recent analysis for a beverage manufacturer. 
Faced with heavy competition in every region and in each 
of the available advertising media, there appeared to be a 
marked difference in results from market to market. Analy
sis indicated that he had to spend at lea t 10 per cent of 
the competitive advertising dollars in any market to make 
an impact, and that above that figure competitive hares 
tended to vary directly with advertising expenditure. 
Thus, where a dominant position is not available it would 
seem that an advertiser has to get above a certain noise 
level in order to be heard at all in competition. 

Much has been said about the proper co-ordination of 
marketing programs, and countless examples have been 
noted that advertising will not work without di tribution, 
or vice versa. A ide from this co-ordination of timing and 
execution, there is the broader question of the co-ordina
tion of all the parts of a program in a well-balanced pat
tern. A planning executive in a marketing organization 
needs an esthetic sense of the fitness of things which goe 
beyond mere logical calculation. In other word, the best 
plan cannot be fully determined by considering the mar
keting mix in terms of a little more or a little less of one 
element or another. Sometimes it is the responsibility of 
the planner or marketing consultant to sugge t several 
sharply contrasting plans and to in ist that a clear-cut 
deci ion must be made as to the general direction which 
the program is to take. In some cases the program ha 
grown by accretion and embraces a variety of activities 
which cannot be reconciled with each other. In one recent 
case it was difficult to find two major customers who were 
actually being sold in the same way or where a common 
marketing policy could be said to hold. 

A major issue in developing programs is whether the 
company should schedule its own marketing effort fully 
in advance or whether it should be primarily concerned 
with fathoming the moves of competition and being pre
pared to counter them. The best point of compromise 
behveen a fully scheduled program and holding some re
sources in reserve varies, of course, with the competitive 
field and with the size of the company and its flexibility 
in action. In most established organizations it is better for 
management to concentrate on its own job than on what 
competition is doing. To the extent that every company's 
market position is unique, there is a best strategy for it 
which should be followed regardless of competitive tactics. 
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ORGANIZATION AND THE POWER TO ACT 

Turning to the problems of organization, the marketing 
e.."'<ecutive must be sure that he has capacity to act in rela- .-) 
tion to the occasions of action which will confront him. n 
Psychologists say that no man has ever used more than a 
fraction of his brain because of blocks and conflicts within 
the human personality. The successful organization like 
the successful individual has done a better-than-average 
job of mobilizing capacity by overcoming these obstacles. 
In case after case, destructive tensions may be seen at 
work in marketing organizations. Advertising clashes with 
sales, product managers with district managers, and poli-
cies are constantly breached to meet one special situation 
after another. Individuals may be either too aggressive or 
too baclnvard in pushing their particular as ignments in 
conjunction with having the common fault of failing to 
relate them to the over-all objectives of the firm. Tension 
is not always to be deplored, however, since tensions of 
the right sort are closely related to the vitality of the 
organization or the living organism. The function of lead-
er hip on the part of the marketing executive might be 
defined in part as that of maintaining creative tensions 
within the organization. To do this it is recommended that 
the marketing executive be sensitive to organization in 
both human and operating terms, and that he view his 
organization problem in a three-fold per pective. 

An organization is in one ense a structure designed 
to facilitate the functions to be performed. An effective 
structure must make an appropriate place for steps in the 
management process such as decision, conceptualization, 
and the control of routine procedures. In other words, 
management must decide what to do, how to do it, and 
then see that the pre cribed program is actually carried 
out. The organization structure mu t facilitate these man
agement activities as well as make a proper grouping of 
the activities of subordinates. 

An organization is al 0 a network of expectations. 
Basic among these are the sales goals which have been 
established since it is through them that the expectations 
of the individuals are to be realized. The executive serves 
the organization and the individual who make it up by 
keeping these overriding objectives in the foreground. He 
expects performance of his subordinates consistent with 
their abilities and secures commitments that assignments 
will be carried out. In turn he commits the resources of 
the organization in support of these tasks and for the 
reward of successful performance. This h\'o-way com
mitment between the executive and his subordinates is the 
foundation for what has been called the creative tension 
within a vigorous organization. 

An organization may also be viewed in a somewhat 
longer perspective as a flow of individuals into and out of 
a working environment. An individual is recruited not 
only for what he can do today but for his capacity to as
sume greater responsibility later on. An organization is 
both an operating system dealing with today's problems 
and an assemblage of men and resources in constant prep
aration for the tasks of tomorrow. The successful execu
tive in dealing with either markets or organization must 
wear a species of mental bifocals in which short-run and 
long-run considerations are always present together. He is 
both acting and getting ready to act. Held in proper bal
ance these management objectives can reinforce each 
other. This is the essence of the power principle which the 
writer has previously suggested a vital to management. 
In pursuance of the power principle, the successful mar
keting executive will act in such a way as to promote the 
power to act. 




